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Abstract

The purpose of this exploratory and descriptive
qualitative reEearsh study was to describe the work
act,ivitíes and behaviors of four hospital Chief Executíve
Nurses (CENs) in ltanítoba. The findings in this study
provide a profile of the roles and responsibilit,ies of
rural CENs within their organizational, geographical, and
health care delivery contexts. Ilenry Mintzberçf rs (1923)
conceptual framework of the nature of nanagerial work
guided the study.

This study made use of triangulated datas

1)

preliminary data coLleetion (organizational documents

and

a

pre-observation Ínterview) i

2,

continuous

non-participant structured observation over. a convenient
three day work period; and, 3) a semi-struetured exit
Ínterview. Content analysis provided a systematic process
for anal.yzing the qualitative data obtained during the
collection period.
findings from the study indicate that the rural CENts
daiJ.y work behavior is charact,erized by an involvenent in

a significant number of activities, each of short
duration. Mintzbergts (L973) adninistrative descript,ion
involving interpersonal, infornation and decisional roles
was supported by the data. Two additional behavioral
categories under a supportive cluster, nanety clinical
support and counseling, were also evident,. The data
ii

suggested a cyclical nature to nurse executivesr lrork.
The âRIllA Time Series llodel, however, only narginally
supported this concept. Implications for nursing
practice, education and research are ôiscussed in this
research report.
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Chapter

One

Statement of the Problem
Organized nursing service in the health care systern is
directed by chief executíve nurses (CENs) whose pivotal
roÌes is to promote comprehensive, qualíty nursing care.

As an execut,íve and a leader of both professional and
personnel, the
auxiliary
CEN coordinates the
interdependent activities of numerous individuals and
groups both within and beyond the nursing discipline. The
content of the work of Canadian CENsr changes as the
health care system evolves, requiring incumbents to
funct,ion in diversified corporate and professional roles
(Canadian Nurses Association [CNAI, L993). Hence, CENsI
work requires multipte skills inctuding leadership and
managerial competence to administer nursing, the largest
provider group in the health care system (Canadian
Association of University Schools of Nursing, Canadian
CoIIege of Health Service Executives, Canadian Hospital
Association [CHA], 6. Canadian Public Health Association,
1986; Pfoutz, Simms, & Price, L987; Thorntinson, L99L).
Despite the integral roles of nurse managers at atl
levels in Canadars hospital and health service, fehr
empirical studies systematically analyze these managers
and their functions. CENs are the most senior nurse
managers in hospit,als, yet relatively littIe
is known
about them and their work. No Canadian studies on the

2

rural conmunity hospital CENsr work activities
and
behaviors were located. This begged the question: What
are the roles and responsibilities of community hospital
CENsr in
rural
Canada? Do these roles and
responsibilities differ from urban CENs? Other managers?
The extent and diversity of issues in rural health care
delivery bid a focused plan for developing an ernpirical
body of knowledge on the work content of rural CENs
(Bushy, L992; Weínert & Long, 1991)
Although a few research studies have investigated the
work of urban CENs in non-Canadian settings, limited
studies examine the specific observable activitíes and
behaviors of rural CENs (Hagen & üIolff I L96I; Henry &

Moody, l-986) .
These rural studies have linited
transferability because of the diversity of CEN roles and
responsibilities found in various geographical settings,
health care delivery systems, and distinct organizational
(Rotkovitch, 1983). To understand the
cultures
contribut,ions to patient care, organizational efficiency,
and staff advancement that rural nurse executives provide,
research on the roles and responsibilities of community
hospital CENs in Manitoba hras proposed. A greater
understanding of CENsr roles and responsibilities wí11
contribute to the development and refinement of concepts
and theory in administratíon in general, and nursíng
administration in particular.

3

Purpose of the Study

The pivot,al roles and responsibilities of community
hospital cENsr in rurar canada have not previously been
addressed. Given this evidence and the signíficant
changes currently beíng rearized in canadian health care,
the purpose of this investigation was to describe the work
activities and behaviors of cornmunity hospitar cENs ín
rural Manitoba. This explorat,ory and descriptive study
provides a profile of the rores and responsibilities of
rurar cENs within their organizationar, geographical, and
health care derivery contexts (Dunn, Lggo; Henry, salberg
& Holter, L99L; Raber, 1988).
Research euestions

The following questions provided a guide for the
research process:

1) hlhat are the roles and responsibilities of a select
sample of community hospital CENs in rural Manitoba?

2) vrrhat proportion of the working day do rurar
spend in various activities and roles?
3) How are the work characteristics of rural
sinilar
or different from the characteristics

cENs

cENs

of

managerial work described by Mintzberg (L973)?

4) To what extent do Mintzberg t s working rol-es
describe the work of community hospital CENs in rural
Manitoba?

SignifÍcance of the Study

pertaining to rural, conmunity hospit,al
CENs is extremely limited (Hagen & lrfolff , L96L¡ Henry &
Moody, l-986). Previous nursing research has yet to
address the question: Irlhat are the roles and
responsibilities of comrnunity hospital CENs in rural
Canada? The significance of this study hras to gain
descriptive information regarding the uncharted rores and
responsibilities of CENs in rural Canadian hospitals.
Although CENsr work content in general has received
somewhat greater attentíon in the nursing literature, the
findings of this study will further contribute to that
empirical base. Furthermore, if Mintzbergts (1973)
description of managerial work and managerial rores are
applicabte to the rural CENsr work, this finding would
assist nurse executives and others in understanding the
respective rore-set.. current perspectives and practices
in the selection, education and evaluation of CENs may
need to be reconsidered as the result of enpiricarly based
findings.
The literature

5

Rural cENs play important rores in hospitars and in
the derivery of quatity, hearth care in these settings
(Henry & Moody, 1986; Jensen, r-960). preparing nurses for
rurar, nursing administration has tremendous implicatíons
for health care delivery.
rdentification of cENsl
role-set assists the formation of an ernpírical body of
knowledge that would faciritate the preparation of nurses
for executive positions in rural, conmunity hospitals.
Conceptual Framework

one of the rnost influential delineations of managerial
work and roles has been developed by Henry Mintzberg
(L967 ¡ L973) whose conceptual framework was utirized for

thís study. Mint,zberg r s theoretícal tenets vrere derived
from his qualitative study of five senior mare executives
in varíous industries, in conjunction with an extensive
review and incorporation of previous manageríal research
([partial rísting] Burnst Lgs4, LgsT; carlson, 1951; Dubin
& Spray, L964; Guest, 1956; Horne & Lupton I Lg6S; Homans,
1958; Neustadt, 1960; Sayles, Lg64; Shart,le, L949¡
stewart, L967). Mintzbergrs work has received extensive
review and has been supported in its basic tenets by
numerous researchers and writers in general management
(choran, L969; Kurke & Aldrich, 1993; Martinko & Gardner,
1990; snyder & Glueck, 19Bo), education (Duignan I Lg79ì
Hannah, 1981) and nursing (Arberta Hospitar Àssociation &
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Alberta Association of Registered Nursest IAHA & AARN],
L9A4 i Baxt,er I 1993; CNA, 1988; Dunn, 1990i Jones & Jones,
L979; Morrison, 1983; Raber, L988). The extent to which
these managerial tenets are applicable to community
hospitat CENs in rural Canada required further
investigation.
A. Core Elements of ltanagerial lfork
All levels of managersr work are remarkably similar
and can be depícted in terms of basic roles and workíng
Managerial work differences that do
characteristics.
exist are related t,o emphases on specific roles or work
characteristics.
Although most managerial work is
challenging and unplanned, aII managers have regular
duties to perform. Managers are both generalists and
specialists. The unrelenting work cycle characterized by
brevity, varíety and fragrmentation cause the manager to
take on a heavy workload resulting in work being addressed
superficially.
The nature of the work cycle also causes
the manager to develop work characteristics that make it
to get othersr assistance in reducing
difficult
superficial work. overall, managerial work is extremely
complex (Mintzberg, L973) .
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B. Distinguishing Characteristics of tfanagerial

Work

síx distinguishing
Mintzberg (L973) identífies
characteristics of managerial work that have been largely
supported by nursing research (Baxter, L993; Dunn, L99oî
Jones & Jones, L979; Morrison, 1983; Raber, 1988).
Managerial work characteristics ín general include: 1) a
heavy workl-oad at an unrelenting pace; 2) work activities
characterízed by brevity, variety and fragrmentationt 3)
preference for live action--current, specific, welI
defined, non-routine work; 4) an attraction to the verbal
media, with much of the managerts tine being spent on the
telephone and in meetings; 5) nulti-contacts (superiors,
outsiders and subordinates) but time rnainly spent with
subordinates and outsiders; and, 6) control through
initial
cornmitments and taking advantage of personal
obtigations.
C. Interpersonal, Informational, and Decisional Roles
Managerial work consists of a set of ten identifiable
roles which are categorized into three distínct behavioral

categories:

interpersonal,
and
informational
decision-rnaking (Mintzberg, L973). Research in nursing,
education, and management support these roles, although
the addition of contextual or discipline-specific roles is
not unconmon (Choran, L969; Duignan, L979; Hannah, 1981;

I
Morrison, l-983; Raber, L988). Mintzbergrs roles and their
functional flow are illustrated in Figure Lz
1) Interpersonal roles arise from the formal authority
accorded the manager by virtue of and status inherent in a
position, and from the contacts generated in fulfilling
their position. This category consists of figurehead,
Ieader and liaison roles:
a) The figurehead role refers to those symbolic
activities and behaviors that are social, inspirational,
lega1 or ceremonial in nature, which the manager is
obliged to perform. Activities
include attending
ceremonies, solicitations, addressing status requests and
lega1 documents.

b) The leader role includes activities and behaviors
which motivate subordinates to achieve organizational
goals. For example: directing, role modeling, trainíng,
performance appraisals and staffing.
c) The liaison role pertains to those activities and
behaviors which maintain the managerrs self-developed
network of contacts and information sources out-side the
organization. Activities include mail acknowledgements
and external committee work.

:.

r..ìLrll)-¿.f

lr

I --1i..

FIGIJRE

1:

MINTZBERG'S MANAGERIAL ROLES

DECISIONAL
Entrepreneur
Disturbance Handler
Resource Allocator
Negotiator

Source: Minzberg, 1973, p.

59.
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2) The infornational roles are supported by the
interpersonal roIes. Information processing activities
and behaviors rnake the manager an organizational Inerve
center | :

a) The monitor role involves inquisitive activíties
and behaviors that enable the manager to develop an
understanding of the internal and external environment.
Categories of information include internal operations,
external events, analyses, ideas, trends and pressures.
b) The disseminator role incLudes those activities and
behaviors that involve transmission of valued and factual
information, from both outsiders or subordinates, to other
organizational members. The manager may forward mail or
memos, or facilitate review sessions.
and
c) The sr¡okesperson role includes activities
behaviors which involve the external transmission of
organizational information; comprising of such activities
as external committee meetings and contacts, and handling
mail.

3) Deeisional roles are the final dimension of manageri-al
work. Decisional activities involve the process of making
and interrelating organizational decisions; the process
being dependent on the understanding acquired in the

11

informational roles:
a) The entrepreneur role refers to activities and
behaviors which incorporate innovatíons to facilitate
organizatíonal improvements. Role examples include
rrimprovement projectsrr, policy, procedure or protocol
initiation, strategic planning and ad hoc committees.
b) The disturbance handler role involves corrective
activities
and behaviors of unexpected conflicts,
grievances and crises within the organization. Managerial
involvement, for example, rêy be required for
interdepartmental feuding, collective agreement disputes
or an occupational disaster.
c) The resource allocator role includes those
activities and behaviors for appropriating organizational
assets including finances, time, supplies and equipment,
and human resources.

d) Finally, the negotiator role pertains to those
activities and behaviors where managerial representation
is required for non-routine negotiations with índividuals
or organizations. Examples include negotiation of a
collective
agreement, finalizing
a shared service
agreement, and obtaining government funding for innovative
programming.

L2

D. I*fanageríal- Work Variation
Managerial work variation is considered the norm.
I{ork variations may be realized by any of the foltowing
contingencies: 1) environmental variables, including
characteristics of the ínternal and external culture, the
product and/or service offered, and the organization ì 2')
job variables, including position leve1 within the
organization and the scope of supervision; 3) þerson
variables, including the executivesr personality and
styler' and, 4) situational variables, including a host of
tirne related factors (Mintzberg, L973) .
Contextual and discipline-specific managerial roles
are also conmon. For exarnple, Mintzberg (1,973) alludes to
two additional roles often realized in the managerial work
of smaller institutions (Choran, Lg6g) which may be
applicable to the rural CEN: the substitute operator role
whereby the manager of a smaller organization performs
staff functions due to ninimal human resourcesi and, the
specialist role whereby the manager undertakes a
non-transferable expert task. Other researchers who have
used Mintzberg|s conceptual framework have also found it
necessary to add context or discipline-specific roles
(Choran, t969; Duignan, L979; Hannah, 1981; Morrison,
1983; Raber, L988). For example, Raber (1988), in her
study of front-line nursing managers, added the clinical
expert role with substitute nurse, coordinator, and
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recipient sub-roles.
Atthouqh rnanagerial
activities
and behaviors vary, all managerial work
manifests the above core roles (Mintzberg, 1973).
education

E.

Summary

of the Conceptual Framework

Empirical findings in nursing, educatíon and
management have supported Mintzbergts (L973) work.
Mintzbergts theoretical delineation of managerial work was
considered to be an appropriate framework for this study
of community hospital CENsr in rural Manitoba. The work
of rural CENs may reveal different emphases placed on each
managerial role, but it is difficult, to envision nurse
executives excluding any one role. Manageríal work
variation is conmon, and for rural CENs additional role
dimensions may exist which have yet to be empirically
documented. Research on these complex, complementary
executive roles is required to develop a theoretical base
for understanding and inproving the managerial practíce of
community hospital CENs ín rural Canada.
Àssunptio¡¡s, Detinitations and Limitations

A. Assunptions
The investigator assumed that:

L4

1)

The rrpurestrr data source to describe rural CENs I
work activities and behaviors can be realized by
observat,ion of CENsr in their work environment;

2)

Rural hospitals' distinct philosophy,
organizational structure and culture may dictate
uníque CEN role-set; and,

a

have their own perceptions and expectations
concerning work activities and behaviors, and

3) CENs

through work have developed numerous skiIls.
perceptions, expectations and experiences may
influence their work activities and behaviors

CENst

(Dunn, 1990).

B. Delinitatious
The study was delinited:

1) To resource linitations and the time-consuming
nature of observational data collection, thereby
restricting the sample size to four CENs. CENs of
25-100 bed rural Manitoba community hospitals, who
had been in the posítion for a minimum of one
year, made up the convenience sample; and,
2) To a description of the

CENs

work activities

and
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behaviors, which does not reflect details regarding
managerial style, appraisal of the CENsr skills and
abilities, or evaluate the organizationsl
practices.

C. l,initations
The folrowing represent the limitations of this study:

1) The settingsr specific scope of CEN roles and
responsibilities lÍmits the transferability of the
findings of this study beyond the provínciaI, rural
community hospíta1s of this bed size;
2) A convenience sample size of four cENs rirnits the
transferability of the study findings. The
acquisition of in-depth, comprehensive inforrnation
via triangulated data collection rnethods, however,
helps offset, this lirnitation;
3) Structured observations include an elernent of
subjectívity which rnay influence data collection
and analysis. The following techniques were used
to reduce subjectivity:
a) prior to the observation period the informant,s
$rere requested to share during the observatíon
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period the 'what and whyr of their activities
and behaviors (Snyder & Glueck, 1980); and,

b) interpretation of activities were periodically
checked with the CEN being observed; and,
4) Observer presence may effect the rrnatural
situationrr causing the CENs to consciously or
unconsciously alter theír activities and behaviors
(Choran, L969). The researcher was also known to
the CENs as he is currently employed as a nurse
executive in a rural, conmunity hospital.
Mintzberg (7973), however, arçtues that managerial
work likely does not change as most work is
dictated by others. Other investigators suggest
that social settings have a tendency to be stable
over time and therefore observer presence is less
of a threat to data credibility then generally
recognized (Choran, L969; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
The ef fects of the researcher I s presence ltrere
minimized by:

a) guaranteeing anonymity of each CEN and the
organizatíon in the documentation and
presentation of all research data;
b) the researcher only remaining an robserver-as-
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participantr (GoId, 1958) with no involvement
in actual work activit,ies; and,
c) ensuring observer neutrality; expressions and
reactions remained neutral and non-judgmental.

Definition of

Terms

The following definition of terms facilitated
structured observation and the clata analysis utilized in
this study:
1) Chief Executive Nurse: rr...the senior nurse in a
health care organization responsible for managing
the nursing organization and the clinical practice
of nursing throughout the institutionrr (Mark'
Turner & Englebardt, 1991, p. 186). The CEN
reports to the chief executive officer (Simms,
Price & Pfoutz, 1985).
2) Ilork Activity: rr...a single event with an identity
of its own. ft had an observable beginning and
ending in a time continuum. It ended when a major
change occurred in one of the elements or
dimensions of the. . . tcENtsl . . .behavior. . . rr
(Duignan, L979, p. 64).
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Behavior: the manner in which CENs act,
operate or conduct themselves, including observable
habits or tendencies (Dunn, 1990; Morehead &

3) Work

Morehead, 1981).
4)

Ro1es: an organized set of activities

that belong
to a socially defined position that underlie the
functional purpose(s) for given work (Bidd1e, 1979;
Merton, L957; Mintzbêrg, L973; Raber, l-988) .

5)

Responsibilities: include the specific actions,
tasks, activities and behaviors for which a CEN is
accountable (Dunn, 1990; Raber, l-988).

6)

Rural: Any setting within the province of Manitoba,
outside the cities of Winnipeg and Brandon proper.

7) Conmunity Hospital: Any health care facitity in
rural Manitoba that had a minimum of 25 acute care
beds, and a combined total of acute and long-term
beds that did not exceed 100.
Conclusions

Thís exploratory and descriptive study sought to
obtain a better understanding of the work content of
community hospital CENs in rural Canada. To that end, the
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research plan hras to engage in preliminary data
colrection, structured observation, and conduct an exit
interview with a convenience sample of community hospitar
cENs in rurar Manitoba. Data hrere recorded and anaryzed
to provide both a work profire of individuar cENs and an
overview of arl informants. Findings lrere then compared
and contrasted against Mintzbergrs (]-973) description of
manageriar work and other administrative research
literature. A critical examination of rerevant literature
is necessary to provide a foundation of knowredge about
managerial work in general, and CEN work specifically.
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Chapter

Literature

Two

Review

The characteristics of managerial work is a cotnmon
A review of the
theme in nursing publications.
literature, however, revealed limited discussion of the
(CENrs) roles
and
Executive Nursers
Chief
responsibíIitieso and 1itt,Ie about the rural CENrs work
activities
and behaviors. A broad, yet selected
literature review was undertaken to provide a foundation
for the proposed study, including a critical examination
of the following: (1) CENsr within Canadars health care
system; (2) general management functions and CENsr work;
(3) methodologicalty similar studies; and (4) nursing
adrninistrative research.
The Chief Executive Nurse lÍithin Canadars Health Systen:
A Historical Perspective
Canadars CENs work wíthin a health care system that

has undergone significant change over the last fifty
years, and is likely to significantly alter within the
next decade. Although nursing services trithin hospitals
existed in Canada prior to the J-94ors, community nursing
practice rtras more prominent during this t,ime. Initiation
of both the federal governmentts National Health Grant
Program and hospital and medical care insurance during the
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post-$Iorld !{ar II era, resulted in the opening of more
than 80,000 ner{ hospital beds by the late 1960s (Taylor,
L987). Hospitals evolved from hierarchical charitable or
military
institutions
to large modern organÍzations
(Snith, 1988; Torrance, L987).
The opening of thousands of institutional
beds
íncreased the need for nurses and auxiliary personnel;
changing the patt,ern of nursing aùninistration and
practice. In the 1960ts nurses performed work which nohr
is the responsibility of a variety of allied health and
support departrnents within hospitals (Smith, l-988).
Canadian health services and hospital growth continued
well into the l-970s, until federal and provincial
governments began questíoning the escalating costs. As a
strategy to cap costs, shared services and linkages with
other hospitals !ùere initiated.
In the late 1970rs the
most effective way to rationalize services and utilize
resources was to amalgamate services into one hospital
that previously had existed in several hospitals. During
the 1-980s, the move to better coordinated and more
integrated services among hospitals continued. In the
1990s conmon strategies to contain costs include hospital
megastructures and the merger of hospitals and regional
health providers under one administ,ration (Lemieux-Charles
& Wiley, L992'). In rural Manitoba, for example, merger of
geographically proximal hospítals and health care agencies
for the provision of comprehensive regional health
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services, has been proPosed.
cENs have pivotal rol-es in the maintenance of costeffective, quality and professional nursing practice
throughout the entire Canadian health care system (CNA'
1993). The CENsr roles and responsibilities witl continue
to be redefined in the context of discipline specifíc
trends, general management evolution, and health care
reform occurring both at the organizational and system
Ieve1s (Brueckner, Lg78; Lemieux-Charles & Wiley, 1992).
The cNA (1988) suggests that discipline-specific
trends tt. . .may include nurses as the prirnary entry point
to health care services, increased autonomy for practicing
nurses, and an integration of role for nurses practicing
in various settingstt (p.1). In light of organizational
nurse
complexity and more advanced practitioners'
executives T¡riII be required to more fully incorporate
decentralization and participatory managernent t'o enhance
decision-making and effect appropriate change. Health
care reform will continue with altered funding bases,
rapidly changing technology, growing consumer involvement,
and the shift of care from institutions to the community
(cNA, 1993).
cENs must be educationally and experientially prepared

the evolving roles and responsibilitíes of
to fulfill
their pivotal, professional and corporate position (CNA'
1988). Since CENs assume an administrative position well
beyond discipline-specific functions, a review of the
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literature that deaLs with this component of their work is
required. The terms rmanageriarr and radministrativer are
used interchangeably.
General Management Functions and Cbief
Executive Nurses I lfork
cENs have rores and responsibilities comparable to
other managers (cNA, 1998). A review of the general
management riterature reveals that cENs work ís sinirar to

managerial functions of administration, ed.ucation,
business and industry (Chaprnan, 1968).
A review of the literature gleaned that managerial
work in nursing and general management have similar
descriptors.
Tead (1959) argues that the essent.ial
components of administration are: planning, organizing,
staffing, initiating, delegating, directing, overseeing,
coordinating, evaruating and notivatíng. These components
appear congruent with dimensions conrnonly noted in the
classical management and nursing literature (Barnard,
1938; Carlson, 1951; CNA, l_9Bg; DiVincenti, 1,97-t; Haas,
Porat & vaughan I L969; Mahoney, Jerdee & carrorl , l96s¡
Nerrman, 1951; Shartle, L949; Simrns et â1., l_985; Stewart,
L967; Sullivan & Decker, l_998; Terry, 1953).
More recentry, management researchers have sought to
more fully
operationalize the role components for
different managerial revel-s. For exampre, Alranrs (19g1)
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field study of L,476 glovernment nanagers revealed 57 tasks
within the following dirnensions: employee supervision,
harmonization, information handting, analytic-evaluation,
change initiation,
and rnonitoring. Although some
activities hrere performed by all managers, senior managers
dealt more with planning, policy, programming and
coordination activities.
Executive positions had
additional fiscal,
hiring,
firing
and spokesperson
responsibilities.
Managers, however, differed in the
relative emphasis placed on each of the six dimensions.
The list of adrninistrative dimensions and tasks described'
above may not, however, fu1Iy reflect the dimensions of
nursing administratíon work.
A. The Chi.ef Executive Nurse - À Conglonerate

RoLe

According to the nursing and general management
literature, CENsr role may sornetimes be described as a
conglomerate of niddle and senior rnanagement, and may
include some front-Iine rnanagerial roles (CNA, 1988;
Griffin I L984; Stoner, L982). Thus, the CENs' niddle
management and front-Iine operational activities may have
an impact on senÍor administrative roles and functions.
Guest (1956) ut,ilized structured observation to
determine the work activities and behaviors of 56 foremen
who !{ere involved in front-Iine activities.
The study
revealed that foremen jobs $¡ere characterized by
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interruptions, variety and discontinuity. Abdication of
their supervisory rore hras required when operationar
problems occurred. sinitarly, cENs who assume front-line
managerial responsibilities rnay urtimatery attend t,o fewer
adninístrative responsibilities (Chapman, tg69) .
Due to limited resources, cENs may arso incorporate
middre management functions into their rores and
responsibirities.
rn their exploratory study, Horne and
Lupton (i-965) used serf-reporting instruments to examine
the work activities
of 66 rniddre managers. The
researchers grouped their participantsr self-recorded,
activity patterns into functional dimensions. seventyfive percent of middle managerrs time r,tras spent in
organizing, unifying and regurating activities; the time
remaíning invorved formulation, discussion and planning
revisions with employees.
In support of Horne and Luptonrs (1965) organizing,
unifying and regulating findings, uyterhoeven (Lg72)
argues that niddre managers require the effective
execution of upward, downward and raterar rerationships.
The cEN, for example, would need to rel-ate upward to
corporate management; outward to colreagues, other
professionars, to the community and consumersi and
downward to nursing and ancilrary personnel within the
hospitar and home settings (chaprnan, L96g; Hagen & I,rtorff ,
1961i Henry & Moody, L986).
Promotions of cENs is at times based on previous
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exemplary practice as a functional specialist
the
professionar dimension, and not the adninistrative
dimension that their position requires (cNA, l-988; Leatt,
19Bl-) .
À repertoire of rniddle management rerational
skills
may need to be learned. The degree and
significance
of
rniddre managerial rores
and
responsibilities on the cEN rore-set requires further
invest,igation.

B. The lÍork of chíef Executive Nurses Described lÍithin
General l{anagement Theoretical Franeworks
Theoreticar frameworks for managerial roles in
general have bden developed in the management riterature.
Three frameworks (Stewart I Lg67 i Mintzberg, tg73; and,
Katz I
L974), that have been applied to nursing
administratÍon will be examined.
í) Stewart
stewart (L967) conducted a study of top and niddle
lever managers in a wide range of industries. st.ewart
concluded that there are five types of manag.ers:
emissaries outward oriented and generarly enployed at
the top management Ievel; writers
often staff
speciarists; discussers frequently niddre managers who
spend a great deal of tine both with colleagues and in
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meetingsi troubleshooters
often first line managers
whose work !üas fragrmented and who tended to deal with
crisis situations; and, cornmittee persons frequently
middle managers who had contact wíth a wide range of
persons at different levels of the organízation and spend
much time in meetings.
Stewartrs (L967 ) characteristics of managers are
likely relevant to nurse executives. For example, the CEN
could easily be envisioned as an emissaryr âs an
out-of-scope nurse. As second-in-command in many health
facitities, the CEN could easily incorporate the discusser
and committee person roles. Finally, a CEN may be
expected to troubleshoot in a front-Iine staffing crises.
In light of CENs having both middle and seníor management
responsibilities,
Mintzbergrs (L973) theory witl be
examined t,o enhance Stewart I s (1967 ) description of
managerial work.

ii) Mintzberg
Mintzberg (I973) reviewed the classical management
Iiterature and determined that despite the research
conducted, rnanagerial work lras inadequately described as
researchers
had
merely
examined peripheral
characteristics, such a managerrs perceptions of their own
work. Thus, Mintzberg, using a triangulated data
collection approach, sought to determine how five mal-e
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senior executives from different disciptines spent their
time and performed their work. Data analysis of
organizational documents, direct observations, and exit
interviews arrowed Mintzberg to conclude that managerial
work h¡as remarkabry similar and could be described in
terms of ten complementary roles grouped in three distinct
categories comprising of interpersonal, informationar and
decisional roles.
Using identical or sirnilar rnethodologies, Mintzbergrs
findings (L973) have been supported by numerous
researchers in general management, education and nursing.
ft is well documented, for example, that: managerial work
is interpersonal; there is dependence on others for
initiatíng contacts; and work activities are characterized.
by brevity, variety and discontinuity (AIIan, L98L¡
Carlson, L95L; Duignan, L979, l_9g0; Dunn I L993; Hannah,
1981; Kurke & ALdrich, 1983; Martinko & Gardner, L99O¡
Raber, 1988; Snyder & Glueck, 19gO).
CENsr work has been described, but not researched,

according
to
Mintzbergts
(L973) complementary
interpersonal,
informational, and decisional role
cat,egories (AHA & AARN I L9B4) . The degree to which
hospital
CENs approximate these
roles
and
responsibilities, especiarly in reratíon to first-rine and
rniddle management functions, is unknown.
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Interpersonal Roles

The interpersonar rores arise from the formalauthority accorded the manager by virtue of and status
inherent in the position, and. from the contacts generated
in furfirling their roIe. The manager is responsíble for
the work of a group of persons, for fostering an
innovative, creative and productive mirieu, and. for the
employment of appropriate personnel for the department
and/or services. For example, the cEN nay act as a
riaíson officer and as an ambassador for nursing and for
the facility through various contacts (AHA & AÄRN, i_9g4).
Infornational Roles
The second managerial role-set,, based on the
interpersonar roles, ís informatíonar. The executive rore
aÌrows access to a broad range of information. The
manager constantry monitors the internal and externar
environments for information and disseminates this data as
appropriate. rnformation is also communicated to the
appropriate parties external to the organization who
influence its operation. The manager also provides
expertise to outside persons or groups in various
capacities (AHA & AARN, 1994).
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Decísional Roles
The final
managerial role-set,
based. on the
informational rores, is decisional.
The manager uses

information to assist in decision making, such as
identifyíng opportunities for irnproving the overalr
functioning of the nursíng department and/or services. As
a rdisturbance handlerr the administ,rator responds to
pressures impinging on the organizatíon by external
forces. The executive is responsibre for organizational
structuring, allocating resources, and deterrnining the
assignrnent and coordination of workroad within the
department,. The executive is also accountable for the
major decisions r¡¡ithin the division and ensures that they
are consistent wíth the overarl phílosophy of the
department and the facility.
The manager negotiates with
others for access to organizationar resources and has the
authority to commit resources (AHA & A.ARN, 1984).
Managers incorporate and adapt the interpersonal,
informationar and decisionar processes to fulfirr their
work roles and responsibilities (Kazanjian & pagliccia,
1993). As cENs incorporate murtiple management rores and

responsibilities, a theoretical framework that addresses
skirr requirements for the different manageriar levers
needs to be reviewed.
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iii)

Katz

Katzrs (L974) theoretical framework arso rends
application to nursing administration. comparable to
Mintzbergrs (L973) interpersonar, informatj-onal and
decisional categoríes, Katz outÌines a rore derineatíon
for manageriar work. Managers must furfirr three mutuarly
excrusive roles rernediation (correction of deficiencies
and inefficiencies), maintenance (preserving a steady
barance) and innovation (new projects or directions).
Each rore is supported by technical, human and conceptual
skiIls.
The remediar rore requires conceptual and
technicar skills; the maintenance rore necessitates humans
skílIs; and, the innovative rore demands both conceptual
and human skitls.
ski1l emphasis varies with manageríar level. Lor¡¡er
rever managers, for example, require more technical skills
or an understanding of the methods and procedures of
predetermined act,ivities.
conceptuar skills
are
considered most significant for executives. Human and
interpersonar skilrs are seen as an integrar component at
arr manageriar revers. Although it is easy to envision
that cENs are engaged in these three rores, this begs the
quest,ion of which skilrs cENs considered most sígnificant
for their roles.
The three theoreticar frameworks give an overview of
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the tenets conmon to all managerial work, yet the
riterature suggests that variations in manageriar work
exist. Manageriar work variations are often a function of
environmental and contextual elements.
C. Environmental and Contextual Considerations
Managerial work presents a dynamic process of
act,ivities and behaviors. Managers are described as
having definitive
responsibilities
for
ensuring
organizationar and divisionaL goal attainnent (Leatt,
L985). Manageriar rores and responsibilities thus become
a function of organizational demands and constraints, yet
within these functions managers have opportunities for
discretionary behavior (Carlson I LgSLr- Horne & Lupton,
1965; St,evens, 1981; Stewart, tg76). Thus, environmental
and contextuar erements hurnan service organizations,
organizational
structure
and the
organizational
development,ar st,age, must be considered when examining the
role of community hospital CENs.

i)

Human

Serviee Organizations

Hasenfeld (1983) has argued that management in human
service organizations such as hospitars is more difficult
than other organizations since work focuses on people.
Human service organizations can make managing more
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difficult
because people come to the organization with
their ol¡rn ideals. Second, it is often dif f icult for
managers to set priorities among differing goals (patient
care, teaching, community services) and multiple groups
clients, funding agencies, board of directors, other
managers, nurses, physicians, and other disciplines.
Managerial roles, including those in hospitals, must
be responsive to a turbulent environment, the most notable
of which is economic (Drucker, 1980; Skelton-Green, L993).
The CNA (L988) describes the environment in which the CEN
works as an open system. The internal environment
includes organizational goals, technology, and rnultiple
personnel including managers, staff
and clients.
Externally the environment involves socíal, potitical,
regulatory, and economic elements with technological,
demographic, and health trends. Managerial roles include
actions and strategies that respond to environmental
demands. Similar to Mintzberg (L973), Drucker argues that
change adaptation and a complex role-set are inherent to
any managernent job; roles and responsibíIities that go
well beyond the written job descriptÍon.
ii) Chief Executive Nursesr lÍork and organÍzational
Structure

The context, size, and comptexity of a health care

facility

may

dictate the

CENrs

roles and responsibilities
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(CNA, 1988). The internal organizational environrnent in
which CENs work, therefore, needs to be addressed. The
four main dimensions of organizational structure depicted

are: complexity, formalization, centralization
adninistrative intensity (Ford & Slocum, Lg77).

and

organizational Complexity
The complexity dimension of structure refers to the
degree of differentiation within an organization and may
include: the number of hierarchical levels (vertical); the
number of functions, departments or jobs (horizontal); the
number of operating sites (spatiat); and the degree of
personal expertíse (personal) (Ford & Slocum, L977'). CENs
may work in a flat organizational hierarchy; may assume a
wide array of functions across departments; may coordinate
services in physically separate health care facilities;
and may have been promoted to the CEN position as a
functional expert.
Mintzberg (L973) hypothesized that the smaller the
organization, the more tine executives spend in informal
communication and unscheduled meetings, have more brief
and fragrmented activities, are more involved with internal
operations, and spend more time substituting for
subordinates. Kurke and Aldrich's (l-983) replication
study of Mintzberg work, supports these hypotheses.
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Formalization and Centralization lÍíthin Organizations

Formalízation is the extent to which policies and
procedures, written or unwritten, are specified and/or
adhered too. The degree of variation acceptable, rnust
also be considered (Ford & Slocum, L9771. Snall hospitals
are known to be very forrnalized (Keith, l-958).
Centralization is the locus of formal control or por^rer
within the organization and includes: decision-making
authority, the hierarchy of authority, autonomy and
participative decision making (Ford & Slocum, !927). The
degree of centralization within Canadian hospitals is not
empirically documented but is likely quite varied.
Àdministrative Intensity
The number of supportive or admínistrative personnel

within an organization, referred to as adninistrative
int,ensity, may welt determine the pot,ential of the CEN as
a leader wíthin a health care facility.
The ratio of
administrative personnel (indirect labor) to the total of
production personnel (direct labor) is used to determine
administrative intensity (Ford & Slocum, L9771. In many
Manitoba I s hospit,als the CEN is often one of the few, if
not the only, nurse rrout-of-scoperr.
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iii)

chief Executive Nursesr and organizationat stage

The organizationar development stage may affect, the
role and responsíbilities of managers (Greiner, Lgz2).
organizationar stage deveropment and how it effects cENs,
work, therefore, demands attention.
Greiner (L972) argues that organizations are organic
in nature and are found in any one of the following
stages: 1) organization (entrepreneurial and t,echnological
orientation; inforrnar and frequent cornmunications)
ì 2)
direction (formal systems introduced); 3) delegation
(characterized by decentralization); 4) coordination
(decentrarized units are merged); and, 5) corlaboration
(greater spontaneity in management teams, probrem-solving
teams across functionar areas, rnatrix organization).
organizatíonar deveropmental stage may dictate the rores
and responsibilities of an incumbent CEN.
Manageriar work has also been found to be more varied
and fragmented ín organizations experiencing a high rate
of change; whether initiated from the external or internal
environment (Kurke & Aldrich, 1983; Mintzberg, L973¡
stewart I L967) . contextuar variations cue and., to sorne
extent', díspose managers toward particular types of
behavíors.

rn a study of schoor principars, Martinko and Gardner
(l-990) found that manageriar behavior differences v¡ere
related to grade revel, staff size, geogiraphic rocation,
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socio-economic status and rerative urbanízation. The
latter four dinensions are arr rerevant to the delivery of
health care. cENs may arso work with Iírnited resources:
fiscal, human, time, educational, and support. Many
dífferences in managerial behavior can be envisioned. For
example, a cEN with a smalrer staff may spend more tirne in
non-managerial work, whereas those with larger staff may
devote more tÍme to giving inforrnatÍon, conducùing reviews
and strategíc planning (Henry & Moody, 1996).
Levinson (1989) argues that the evorving executive
rore will emphasíze psychologicar knowledge, experiential
learning, the teaching of organizational behavior,
participative management, and the need to understand
consumers and empl0yees better. cENs will Iíke1y need to
be more closely invorved with their subordinates over
longer periods of tirne to estabrish and maintain
commitment- sírnultaneously, nurse executives wirl
experience feelings of increased herplessness as their
role may exceed their cognitive capacity in evorving
information and technology systems. How cENsr roles are
inplicated is not known.

The literature
suggests that environmental and
contextual elements do have an ínpact on manageriar urork.
Human service organizations, organizatíonar structure,
and
the stage of the organization's development mêy,
therefore, demand or constrain cENsr emphasis on specific
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managerial roles and responsibilities.

D.

Summary

The general management literature has depícted a
comprehensive, conmon description of managerial roles,
which is useful in understanding the adrninistrative,
rgeneralistt dimension of the CEN role. The review hras
bridged with information pertinent to understanding the
cornmunity hospital CEN. A revíew of the literature
pertaining to the environmental and contextual elements
that may have a significant
ímpact on CENs
responsibilities was conducted. These findings r¡rere found
to be congruent, with Mintzbergts (t973) managerial work
variatíons which he argued r{ere contingent on
environmental, job, person and situational elements. Most
noteworthy throughout the management literature is the
frequency by which Mintzbergrs methodological and
theoretical description of nanagerial work is supported.
Based on this finding, a literature
review of
methodologically similar studies will ensue.
l{etbodologically Sinilar Stuôies

Prelirninary, structured observation and interview,
collection tools hrere used in Mintzberg's (L967, L973)
study. Through analysis of field data and other
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researchersr investígations, Mintzberg developed a
theoretical framework of managerial work cont,ent and
roles. This study approach has been used by others in
both nursing and non-nursing fields, allowing cross
comparÍson of research findings.
The following
researchers used all, or part of, Mintzbergts methodology
and framework.

A. Nursing
Nursing has utilized Mintzberg's (i-967) approach for
analyzing in-hospital managerial work; though not yet in
rural hospital settings. In an American study of eight
head and assist,ant head nurses, Jones and Jones (Lg7g)
used Mintzbergts rore derineated dimensions to categorize
arr signifícant front-1Íne managerial work activities.
Raberrs (1988) canadian study revealed the appropriateness
of this approach when examining the work actívities and
behaviors of four head nurses. In addition to Mintzbergrs
(L973) nanagerial roles, Raber identified a clinical
cat,egory with clinical
expert, substitute nurse,
coordinator and education recipient roles.
Similarly, in an Alberta study of community health
nurse managers, Morrison (L983) identified professionar
behaviors (Ieader, expert, and consultant roles) beyond
Mintzbergrs (L973) categories. Dunn (1990) adapted
Mintzbergrs methodological approach in her Manitoba study
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of front-Iine managers and found that this approach
provided a comprehensive view of their work. Baxterrs
(1993) descriptive research study in British Columbia
found that twenty head nursest readily perceived their
work within the context of Mintzberg I s t,en manageríal
roles. Some of the roles were more familiar than others
andr' therefore, appeared to receive contextual emphasís.
The leader, resource allocator and entrepreneur dimensions
emerged as the most significant roles for these front-Iine
managers.

B. Educat,ion
Similarly, other studies using Mintzbergrs methodology
and frarnework have found the need to develop additional
working roles to adequately reflect data content. Hannah
(1981), in her observat,ion of five Canadian deans of
nursing, added the term scholarship (teacher, researcher
and author roles) for a demonstrated group of behaviors.
Duignan (I979), too, found Mintzbergrs work useful in
describing the administrative behavior of school
superint,endents. Despite the sma1l sample size used in
these studies, the nature of data collection, analysis,
and framework provided a wealth of knowledge in
understanding managerial roles.

4L

C. SnaII organizations
Mintzberçfrs (L967 ) work was also used in an
observationaL study of three smarr business o$¡ners: of an
industrial chemical plant, a cosmetic company, and a
restaurant corporation.
Small company managerial
activitíes were summarized into the basic rores outrined
by Mintzberg with the addition of the specialist and
subst,itute operator rores. Though sinilar ín overall
act,ivities, managers of smal1 companies used ínformal
media more frequently, held a substantial number of
unscheduled cont,acts and networks, had greater number of
brief activities
resulting in a higher degree of
fragmentation, were more operation-oriented, preferred
live action, and blended positional rights with
organízational duties (Choran, 1969).
D. Additional Research Dimensions
A decade after

Mintzbergts (L967) seminal study,
snyder and Grueck (1980) used structured observation in a
study of a school superintendent and a hospital
administrator. These researchers found that planning r¡¡as
an integral part of managerial work content; a dimension
that Mintzberg minimized in his study. The planning role
hlas ident,ified when study subjects v/ere asked to explain
rwhat they were doing and why, during the observation
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period.

This study wirr incorporate an informant
explanation dimensíon into the research design so that a
significant CEN work dimensíon wilI not be omitted.
Kurke and Àldrich (1983) also repricated Mint,zbergrs
(]-967) study using structured observation to study four
senior managers. Mintzbergrs field study was supported in
arr important dimensions. Expranations for finding
variation hlas related to organizational size and the
environment (industry, environmentar stabirity and pubric
sponsorship)

In a recent study, Martinko and Gardner (1990)
attenpted to improve on Mintzberg's methodorogical
lirnitations by using a larger sample size and
statistically contrasting samples of managerial behavior.
unrike most prior studies which only compared study
results with those of Mintzberg, this study of forty-one
school superintendents ernphasized comparísons with other
observational studíes to derive at, manageriar work
conclusions. rn generar, managerial work content was
supportive of Mintzberg's study findings.
E.

gummary

Mintzbergts (1,973) structured observation approach,
with the addition of preliminary data corlection and exit
intervíews, has accounted for managerial work content in
diversified settings. Arthough Mintzbergrs ten managerial
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h¡orking rores are consistentry identified in data
analysís, disciprine- or context,-specific additionar roles
are conmon. since the method and theory appear well
grounded in field data, this study utilized a methodorogy
similar to Mintzbergrs which arLowed for the cornparison of
managerial work and role dimensions identified in this
study against those Mintzberg described.
Nursing Adnínistrative Researcb

Nursing has recentry identified the critical need for
nursíng adninistration research at arl managerial leveIs

and in diversified contexts (AHÃ & AARN, rg}4; Bushy,
L992; Dunne, Ehrich & MÍtchel1, 19BBi Henry et ar., tggT).
These authors describe the paradox of nursing
adrninistration as the group that ensures the development
and imprementation of research in a variety of areas, yet
have initiated lirnited effort to study their or,ìrn role.
The paucity of research devoted to understanding and
improving the role and responsibilities of executíves,
incruding that of the canadian rural hospital cENs, needs
to be addressed.
A riterature review of nurse executive practices
assists in understanding the role of canadian cENs. The
nursing literature rerated to the work of cENs is
dÍscussed from three perspectives: cENsr role evorutíon;
nursing research that, examines the rores and
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responsibilities of cENs in generar; and research that
specifically examines cENsr work in rurar and smarl_
hospitals.

A. Chief Executive Nursesr Role Evolution
Frorence Nightingale, as a superintendent of a
miritary fierd hospital in j-857, is often portrayed as one
of the first and most outstanding cENs. Her extensive

rore-set included care provision, care management,
interdisciprinary education, and research. Night,ingare,
for example, used statistics in hospitar decision-making
and the development of standards for hearth and
sanitation, hospital design, organization and management
(smith, 1988). Modern nursing and hospitar adninistration
have emerged from the highry structured rnilitary and
rerigious institutions.
within these organizations
nultipte adninistrative layers created communication and
decision-making systerns that often were srow to respond to
both staff and patient needs (Lemieux-charles & I{yrie,
1992; Simms, L99L; Smith, 19Bg; Torrance, L}BT) .
rn the late J-B00rs, hospital cENs were responsible for
arl nursing care as most bedside nurses $/ere students, the
purchasing of suppries, poricy and procedure development,

in addition to managing the laundry, housekeeping, and the
school of nursing (Erickson, 19go; Mccloskey, Gardner,
Johnson & Mass, 19gg). cENs hrere usually promoted to
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their positions based on expert clinicar skirls (Fra1ic,
L987). By L9ZO, CENs hrere expected to have experiential
management skÍIls
and in-depth practice knowledge.
Arthough pivotar in hospitar operations, cENs did not
report directly to the Board of Directors (Erickson,
1980), but, through the chief Executive officer (cEo), the
most seníor administrative person within the organization.
By the 196ots the cENrs role evorved into
adninistrative readership with a linited role in both
direct patient care and auxiliary departments (Erickson,
L98o; Mccroskey et â1., LgBB). ,Jensen (t_960) and Erickson
(1980) recognized that cENs of smalr and rural hospitals
had a uniquery diversified rol-e as they continued to be
responsibre for auxiliary departments such as pharmacy,
adrnitting, central supply, housekeeping and purchasing;
rores that may not be that unconmon for cENs in canada|s
rural hospitals in the l_990s.
Differentiated rores among nursing service personnel
also occurred in canada during this era. Educators were
among the first staff speciarists introduced to hospitars.
Today the diversifíed clinical and administrative nursing
rores incrude graduate prepared crinicar
nurse
specialísts, and specialists in infection control,
computer applications and nursing informat,ion systems
management, patient
education,
financial
and
adminístrative management, quality, risk and utirizat,íon
management, and research (Smith, 1989). Differentiation
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of alr rurar disciprines have ragged behind primarily due
to limited fiscar and human resources. As a result, rural
cENs have often attempted to incorporate these emerging
roles and responsibirities into their job portfotio;
thereby becoming a rjack-of-a1r-tradesr (chapman, L96B¡
Simon I L9Z6).
The change in title from superintendent to director of
nursing, to vice president of nursing or cEN, symbolizes
the significant rore evorut,ion experienced by the cEN frorn
the Nightingale era to the present time. rn contrast to
the early cEN, whose rore was assocíated with feminine
vírtues, the contemporary cEN Ís confronted with
diversified corporate rores and responsibilities (cHA,
1985; CNA; 19gg; Mark et aI., 199j.).
B. chief Executive Nursesr Roles and Responsibilities
Research invest,igating the roles and responsibirities
of the cEN has been limited given the pivotar position

these executives hold within hospitals and the hearth care
syst'em. Mintzbergrs (L973) conceptuar framework addresses
the corporate dimension of cENsr work. However, to gain a
broader appreciation of
the cENsr roles
and
responsibilities, includÍng the professionar dimension,
Leatt I s ( r-98r-) and stevens r ( r-9g1) nursing administrative
t'heoretical frameworks are presented. An overview of
cENsr work, âs well as cEN research fÍndings utílizing
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various methodologies follows.

i) Nurse Managerial Theoretical

Frameworks

Leattts (1981) nursing administrative framework,
endorsed by the canadian Nurses Association and others
(CNA, 1988 r. Lemieux-Charles & Lamb, 1986; Thomlinson,
1991), proposes that CENs manage through both a
professional and corporate role.
The professional
dimension refers t,o the cEN t s knowl-edge and expertise with
respect to professional nursing, the ability to exert
nursing readershíp, and the abírity to act as advisor on
nursing matters to the organizationrs executive team. The
corporate
executive dimension addresses the cENrs
invorvement in
organization-wide poricies
and/or
participatíon in the organizationrs executive team to
determine policíes, priorities, alrocation of resources,
and other management functions (cNA, 19gg; Thornlinson,
l-991). cENs carry out, the professionar and corporate rore
dimensions through the forrowing manageriar activities:
delivery of nursing care services, management of fiscal
and human resources, and information and environmental
control (cNA, 1988). The cENrs roles and responsÍbilíties
focus most extensivery on corporate funct,ions (AHå, & AARN,
L9B4; Leatt, l_98i-).
rn contrast to Leattts broad perspective of nurse
executive rores, stevens (L991) delíneates a more
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functional model. she suggests that cENs have both an
rachievedr and rerasticr role consisting of three
components: the sociologic aspect concerned with societal
expectations; the rationar component comprising the
specific job functions and responsibilities assigned; and
the personar cornponent concerned with individual choice.
stevens, whose framework was derived from three general

theories (Greiner, Lg72¡ Ral'z, Lg74; Mintzbêfg,
L973) |
hypothesizes the forlowing cEN roles and
conmensurate skills: (1) the rrnnovatorr role with goal
setting skilts ì (2) the rExpanderr role with bridging
skilrsì (3) the rRefiner' role with analyticar skilrsì (4)
the t stabilizer' rore with probrem solving skirl_s; and,
(5) the rRevorutionarytrole requiring negating skirls.
Role emphasis is dependent on the environmentar elements
and individual choice. The success of each cEN may be a
refrection of the match or mismatch of the incumbentrs
activities,
and their response to organizational
management,

development.

cENs' therefore, appear to be professionars within

a

corporate position that has societal, rational and
personar deterrninants.
The professionar-corporate
position roles and responsibirities are supported by the
development and utirization of myriad managerial skitrs.
skill emphasis is dependent on contextuar and personal
erements. The two nurse manageriar frameworks
presented, delineate a broad and complex cEN rore that,
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frequently extends beyond the nursing discipline.
The
investigator was unabre to locate ernpirical studies using
these frameworks. Research findings provide a fuller
descríption of the work content of CENs.
ii) Chief Executive Nursesr lÍork - An Overview
In general, the literature depicts CEN roles with
professional, administrative, cIinicaI, educational, and
research dimensions (AARN & AHA, 1994). The role is
labor-intensive, requires 24-hour service, has a
reratively unpredictabre and uncontrortabre work flow, has
rnulti-role senders, and has mul-ti-responsibirities. The
CENts prímary nursing role includes: the settíng and
implementation of standards and goals, ensuring quarity
care, provision of human and capital resources, and the
facilitation
of staff functioning and change process.
Personnel functions require the development, and
dissemination of policy, and the degree at which it is
carried out depends on organizational supports and
individual
choice(s).
Atthough implicit
in the
theoretical frameworks described above, educational and
research responsibilities, although diversely applied, are
an integrar part of every cEN role. rn theír managerial
role CENs must also cope with role ambiguity due to
disparate goals of various groups, while rnaint,aining the
integrity of the nursing divisíon (Adams, 19BB; Arndt &
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Laeger, L97Oa & b; Carey, Craighead & Netzel, l-988; Henry
et â1., 1991; Henry & Moody, 1986; Leatt, 1981; Mark et
â1., 1991; McCIure, 7979; McKay | L993; Merton, L957 ¡
Poulín, L984a; Scalzi, 1988; Sim¡ns et â1., 1985; snoek,
L966; Wadsworth, Clark & Hollefruend, 1986). A more
detailed examination of CEN research methodologies and
findings is presented.

C. Research of Chief Executive Nursesr - MethodoÌogies
and Findings

Nursing research has identified additional dimensions
of work performed by CENs utilizing various research
methodologies in different contexts. Findings by Poulin
(1984b), Simms et al. (1-985), and Henry et al. (199L) will
provide a fulIer description of CEN work cont,ent.
Poulin (L984b) used an ínterview guide to examine the
structural and functional components of the CENrs role as
perceived by twelve executives. Simms et al. (1985)
concurred with Poutin that the evolving CEN role
manifests: increased coordination with decentralization of
control at operat,ional levels; the need for advanced
clinical knowledge; and leadership and managerial acumen
for the broad spectrum of responsibifity in patient-care
departments, outreach programs and the corporate
(1981-)
dimension. The findings support Leatt's
theoret,ical framework in that, the CEN functions at a
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corporate leveI, provides readership, integrates and
coordinates highly specialized professionals, develops
effective derivery of care systems, and is a cataryst in
nursing. PoulÍn (L984b) concludes, and is supported by
many researchers, that the diverse and advanced cEN role
demonstrates the need for significant educationar and
experiential preparation (Bushy, Lgg2r. Gray, Dick & stitt,
L988; Fruend, 1985; Henry & Moody I LgB6; Kirk, L9B7 ¡
sirnms, êt â1., 1995; stevens, 1-g7gr. Thomlinson, L99L;
hlaters, l_980).
simms et al. (l-985) utilized the constant comparat,ive
method to investigate the rore of thirty acute care, long
term and home care cENs. Data corlection methods included
observing two cENs for a month, in addition to a
literature review, taped interviews, biographic forms,
monthry calendars and organizational charts. some cENs,
rores identified in this study rrere essentíally anarogous
with managerÍal working roles noted by others (Brueckner,
L978; Mintzberg, r973; Thorntinson I LggL) and incruded:
image setter,
spokesperson, change agent, people
developer, trouble-shooter, creator of a professional
practice environment, upgrading divisions, deveroper of a
humane environment, irnproving staff
relationships,
supporting organizationar rnission and goals, ensuring
quality patient care and collegiarity.
crínical practice
was generally facilitated via provision and atlocation of
appropriate resources. cENs of smalr hospitars were
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specifically
noted for serving as mediators in
interpersonal relationships between staffr âs well as
clients. This methodorogicar approach provided rich data
concerning the complex cEN roles and the evorution of the
roles in response to contextual elements.
similar to the simns et ar. (l-985) study, the role of
ten Norwegian cENs was examined via obsenvation,
interviews, questionnaires and relevant organizational
documents. Henry et ar. (i-991) found that cENsl
prioritized roles hrere: achievÍng balanced arrocation of
resourcesi goal setting and inplementation; keeping on top
of a rarge set of diverse activities;
attending to
nurti-groups; rnotivating and evaluating emproyees; getting
corporation from other managers and from those in staff
positions. similar to findings in rural and general
management research, a large proportion of cEN time uras
spent ín ínterpersonar actÍvitíes (chapnan, 1968; Henry &
Moody, L986; Henry et aI., 1991_; Mintzbètg, L973,).
The role of cENs Ís evolving as a resurt of change in
hearth care paradigrms which incrudes among others,
increased rnorbídity of patients (especially geriatric
consumers with rnulti-system needs), íncreased rore
differentiation,
medical technology, cost,-containment,
increasing regulation, and declining length of patient
stay as a resurt of a shift toward ambulatory and
community health care. rn such a system, the challenge to
effectively promote quaríty nursing care is essentiar.
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Researchers envision a future cEN role that is
markedry different than that disprayed today. cENs future
role-set will be comprised of coordination, cornmunication,

integration,

frexibility,

comprexity,

dynamism,

interrelated with nursing professionar varues and autonomy
(Poulin, J-984a). styres (1988) concurs that societal
trends will force the cEN to emphasize roles that attend
to information, peopre, variety with frexibility, and
quality. The envisioned rores wilr require the btending
of masculine and feminine varues, and administrative and
professional values, amid scarce resources of capíta1,
peopre, equipment and systems (Fralic I LTBT; Leatt I i_g}Li

et aI., 199j-; Stevens, j_9g1r. Styles, Lggg).
The few nursing research studies conducted to date
have identified an evolving cEN role that has many
descriptors as that of managers in generar. Rurar and
small hospital research pertaíning to cENsr work wirr be
examined to further assist in the understanding of the
roles and responsibilities of these managers.
Mark

D. The chief Executive Nurse rn Rurar and smarl
HospitaLs

Nursing research investigating the role and
responsibilities of cENs in rural and smarr community
hospitals is rimited, and non-existent with respect to
canadian cENs. A rarge number of canadian hospitals are
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located outside of urban centers. cENs are responsible
for nursing servíces in these facirities, yet ritt,re is
known about their rores and responsibiríties. How their
work compares with urban cENs and other managers is not

known. The few American studies conducted give some
insight into the roles of rurar and/or smalrer community
hospítaI

CENs.

Rurar cENs, rike those in urban settings, are
responsible for at least the nursing division including
practice standards, deveroping disciprine specific
policies and procedures, resource alrocation, hiring and
firing of personnel, and aspects of budgeting. cENs in
smalrer hospitals tend to emphasize both formarized
activities and day-to-day operations. Many rural cEN role
activities encompass discussing, pranning, impternenting
and evaluating elements related to patient care,
personnel, and staffing issues (Carey et âI., 19gg;
Chapman, 1968; Henry & Moody, 1986i Jensen I L96O; Keith,
1958; McMiIlan, 1993).

Just as rural general duty nurses become generarists
in practice as a result of both working on combined units
and lacking the support of auxiliary disciprÍnes on-site,
rurar cENs become generalists in both nursing and
manageriar dimensions when they assume rnurtiple roles in
nursing and management across departments. Limit,ed fiscal
and human resources fosters a ,jack-of-arr-tradesrr role
that occasionally invorves the cEN providing direct
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patient care (chapman,
1,e7

6)

Lg6Br.

Henry & Moody, 1986; simon,

.

As part of a more extensive study, Hagen and !{orff
(1961) used interviews to examine the behaviors of cENs in
six AmerÍcan hospitals with a bed capacity ranging from
LL5-137. This study found that cENs spent most of their
time with the cEo, assistant,s and supervisors and had more
direct contact with front rine staff than cENs of larger
hospitals. These researchers arso found that cENs of
smarler hospitals made more direct observations and had
more frequent staff interactions, yet concurrently
experienced more barriers and less effective cornmunication
within the institution.
carey et ar.rs (1988) findings
suggest that the hÍghIy diversified cEN rore requires
barancing rerat,ionships with core rore senders:
administrative superiors, department heads, nursingt
correagues and significant others (physicians, patients,
famities and labor unions).
similarly, in a descriptive study involving sixty-nine
cENs, chapnan (1968) found that cENs in hospitals of ress
than 100 beds had more clinical invorvement, fewer
administrative functions, more unplanned meetings, and
minimal staff flexibility;
erements which contribute to
job fragmentation. cENsr nursing specific adrninistrative
tine was nínimized as they performed numerous non-nursing
administrative functions.
Henry & Moodyrs (1986) non-experimentar fierd study of
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ten Florida cENs in acute care, rural- hospitals of less
than l-00 beds found that cENs structure their work around
professional, orç[anizational, financial and consumer/
market agendasi suggesting a hybrid nursing and management
role.
simirar to Mintzberg (Lg73), these researchers
found that cENs gather information for agenda-setting
purposes largely from informal, interpersonal
discussions.
Task actívities are derived from these agenda actívities.
cEN work act,ivities were also noted to be extremery
fragmented. These cENs interfaced directry and frequently
bot'h with their staff and the general public. study
findings arso suggested that rurar cENsI experience
significant
rore strain as a result of assuming
nulti-rores coupred with a lirnited support system, the
attempt to barance scarce resources, working with rirnited
information needed for
decision-making, strained
relationships wÍth a variety of groups, and having
to
enact a conmunity political ro1e.
An awareness of the above findings is significant for
a rural cEN who is often the only nursing administrative
person, who frequently assumes additional adninistrative
responsibilities,
and who works within a rpersonall
environment- To date, the rores and responsibirities of
canadars rurar cENsr are not empirically documented
as no
research study has been conducted. contextual variables
related to rural cENsr role arso require further
investigatíonrn the limited riterature avairable
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describing nursing administration in rurar and smarl
hospitals, the cEN role is described as comprex and
diversÍfied and requires individuars that have werr
deveroped crinicar nursing, coÍrmunication and management
skiIls.
E. sumnary of Nursing Àdninistrative Research
rn sunmary, the díversified and often stressfur cENs'
professional and administrative position invorves: quarity
service commitment in an era of cost containment,
pressures to increase productivity, expanded roles for
nurses, the managing of muttiple patient-service
departrnents, rapidly expanding technorogy, increased
regulatíon, a growing ray public awareness of medicar
science
' netìr corporate level functions, murtÍ-rore
senders, changing systems and organizational structures,
rore overroad and role anbiguity (Adams, r_988 ; Arndt &
Laeger, L97Oa & b; Henry & Moody I L9g6; Merton, L957;
Poulin, L984a & b; scalzi, 1988; snoek I Lg66; I{adsworth,
cl-ark & Hollefruend, 1986). How these factors rerate to
the canadian rurar communi-ty hospital cENrs role-set, needs
investígation. Furthermore, the cEN rore is expected to
continue to evolve with health care reform.
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Literature

Review Conclusions

The characteristics of managerial work in
cENsr rores and responsibílities was examined

relation to
in a review
of the riterature, including the forrowing: (1) cENs'
within canadaf s hearth care system; (2) grenerar management
functions and cENs' work; (3) nethodorogicarry sirnirar
studies; and (41 nursing adninistrative research.
canadian cENs work within unique contextual and
environnentar erements that impinge on their roles and
responsibilities. The professionar nurse working in a

generalist

management

position fosters many, and sometimes

conflictirg, roles and responsibí1ities.
A review of the nursing literature revears a lirnÍted
number of studies that, examine the v¡ork activities and
behaviors of cENs. None of these studies $¡ere conducted
in a canadian setting. The literature suggests that rural
cENs face símil-ar yet different challenges and role
definitions than that of their urban counterparts and
other managers. Research studies on cENs, however, are of
limited value as managerial roles and responsibiríties
have not been specificalry examined. The rnajority of the
studies conducted focused on expectations, perceptions t or
perípherar work characteríst,ics, rather than actual cEN
work content.

Mintzberg's (L967î J.973) research findings concerning
manageriar work have had a significant impact upon
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academic and adminístrative thinking.

Thís theory has yet
to be evaluated in terms of rural cENs and their rores and
responsibirities. rn light of the growing complexity and
significance of the canadian cENsr roles, and the irnpact
of adninistration upon nursíng practice, education and
research, there is an urgent need for cEN roles and
responsibilities to be studied.
Given the nature of the research questions under
investigation, and the paucity of rerevant research
findings in the literature, an exploratory and descriptive
research design hras used in thís study of community
hospitar cENs ín rurar Manitoba. The literature suggests
that Mintzberg's (]973) methods of triangulated data
collection have proven useful in the context of nursing
management. Grounded in the context of business
adrninistration, Mintzbergrs theory has required expansion
)
to anaryze and interpret the complexities found in studies
rerated to managerial work content in the field of
nursing.
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Chapter Three
Researeh üethodology and proeeôures

of this study was to exprore and descrÍbe
the rores and responsibilit,ies of cornmunity hospital cENs
in rural Manitoba. rn this chapter the research design,
trustworthiness, study setting, study sample and serection
process, ethical considerations, data corlection, study
The purpose

informants, and dat,a analysis are described.
Research Design

This exploratory and descriptive study hras based upon
a non-experimental, research design (wilson, 19g5).
Triangurated data collection methods hrere used in this

study and incruded: 1) prerÍninary data correct,ion

(organizat,ional documents and pre-observat,ion intervie$/s)
i
2) structured observations; and 3) semi- structured exit
interviews (adapted from Dunn, r-990; Mintzberg, r973 ¡
Raber, 1988).

The literature indicates that a non-experimentar
research design is appropriate when: 1) an investigation
needs to be conducted under naturar conditions; 2,t an
investigator is dearing with a study question about which
littre is known; 3) fietd data concepts need further
crarification; or 4) the intent of the study is to gain
insight about, a particular group of peopre (Abdelrah &
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Levine, L986¡ Polit & Hung1er, I99L¡ Wilson, 1985). To
date, rittre is known about the role of the community
hospitar cEN in rural canada. The researcher attempted to
discern the act,ivities and behaviors of the study
participants via the three data collection methods; a
process that assisted in capturing the informantsr worrd
more fully.
Establ ishing Trustworthiness

The naturalistic paradigm focuses on the deveropment
of a consunmate depth of knowledge, variabre over time and

place. The scientific rigors of qualitative research
cannot be evaluated in terms of positivistic criteria:
reliability,
varidity and objectivity (sandelowski, LgB6) .
Lincoln and Guba (l-985) have therefore developed four
tests of rigor for quaritative scientific inquiry, namely:
truth varue, applicability, consistency and neutrarity.
Trutb value is concerned with credibírÍty.
The truth
value of a study reflects the accuracy of the descriptions
and interpretations of the phenomena being studied
(Lincoln & Guba, 19Bs). credibirity was enhanced ín this
study by the range and depth of triangurated data
collection
methods (preliminary data,
structured
observations, and exit interviews), informal and formal
ínformant checking, and the use of constant conparative
analysis of data. The rr...truth [was1 subject-oriented
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rather than researcher-definedt (sandelowski I 19g6, p.
30). Minirnal observer-interference was ensured by abiding
with and verbarly reinforcing consent principles.
rnquirer introspective memos and informant-check exit
interviews also contributed to the establishment of
credibility.
The investigator also naintained prolonged
engagement in the field setting through 98.s hours of
structured observation.
" applicabílity addresses the issue of rittingness or
transrerabiTity of data for nurse executives in other
contexts (Lincoln & Guba, l-985; sandelowski, 1996). Each
rural hospital and cEN role-set entertains uniqueness,
thus, restricting transferability of findings. Mintzberg
(!973), hov¡ever, argues that, the nature of manageriar work
is simirar across domains, providing a working framework
whereby core cEN activities may be transferable to other
cENs and varied contexts. To address this criterion, the
investigator provided a detair description of the
informants, context and sampling procedures used.
consistency concerns auditabirity with simirar persons
and contexts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; sandelowski, 1996).
Naturaristic inquiry recognizes rnultipre rearities and
therefore exact study reprications are unlikely.
The
studyts auditability, however, hras enhanced by using a
well defined and established coding and data recording
systems (Dunn, 1990; MintzbêTg, tg73; Sandelowski, 1986).
Neutrarity addresses eonfirmabirity which is achieved
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with the establishment of credibirity, auditabitity and
fÍttingness. Naturaristic inquiry requires the researcher
to expricitly report the fierd data so that others may
confirm it.
Members of the investigatorrs thesis
committee audited both the process and the product of the
research study.

Thus, the investigator addressed trustworthiness in
this study by attending to credibirity,
fittingness,
auditability and confirmability (sandelowskí, j.gg6; yonge
& Stewin, 1988).
study setting

After obtaining access for approvar through the -Letter
ol rnítiar contact (Appendix A) from the convenience
sample of four informants, the study !üas conducted at each
of the respective community hospitals in rurar Manitoba,
canada. Rural hospitars in Manit,oba refers to those
facilities
outside the cities of winnipeg and Brandon
proper.
Study sanple and Selection process

This quaritative research study made use of nonprobabirity sampring. convenience sarnpring arrowed the
investigator to engage in research with available persons
(t'he cENs I and persons they interact with) at a given tine
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(Abdeltah & Levine , Lg86r. parse, Coyne & Smith , 1-985¡
Wilson, l-985) .
The convenience sample for this study were CENs
(Directors of Nursing, or equivalent titles) selected from
the community hospitals in rural Manitoba who met the
hospitar síze críterion. Manitoba Heatth $¡as contacted
for a master list of aII CENs who were currently employed
j-n 25-l-OO bed, rural community hospitals. Four informant,s
were urtirnately chosen for an activity observation period
totaling twelve days. Such a sample size and tine period
compared favorably wíth similar studies where data
comprehensiveness off-set the sample size (Dunn, L99O¡
Morrison, l-983; Raber, 1988). Two additional CENs were
selected to serve as alternatives, in the event that (an)
informant(s) was unable or unwilling to participate, or if
additional data sampling was deemed necessary by the
investigator.
All female CENs, with a minimum of one yearrs
experience ín their current position, that feIl within the
hospitar size crit,erion hrere invited to participate in the
study via a Letter of InitíaL Contact (Appendix A). The
investigator then chose a convenient sampre from those
cENs willing to participate.
A Letter or confirmatíon
(Appendíx B) was then sent to each informant of the
convenient sample. cENst names and the invorved hospítal
were coded and the coded identificatíon
list
hras
maintained Ín a secure space for the duration of the study
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and for future research reference.

Ethical Consideratíons
The investigator incorporated the canadían lrlurses'
Association Ethicar Guiderines for Nursing Research
Involvíng
Human Subjects (CNA, Lg73), ethical
considerations specific to non-experimental research, and
secured approvar from the Ethicar Review cornmittee of the
Facurty of Nursing, uni-versity of Manitoba (Appendix c),
to protect the rights of both the informants and the
investigator (Arrniger, Lg77; Munhal1, 19gg) .
fnformed consent, via
a
disclaimer,
and
confidentiarity are basic ethical tenets in any study
design (Armiger, L977). rrnformed consent means that
individuats invorved in the study knowingry, voluntarily
and intelligently
give consent to participater (Dunn,
1-990, p- 47). cENs consenting to participate in the study
were provided with written expranations of the study prior
to the observation period (Appendices A & B). cENs who
agreed to participate received a copy of the discraimer
(Appendix D).

This descriptive study did not involve an inherent
rat-riskt
population. Howeverr ên ethícal conflict
between the role of researcher-as-observer versus a
regisLered nurse or as a practitioner courd have arisen
during the observation period. Hence, it was irnportant
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for the investigator to evaruate potential diremmas in
advance, vrhere the actions of inf ormant,s needed to be
protected or disclosed.
Study informants hrere fully informed of the research
objectives, the role of informant and observer, the scope
of data collected, plan for analyses and reporting of
findings. Participation in the study hras voluntary. CENs
serected did have the right to refuse participation in the
study. rnformants arso had the right to withdraw from the
study at any tine, even after the study had begun.
The investigator withdrew from observing and recording
any activity that either the cEN, or those they interfaced
with, requested not, to be noted. CENs were informed at
the onset that the researcher would immediately
discontinue all research activities upon the informantts
request to withdraw from the study.
confidentiarity was maíntained by protecting names and
all data collected via observation and interviews. The
cENs rdere assured that neither their identity or that of
the hospitar would be discussed beyond the investigator
and his thesis committee members, including any of the
colrected data, reports or future pubtications resulting
from the study. A code number v¡as assigned to all cENs
participating in the study; the list of CENs, hospitals,
and assigned code numbers kept in a secure space by the
investigator.
Throughout the
research process
fierd-notes, interview records and transcribed data were
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kept by the researcher in a secure space. The
investigator, and his advisors, had access to this data as
required.
Data Collection

A. Preliminary Data Collectíon
Following the selection of informants and consent via
a DiscTaimer (Appendix D), prelirninary data collection
ensued. Prelíminary data collection involved: a)
attaining organizational documents; and, b) conducting a
pre-observation interview.

i) Organizational Documents
Preliminary data collection included collecting
organizational information at the beginning of the three
day on-site observation period. The preliminary data, âs
identified in the Letter of Confírmation (Appendix B),
were the hospitalts mission statement, a pictorial of the
organizational structure, the nursíng philosophy and the
CENs' job description. Additional anecdotal data hrere
collected via structured observations throughout the study
as information surfaced (Dunn, 1990; Raber, 19BB). The
organizational documents r¡rere analyzed utilizing a matrix
organizational analysis.
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Íi) Pre-observation Interview
The in-person pre-observation rnterview (Appendix E),
at the beginning of the first day of the observation
period, provided an occasion for the researcher to review
with the informants the purpose and methods of the study,

to ansT¡¡er any questions, and to gain pretirninary hospital
and personal information. The pre-observation interview
time ranged from fifteen to forty-five
minutes in
duration.
The pre-observation interview data hrere
reviewed using tthematic content anarysisr (Burnard.,
Leel_).

B. Structured Observation
Modeled after the research of Mintzberg (\96z ¡ L973)

and similar nethodological studies (choran, Lg6gi Dunn,
1990; Raber, 1989; Snyder & Glueck, 1980), this phase of
the study ínvorved the use of continuous non-part,icipative
structured observation to collect, data on specific cEN
activities and behaviors over a three day period. This
nethod necessitated the use of a record keeping form
(Potit & Hungrer, LggL). The researcher observed,
recorded and coded the act,ivities and behaviors of rural
cENs over the defined observation period.
The
observations took place during the cENsr reqular working
day and v¡ere carried out from the start until the
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conclusion of each CEN!s hrorkday (Dunn, l_990).

choran (L969) states that continuous structured
observation allows the researcher to record the activity
as to place, purpose, contacts and tirne, permittíng
concurrent development of crassifications and anecdotal
recordings.
structured observation enhances the
consistency of humans as an observation instrument and
facilitates behavioral correlations (sanderowski, 1986) .
Disadvantages of structured observation incrude timited
sample size, misperception of activit,ies and behaviors,
potentiar change of informants behavior, and invest,igator
exclusion from confidentiar activities (Lincorn & Guba,
19Bs).

The study incorporated an ongoing informant
information sharing process to enhance comprehension of
observed activities.
This process was estabrished in the
pre-observation interview where the investigator requested
the informants to explain rwhat they were doingr and twhyt
during the observation period. The invest,ígatorrs role
remained robserver-as-informantr whereby interactions were
rimited to periodically seeking crarification of events
(cotd, l-958). These measures decreased the limit,ation of
misperceptions or only the recording of individual
physical activíties (Snyder & G1ueck, 19BO).
observer presence may have affected the cENst
behaviors, and significant data may have been omitt,ed when
the investigator was excluded from confidentíal
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activitiesMíntzberg (l-973) argues that manageriar v¡ork
content does rikely not change as most work is dictated by
others. other researchers argue that social settíngs have
a tendency to be stabre over tíme and, thus, there is ress
of a threat to data credibirity than often thought.
(choran, Lg69; Lincoln & Guba, 1gg5). However, to
ninimize these linítations, the researcher: r_) guaranteed
anonymity of each cEN and the involved hospitars in the
documentation and present,ation of alr research data z)
ì
robserver-as-informantr
only remained an
with no
involvement in actual work activities; andr 3) ensured
observer neut,rality
by remaining neutrar
and
non-judgmental with expressions and reactions.
Dunn (1990) deveroped a condensed observatÍon Record
(Appendíx F) from forms utilized by Mintzberg (Lg73) and
Raber (1998). This observation toor $ras used as it had
already been pÍIot tested and proven usefur in the
collection and analysis of simirar data (Dunn, 1990).
The observation Record, with pre-set activity
categories (Appendix G), provided the chronological
recording of each enacted activity and behavior. The
category ttotherrr was used where unique activities could be
accommodated- The researcher recorded the time the
observed activity began, the duration of the activity to
the nearest minute (choran, Lg6g) | the informantsr shared
purpose of the activíty (snyder & Grueck, i_ggo), activity
type (Appendix G), whether the activity was scheduled or
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not' the informants involved in the activity, and the
initiator of the activÍty (seIf, others, or mutuar). A
comments/code section provided space for any addÍtional
anecdotes the investigator determined h¡ere noteworthy.
Telephone carls and nail processing (sender, purpose and
content) hrere arso recordedr âs they occurred, utilizing
the same record.
C. The Exit Interview
At the conclusion of the third day of observation, the
researcher met with each informant to discuss the
rrepresentativeness' of the observation period
to the
Inormalf
ínformantsr
work pattern, and to determine the
effect of the investigator upon the cENrs work activities
and behaviors. AdditionalÌy, a sequence of semistructured questions (Appendix H) were asked during the
tape-recorded interview in an atternpt to capture
additional work characteristics or contextual erements
that the cENs I determined not,eworthy. The intervielt¡s hrere
conducted over the period of time it hras required to
anshrer the intervíew guide, which ranged from twenty to
sixt'y minutes in duratíon among the informants. The exit
interview data v¡ere reviewed using rthematic content
analysisr (Burnard, j-991)
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procedures

Prior to the on-site investigation period, the
serection of a convenience sampre of study informants and
the confirmation of observationar period times and dates,
occurred.

Prerirninary data collection occurred with the
pre-observation interview, and reveared information about
the hospitar and/or informants that would initialry have
been overlooked. An in-person pre-observation interview
was conducted with the informants to:
1) descríbe the research studyrs purpose;
2) clarify the researcherrs role;
3) explain the informantrs role; and
4) obtain an initiar overview of the invorved hospital
and the informant.
The observation period began inrnediatery after the
conclusion of the pre-observation interview on the first
day of the three day observation period, and ended at, the
completion of each cENrs work day. The investigator
followed each cEN, referred to as rmobire positioníng,
(lfilson, 1985), throughout the entire observation period.
To achieve the studyrs objectives the researcher inforrned
the informants from the onset that they hrere to proceed
with their regular workday, and asked that the purpose of
the researcherts presence be explained to others in the
hospital. Additionally, hospital personner vrere inforrned
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by the respective cEN that, upon their request, the
researcher wourd Írnrnediatery withdraw from observing and
recording any activity they requested not to be noted.
An ongoing informant ínformation sharíng process hras
arso estabrished during the pre-observation interview.
For example, the informant may have been writing a letter
to an employee. The cEN verbally indicated to the
investigator that she was forlowing up on an earrier
conversation. The investigator onry questioned uncrear
activitíes and did Nor participate an any of the cENsr
work activit,ies.
The t,ape-recorded exit intervieh¡ was conducted at the
conclusion of the third observation day using a semistructured interview guide (Appendix H).
Data Analysis

systematic methods for fierd data anaryses
required for the different phases of data corlection.
A. Organizational

were

Docr¡ments

The organizational documents were analyzed by usi-ng
matrix comparative analytical approach.

a
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B. pre-ObservatÍon and Exit hterviews
The pre-observati.on and exit interviews were anaryzed
using tthemati-c content anarysisr (adapted from Burnard,
1991-r pp. 46r-466). The data analysis procedure
described
berow was conducted once the prelininary data corlection

and the

semi-structured, exit interviews had been
completed and interviews had been transcribed verbatim
as
recorded. Analysis hras conducted on a personal computer
usíng a word-processing program.
Stages of Analysis

l-. Notes r¡/ere made after each intervier¡¡ regarding the
topics discussed in the interview. The researcher ar_so
used introspective memoing about ways of categorízing
data
during the observation period.
2. Transcripts were read through and notes made
throughout the reading on recurring thenes within the
transcripts.
3' Transcripts hrere read through again and as many
headings as necessary v/ere written down to describe
ar1
aspects of the content.
4' The list of categories vrere surveyed by the
researcher and clustered under higher-order headings.
5. The nehr rist of categories and sub-headings hrere
also worked through to produce a final list.
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6- Transcripts were re-read aJ-ongside the finar list
of categories and subheadings to establish the degree
to
v¡hich the categories cover arr aspects of the data.
Adjustrnents hrere ¡nade as necessary.

7. Each transcript was worked through with the rist of
categories and sub-headings, and rcodedr accordingry.
rtalic coding !'ras used here to distinguish between each
piece of the transcript aIl0cated to a category
and
sub-headÍng.

8. Each coded section of the interviews was copied out
of the transcript and all items of each code
hrere
collected together. The rcontextr for the coded sections
r{as rnaÍntained by keeping an original copy of the
entire
transcript readily available.
9' The copied-out sections were placed under
appropriate headings and sub_headings.
L0. All of the sectÍons hrere fired together for direct
reference when the findíngs were rwritten_up.,, Copies
of
the comprete interviews and the original tape recordings
qlere kept for cross-referencing during
the writing stage.
11-- once alr the sections were together, the wríting
process began. The researcher started the fírst
section
with select exampres of data that had been fired under
that section and offered a commentary that rinked
the
examples together. The researcher then continued
on to
the next section until the whore project was written up.
L2. The research rinked the data examples and the
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conrmentary

literature

to the Structured Observation data and the
especially Mintzberg's (LgZ3) theoretical

framework.

C. Structured Observation
Analysis of the structured observation phase involved
coding of ali- work activities and behaviors as they
occurred, with further analysis off_site.
i) Data Coding
Each unit of vrork behavior on the observation
Record
Iáras coded

to f acilitate data identif ication. Duignan I s
(L979) definition of activity was used as forlows:
single event with
identity of its own.
å,
It had an observablean
begrnlilg
and
in a time continuum. iÈ,-enaea-wnãn
""ãiñö"'
ã
major
cïange.occurred in oné of tùä äïð;i.ñr=
o,
dimensions of rhe

tcÈñ';i bäñ.;i;;-ip..nl.

additionar terrns and definitions for coding
behavior were adapted and incruded frorn sinirar studies
(Dunn I L99o; MintzbëÍg, rgz3; Raber,
J-988): scheduled and
unscheduled meetings, desk work, telephone caIIs,
travel,
tours, personal time, secretarial activitÍes and rother,
events (Appendix c).
Nurnerous
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ii) observational Record Analysis
observational Record analysis invorved a categorizíng
process with frequency response summations and
conclusions; a process adapted from rnethodologicarly
similar studies (Hannah, l-9gl-; Mintzberg, rg73, Raber,
1988). The process included:

1. Dividing the dairy observationar notes into the
units of activity as defined in the preceding section;
2. rdentifyíng
behavíorar categories on the
observation Record both in the fietd and at the end of
each day using Mintzberg's role categoríes as a guide,
while separating out any additional, unidentifiabre
behavioral units;
3. Generating neür categories of behavior to coincide
with the unidentifiable behavioral units discussed above
and labeled accordingly;
4- rnputing arr of the data from the observation
Record on to euattro - a computer software programi
5. sorting the data according to the types of
used as defined in the preceding section;

media
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6. Taburating a daily sunmary sheet that. totaled units
of actÍvity, the duration of the day, the range and
average of activities for the day, and the time and
percentage of time spent utílizing each type of actívity.
7. Re-sorting the data according to the informants in
each activity and cornputing the tine and percentage of
time spent according to activity informant on the daily
sunmary sheetr.

8. Re-sorting the data into categoríes according to
the work behavior and computing the daity sunmary sheet
total time and percentage of t,ime for each category; and,
- Developing cunurative categorical totars and
percentages for all of the informants for comparative
purposes that enabred an overall picture of work behaviors
to emerge.
9

The above steps do not reflect a linear process.
Anaryzing the data via a Inatrixr process enhanced coding,
categorization and conceptualization of emerging themes
(stern, 1990). This data hrere compared and contrasted
with the interviews and the literature.
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D. The ÀRItfA Tine Series Fanily of Uodels
The ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average)
moder, a famiry of tirne series models, !ìras utirized in an

attenpt to identify if there hrere cyclicar patterns in
cENsf work content (Box & Jenkins, Lg76; Makridakis,
wheelwright, & McGee, 1983). As a battery of related
techniques geared to selecting the appropriate member(s)
from a general set of models arlows ARTMA, via a single
technique, to address cyclicar and seasonar aspects within
a comprex data set.
The model incorporates the
consideration that observatíons over time are dependent on
each other. More commonly used statistical methods such
as regression or ANovA, that assume observations are
independent of each other, are inappropriate approaches
for the cycrical work question because we know such
dependencies over time exist in the data (J. sroan,
personal communication, January 1g , Lggl).
The ARIMA tirne series model assumes that todayrs score
is dependent upon yesterdayrs score, which is dependent
upon the day before, and so on. As such, the observations
of the informantsr hrere considered dependent upon each
other and r^rere in fact a product of the cENs r past
performance. rn this study the dependent variable was the
amount of time the infornantsr spent on an activity, while
the independent variable was tíme.
severar types of infÌuence may arso effect the cENsl
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activity
level each hour; werr beyond the sirnpre
assumption that it, depends on what happens the hour
before. The time of day, rnonth, season, year, and so
forth, alr have an effect on how the cEN may spend an
amount of time rater. Therefore, modelíng was used to
determine whether or not there t/as a cyclicar pattern in
CENsr activities.
The ARrMA moder process begins with an inspection of
the correlatíonal structure over time, with the goal of
identÍfying the type of carry-over effect. that are present
within the data. There are three types of carry-over
effects that can be identified and incorporated into an
ARIMÀ model: 1) autoregressionì 2) moving averages; and,
3) integraLion (J. sloan, personar communication, october
7, 1993). Each type is described below.
The autoregressive (åR) process assumes that one dayrs
score is a function of the previous dayrs score, and so
on. Hence, if the cENsr activity score of yesterday was
significant, it rnight indicate that todayrs score would
follow that trend (,1. sIoan, personar communication,
October 7, 1993).
The long term effects were modeled by looking at a
more general trend in the time series, by aggregating
indivíduar scores into successive averages over given
periods of time. This mathematical approach is calred a
moving average (tqA) because of the movement through the
time series which allows for sorts of averag'es in search
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of a pattern.

For example, during data analysis the
researcher wanted to determine the effect of one-half hour
tine series data by averaging all the scores in each day,
and checking if there was a pattern in the daily data.
This averaging can be done by cornbining every pair of
scores, every trio or so oh, for any kind of trend (J.
Sloan, personal communication, Octobey 7, Lgg3).
For the readers purpose it is inportant to know only
whether or not each type of model term (AR or MA) is
incruded and what form each takes. The AR and MA effects
are identified by viewing exponential decays in the
autocorrerations and partial autocorrerations for an
activity category (Makridakis et al., 1983; Jeff sloan,
personal communication, January 18, t9g4).
FinalIy, the autoregressive and moving average
components can be combined into a mathematical equation
known as integration (f).
rntegration incorporates the
concept that the data in the time series may not be
contained in the actual observed score for every one-half
hour, but may be found in the differences between
successive hours t et the difference between every second
hour, and so on (J. sloan, personal communication, october
7 | 1993). Perhaps attempting to moder differences between
observations in the raw data of changes over tine is more
appropriate than modeling the actual lever of activity
over given periods of time. For example, it may not be
possible to say that an individuar who spent an one-half
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hour of time in a meeting wirl rikely spend one and
one-half hours time at the next meeting. But it may be
possible to say the individuat wilr spend more or l-ess a
set duration of tine in a meeting, for exampre, plus or
mínus ten minutes for a one hour rneeting. rntegration
aIlows score differences to be modeled.
Together the three components produce the ARÏMA moder.
The totar process of the ARIMA modeling is akin to pickíng
up books off of the sherf by subject matter. I{e have to
decide how many books from each category we need to tel]
the whore story. Depending upon the data set we may need
only ÀR, MA or r, or a conbination of a number of books
from all three categories.
For the more mathematicalry inclined reader, please
refer to classic texts (Box & Jenkins, Lg76; Makridakis et
â1., 1983) which contain the detaírs of the mathematics
underpinning the model and its implementation.
Conclusions

A literature reviern¡ revealed no research studies that
examined the roles and responsibilities of community
hospitar cENs in rural canada. Relevant research findings
are frequently limit,ed by rnethodology and samples used in
the studies, most of which are ín non-canadian settings.
The use of alt,ernative research strategies is encouraged
by most ínvestigators.
Given the exploratory and
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descriptíve nature of the research question under
investigat,ion, and the paucity of relevant research
findings, a non-experimentat methodology was the most
appropriate approach to studying the roles and
responsibilíties of cENs in rural Manitoba. Data
triangulation enhanced the richness of data colrected.
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Chapter Four

Presentation of the Finôings
The purpose of this study was to describe the work

roles and responsibirities of community hospit,al chief
Executive Nurses (cENs) in rurar Manitoba. The conceptual
framework hras based on Mint,zbergrs (Lg73) theory of the
nature of rnanagerial work. Mintzbergrs theory suggest,s
that the basic work of managers is similar, regardless of
the work setting. The theory outrines work rores and
characteristics that are commonly found in managerial
work. Among the expect,ed findings of this study was that
the work of rural cENs had some commonarity with the work
of managers as described by Mintzberg or described by
studies using Mintzbergrs theoreticar perspective.
The purpose of this chapter is to present the study

resurts. The chapter is divided into the forrowing
sections: a description of the four organizational
sett,ings within which the study occurred; an overview of
the four informants; organizationar written and informant
perceived varues; a review of the cEN job descriptions;
analysis of the non-participant structured observations
incruding activit,ies, participants and behaviors; cEN
cyclicar vrork including the ARIMA time series model; and
analysis of exit Ínterviews.
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overview of the study Settings

As discussed in Chapt,er Z I the basic elements of
managerial work are símilar in spite of differences in
organizational size, philosophy, structure, services
delivered and population served. To assist in
understanding the work of rural CENs, a description of the
respective organizations hras required.
The settings for this study included four community
hospitals/health centers in rural Manitoba that had a
minimum complement of 25 acute care beds, and a combined
total of acute and long-terrn beds of less than 1OO.
rrRural hospitalstt in Manitoba refers to those facilities
outside the cities of Winnipeg and Brandon proper. Each
rural hospital was assigned a reference code number to
protect its identity.
gite -

A

This organization is comprísed of three facilities,
each in a separate town/viIIage, jointly administered
under four levels of management (Figure 2).
Shared
management includes the District Administrator (CEO), the
Assistant Adminístrator (cEN) and the District Business
Manager. The four managerial levels in the organizat,ion
lirere: (1) the Distríct Adnínistrator (CEO) ì (2) the
Assistant Adrninistrator (CEN); (3) the Support, Service
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-Payroll

Rm.

(V)

-Purchasing

FaciTitv Coordinatòr (R)
-Business Office

Staff

Dev.

Coordinator

-Nursing
-Maint.
-Dietary

-Laundry

Head ÍVurse (W.V.

)

-Nursing

-Activity
Y = 25 bed acute care facility
R/T'iru = t7 bed acute caið-iãðiiity
personal care home
E = 24 bed personal care home

juxtaposed with 24 bed

a7

coordinator, the Dístrict Business Manager, the Medical
Record Technician and the
Facility/unit/staff
coordinators; and, (4) the Head Nurse ín the juxtaposed
personal care horne. seven managers report directly to the
cEN. !{ith the exception of the cEo and personnel of
contracted services, the cEN is adninistratively
responsibre for all nursing and support staff in alr three
facilities
totaling 99.1 equivarent fulr time (EFTs)
positions consisting of 150 personnel.
The twenty-five bed acute care hospital, the seventeen
bed acute care facility juxtaposed with a twenty bed
personar care home, and the twenty-four bed personal care
home, serve a population of approxímately- l_2rOOO. fn
addition to emergency, amburance and long term care
services, this organization provides prinary care servíces
in medicine, surgery, pediatrics, and obstetrics, with
supportíve diagnostic services.
site -

B

This seventy-five bed acute care community hospital
serves a popuration of approximatery 30,ooo and ís rocated
in close proxirnity to an urban center. under a single
administration, this facility
has five levels of
management (Figure 3). The five managerial revels in the
cENrs line of command include: (1) the Executive Director
(cEo) î (2) the Associate Execut,ive Director
Finance/
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3S ORGANIZATIONAL
SITE - B

CHART

Board of Trustees

-Medical StaffJ
Executíve Assistant
Associate Exec. Dir.

Finance/Human Resources

Assist. Exec. Dir
fnformation & Support Services
Directors:
-Materiel Management

-c.s.s.

-Medi-cal Records

-Diagnostic
Services
-Self-Dia1ysis

Assist. Exeg. Dir.
Patient Care
Services (CEN)

Directors:
-Physical
Plant
-Dietary

Directors:

-Assist. D.O.N.
unit coorl-adinators

-Hskging

-Nursing Super-

-Business

-Pharmacy
-Staff DeveTopment
-Therapy (pTloT)

-Ambulance

Office

Manager

vJ-SOrs
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3) the Assistant Executíve Director
Patient care services (cEN) ì (4,) the Assistant Direct,or of
Nursj-ng, Nursing supervisors, Directors of pharmacy and
Human Resources;

Therapy (occupationat Therapy and physiotherapy), and the
staff Development officer; and, (5) four unit

Coordinators. The Nursing Supervisors and four
Departmental Managers report directry to the cEN. The
facility staffing comprement is comprised of L43.2s EFT
positions and 24r staff. The departments which report
directry to cEN invorve Bg. o EFT posi-tions and Lo7
personnel.

rn addition to emergency services, this hospital
provides in-patÍent services in medicine, surgery,
obstetrícs, gynecoÌogy, special/intensive care, with
supportive diagnostÍc and rehabirítation services.
secondary services include pre-hospital emergency care
and
education, amburance service, dialysis, dentar surglery,

and regional chemotherapy. The cEN at this facirity
indicat'ed that as a hospitar they hrere the largest, withín
the region whích demands thern to be a rpacesetter or
forerunnerr in prograrn specialization.

site -

C

This thirty bed acute care community hospitar serves a
popuration of approximately 8rooo. senior administrative

staff' wÍth the exception of nursing, are shared with

a
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rocal personar care facility.
The long-term care facirity
is physically separate and operates under its own Board of
Direct,ors; in essence, a separate IegaI entity with its
own organizational structure. The Executive Director and
the Business Manager positions are shared between the two
facilities.
Each facility has their own cEN. Three
levels of rnanagement are evident within the acute care
facility
(Figure 4) and include: (1) the Executive
Director (cEo) z (2) the Director of patient care services
(cEN) ; and, (3) supervisors/coordinators in housekeeping,
Iaundry, dietary, nursing, operating room, inservice, and
pharmacy. Administrativery the cEN is responsibre for
thirteen departments although three did not have a
designated manager. The facility staffing comprement is
comprised of 4s.s EFT positions and 69 staff.
The
departments which report directly to cEN invorve 37.s EFT
positions and 61 personnel.
rn addition to emergency services and pre-hospital
care, this hospitarrs prirnary services incrude medicine,
surgery' obstetrics, pediatrics, and ambulatory care with
supportive díagnostic services. secondary services are
comprised of orthopedics, gynecology, prastics, ENT, and
ophthalnology. The cEN of this facirity suggested that
her organization lvas rrtoo big to be small and too smalr to
be big. rr speciarity programs like orthopedic surgery,
obstet'rics and cardiac care, however, çtave it regional
importance sinilar to Site B and D.
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FIGIIRE

{:

oRGANIZATToNAIJ CHART

SITE -

C

Board of Trustees

Lab & X-ray

Maintenance

Business Office

Medical Records

Director of patient Care Bervices
(cEN)

Supervi ors /CoordÍnators / personnel
-Housekeeping
-Laundry

-Dietarþ
-Nursinq Unìt CoordÍnator
-O_perating Room
-Jnseîvlce
-Purchasing

-Pharmacy

-Physiotherapy

-Respiratory Therapy
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Site -

D

This seventy-one bed acute care community hospital
serves a population of approxinately 2or0oo. under a
single adrninistration, three levels of management are
evident within the organization (Figure 5). The three
managerial revers in the cENrs rine of command were: (1)
the Executive Director (cEo) ì (z) the Director of patient
Care Servíces (CEN); and, (3) four Nursing Unit
coordinators, social lrrork, palliation, vorunteer services,
PasLoral care, Respiratory, Infection Control, and
Diabetic Education Resource. These departments report
directly to the cEN. The cEN is administrat,ivery
responsible for eleven areas totaling 6g.6 EFTs and r_i_g
staff.
The facilityrs staffing comprement consists of
L22.5 EFT positions and 193 personnel.
rn addition to pre-hospital, emerge'cy, and ambur_ance
services, the hospital provides in-patient services in
medicine, surgery, obstetrics, intermediary care and
ext,ended treatment with supportive diagnostic and
rehabilitation services. Regionar programs offered hrere
physiotherapy' occupational therapy, speech language
pathology, diabetes education, chemotherapyr hemodiarysis,
and an extended treatment (rehabílitative)
unit.
Consultant specíality
services included urology,
neurology, respirology, physiatry, gerontol ogy, internal
medicine, and psychíatry.
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FIGURE 5S ORGAD¡TZATTONAI¡ CHãRT

SITE -

D

Board of Manaqement

Executive Secretary

Director of patient
care serviees (CEN)
Manag:ers

-Staff

Development

-Regiona1 Rehäbilitation
Services

-Dietary

-Hskg/Laundry/Linen
-Physica1 plãñt
-Admittíng
-Health Records
-Accounting
-Ambulance
-Purchasing
-Lab & Radiotogy
-Pharmacy

Managers Personnel

-4 Nursing Unit

Coordinators
-SociaT hlork
-PalTiation
-RespÍratory
-Infection Control
-Volunteers
-Pastoral Services
-Diabetic Education
Resource
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sinilarities

and Differences Àmong the sites

The community hospitals descrÍbed above arl offer
prirnary care services. secondary services, which vary
extensivery among the settings, shape the uniqueness of
hearth services delivered by the facilities.
For exampre,
regional services such as the rehabirÍtation
or
chemotherapy programs at sites rBr and rDr provide these
organizations with the opportunity to share their
expertise throughout proximal service regÍons. variation
in service derivery is dependent on the referrar area,
geographicar rocation in relation to urban/regional
centers, organizationar vision, and the ability to secure
program funding and professional staff.
For example,
orthopedic surgical resources enable site - rcr t,o offer a
surgical service for a particular catchment area.
Adninistratíve structures vary amongst the facirities
because of the diversified institutionar,
funding and
program arrançtements. For example, three to five levels
of management were identified, with the latter found in
the rargest acute care facirity.
!,iithin each setting the
nursing divísion compríses the greatest number of
personner- The cENrs responsibÍlity for staff in EFT
positions varies extensively, that is, from 56å to 99eo of
the entire facilityrs positions; exclusíve of contracted
services. An overview of the informants follows.
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Overview of the fnfornants

This section provides a synoptic career description of
the four cENs who participated in this study. ïn
an
effort to protect their identity, each nurse executive T¡/as
assigned a code number that corresponded with
the
respective work site. Data for this section were derived
from prelirninary data corlection involving organízational
documents and semi-structured pre-observation intervi_ews
(Appendix E) - The preriminary interviev¡ with
study
informants provided an opportunity for the researcher
to
explain the purpose and methods of the study and to ans'üer
any questions the cENs may have had. There was a general
feeling of appreciation among the informants that someone
was taking an interest in rural, nursing adninistrative
research. For verification purposes, draft, copies of
the
I
cEN s personar description r¡/ere
reviewed with each
informant via a telephone call.
Informant -

One

Educationally prepared Ín a registered nurse díprorna
program (198r-), rnformant one worked as a general
duty
nurse (surgical/f10at) for six years at a semi-urban,
regional health center. After completing a post diploma
baccalaureate nursing degree (19g8), the informant worked
two years as a Head Nurse of a Day Hospitar in the same
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hospital. The inforrnant assumed her current cEN position
two years ago in r-990. rnformant one had no
formal
educational preparation in adninistration.
This cEN, who has the organizational titre
of
Assistant Administrat,or, reports directly to the District
Administrator. Reportíng to this cEN are two Facility
coordinators, a unit coordinator, a staff Deveropment
coordinator, a support service coordinator, a
Medical
Records Technician, and the District Business
Manag.er
(Figure 2). Her scope of adminÍstrative responsibility
is
comprised of the following departrnents: nursingr.
raundry;
dietaryr' housekeeping; maintenance, business
of f ice
incruding purchasing; hearth records; activity;
centrar
supplyr' pastoral carei infection control/staf f
hearth;
staff development; pharmacy; and, respiratory.
fnformant -

Two

rnformant
Two initialty
compreted a Bachel0r of
science degree (Lg70). The informant obtained
her
registered nurse diplorna in Lg73 and, thereafter,
worked.
as a nurse educator in the same urban, nursing
dipl0ma
school for seven years. she then held the position
of
rnservice coordinator for one and one-har.f years with
her
current empl0yer. After being a Day supervisor
for an
additional year' the informant began her cEN tenure
as
Assistant Executive Director
patient care services; a
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position that she has held for ten years. During these
past ten years the inforrnant has received a Management
certificate
[university of ManÍtoba], has become a
certified Hearth Executive, and i_s compreting her Master
of Nursing degree.
Although the informant directry reports to the
Executive Director, organizationarly, the cEN posítion ís
third-in-command (Figure 3). As a member of executive
management this cEN views her position as ra step-away"
from the crinical area. Reporting to the cEN is an
Assistant Director of Nursing (who is responsibre for four
unit coordinators), Nursing supervisors, a Director of
Pharmacy, a staff Development officer, and a Director of
Therapy- Departrnental responsibility
of this cEN
includes: nursing; vorunteer services;
infection
contror/staff
health; staff
deveropment; therapy;
pharmacy; and, respiratory.
fnfornant - Three
As a registered nurse diploma graduate (Lg67), this
informant initÍa1ry worked generar duty (surgery/rural
generarist) for five years prior to serving as a Head
Nurse for four years with her current emproyer. After
general duty nursing for an additionar four years, she
herd the position of rnservice coordinator for six years.
This informant has held her cEN position, organizationarly
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titred as the Director of patient care services, for the
last six years. This cEN reports directly to the
Executive Director (FÍgure 4).
Through continuing education the cEN earned
cert,ificates in both Nursing unit Administration
Icorrespondence course from the canadian Hospitar
Association (L977)l and Nursing Administration in the
Hea1th Care Systern [University of Manitoba (1988) ].
Report,ing to this cEN are a unit coordinator, and
supervisors in housekeeping, laundry, dietary, the
operating room, inservice and pharmacy. cEN department,ar
responsibilities include: nursing; laundryi dietary;
housekeeping; volunteer servicesr. infection contror/staff

healthr' staf f deveropmentr' physiotherapy; pharnacy;
respiratoryi diabetic educationr. and, purchasing. sharing
the cEo and the Business Manager with another facílity
was considered by the informant to expand her day-to-day
responsibilities due to being the most senior
administrative person available to deal wíth issues.
Informant - Four

This informant, entitled Ðirector of patient care
services, arso reports directly to the Executive Director
(Figure 5). rnformant Four started her nursing career
as a Licensed Practical Nurse (rg7 6) and r,r¡orked 2 years
general duty on a burn unit. Following the compretion of
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a registered nurse diproma (J,979) and an intensive care
certificate (1980), she worked as a general duty nurse in
rntensive care for two years. After relocating to a rural
area the informant, worked as a continuing care Resource
Coordinator for one year prior to being employed as a
general duty nurse on a surgical/obstetricar unit, for an
additional six months at another rural facility.
The
informant then secured a unit coordinator posit,ion for a
medicat/intensive care/emergency unit for her current
employer and was in that capacity for a períod of five
years. During that period the informant completed a
Nursing unit Adminístration certificate Icorrespondence
course from the Canadian Hospital Association (1986) l, an
Advance cardiac Life support provider course, and credits
toward a Bachelor of Nursing degree. The informant has
been in her CEN position for three years.
Reporting to this CEN are four unit coordinators, a
sociar worker, a paIIÍative care coordinator, a volunteer
coordinator, pastoral care, a respiratory therapist,, an
infection contror officer, and a diabetic education
resource coordinator. Areas of responsibifity are:
nursing including chemotherapy and diarysis; vorunteer
services; central supply; past,oral care; infection
contror/staff hearth; clinical instruction; respiratory;
social work; palliation;
and, diabetic education.
rnformant Four emphasized that the regionar programs
like chemotherapy and dialysis are operationalty and
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administratively inteñsive.

Simirarities and Differences

¡{mong

the rnfornants

Amid their uniqueness, the informants had
similarities in both their rnanagerial roles and education
preparation tracks.

All four cENs administrative responsibility exceeded
well beyond the nursing division (Tabte J,) and atr four
informants hrere outside of a collective bargaining unit.
Each area of cEN responsibility did not necessarily have a
reporting manaçJer; often a single support staff member
worked ín the area. Thus, the cEN rÂras the front-rine
manager with operational responsibirity for the area. For
example, ât site c the purchasing department, was managed
by the cEN who was assisted by a part-tirne clerk. Besides
nursing responsibilities, the cENs hrere also in charge of
infection control, staff development (inservice education,
clinical
instructíon), respiratory therapy, and
vorunteers. Three of the informants were in charge of
cent'ral suppry and pharmacy. The broadest range of the
CENsr scope of work hras found at the smaller acute care
facilities where, in addition to the above departments,
the informants managed raundry, dietary, housekeeping and
purchasing. At sites - A and c the cENs vrere responsible
for fifteen and thirteen functional departments each. At
the two larger hospitals, sites B and D, the cENs had

Table 1

-

Informants' Areas of AdmÍnistrative Responsibility

t0t

Site

Area of Responsibility

A

B

C

D

Nursing

*

{<

*

*

Laundry

*

*

Dietary

*

*

Housekeeping

*

*

Maintenance

{<

Business Office

{<

Health Records

*

Volunteers including
Activity Program

t<

Central Supply

d<

Pastoral Care

{<

Infection Control/
Staff Health

*

{<

*

Staff Development/
Clinical Instructors

(*)

Therapy (P.T., etc.)

{<

*

*

{<

*

*

x

*

{<

+

*

*

Pharrnacy

*

*

*c

Respiratory

*

*

*

Social Work

N/A

N/A

N/A

Palliation

N/A

N/A

N/A

*

Diabetic Education

N/A

N/A

*

*

Purchasing

*

t6

:
:
N/A

CEN area of responsibility
seryice not available

*

{<

{<

{<

to2
seven and ten reportíng areas respectivery. some cENs had
department,al jurisdiction
over areas which other

informants did not,. For exarnple, rnformant
one was
responsible for the business office, health records and
maintenance. rnformants
Two and Three had therapy
responsibirities whereas rnformant - Four had sociar work,
parlíation and diabetic education responsibilities.
Educationalry, the four informants ent,ered the
profession via a nursing diploma progran. Alr cENs
pursued additional education, although not necessarily in
administration, as they moved out of general practíce into
front-line managerial or educator positions. Three of the
informants had held a Head Nurse posÍtion and one had been
a Day supervisor, alr front-ríne managerial positions,
prior to becomíng cENs. Two of the cENs had arso served
in the capacity as rnservice Educator. Three ínformants
secured managerial certÍficates via correspondence or an
on-campus university program. Two informants had
Baccaraureate degrees, with one cEN currently pursuing her
Masters degree.

The informants had been in their cEN positions for
various J-engths: rnformant one two years; rnformant
Two ten years; rnformant Three six years; and rnformant
Four three years. The average durat,ion of cENs current
tenure was S.2S years.
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Department

of Nursing written phirosophÍes

and

rnformantsr perceived organizationar varues
organizationar and informant specific phitosophies and
values may have an impact on managerial rores and
responsibilities. The following is a synoptic review of
the department of nursingsr written phirosophies as
compared and contrasted against the informantsr perceived
organizational varues. rnformantsr perceptions concerning
organizationar values hrere verified via a telephone call

post site-visit.

Site -

A

The nursing departmentrs philosophy recognized
Vírginia Hendersonrs definition of nursj-ng:
uniq_ue .f_unction of the nurse is to assist
Tþ"
the individuilr.
or weU, - in --tñã
- síck
perlornance of those
activities c'ontriuutfi;
to hearth or its recov_efy
(or to peáðãrüÍ
that _he [sic] wourd-peùrãrn unäia"a-ir
9eath).
he tgigl had the neäessa.ry .-strength; ;í1i; ;;
knowr-edge. And to do thii is
a $¡ay aå to
=ucÍrhelp. þir [si_c]
independence
ãs
s?+1.
;;
possibte. rn ãaaition,- the nurJã ráliaiv
ne'fpJ-tñã
palj.gnt !q c?fry our. rire tnerap-eutiä-piãn -äã
initiated by the- phystclan.
Nursing hras considered part of the interdisciplinary
coordÍnated hearth care team providing excellence of care,
including effective communication, within avairable
resources. As the coordinator of patient care, nursing
roÌes courd include prevention, treatment, education and
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research dimensions. staff development üras viewed as a
joint responsibility of the staff and the facility.
The informant perceived organizationar varues to be
personar care with staff going the extra nile, i.e., by
rr...doing for rather than doing withr type of care.
The
cEN suggested that this approach did not necessarily
foster patient independence. The work environment r{as
considered trvery personalrr with the staf f rwork t ingl
together as a team. tr
Nursingrs manageriar philosophy for the three
facírities,
besides that of staff development, !,¡as not
noted. The cEN indicated, however, that having a rot of
decision-making rroper facilitated
effective
and
progressive managernent within the nursing division.

Site -

B

The nursing divísíonfs phílosophicat statement
identified health as r...a state of an individuarfs
weLlbeing...tr and a person as ,...a hoListic being who
ha[d] to adapt to constant changes that occur[red] within
[themselves] and the environment.il Nursingts role was to
enhance the adaptation process through individuarízed
patient care with a personal touch, being informed, making
decisions about the health care plan, participating in
care, and communicating with arr members of the hearth
care team. Nurses hrere assigned total patient carer âs
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independent decision makers accountable for their o!ì¡n
actions, and as pat,ient advocates. They were encouraged
to be involved in both continuing educatíon and research,
and were part of a participative management team.

The informant perceived the organízation to be a
friendry, caring, informal, family environment with open
communication. service rongevity was also highry varued.
Site -

c

Nursingrs philosophical statement emphasized providing

the best possible care for the total needs of the patient
with the patíent being recognized as a member of a family
or sociar grouping. Nursingrs responsibility was to
assist the patient meet his/her needs with restoration
toward optimum health. cooperation and coordination with
other allied health dísciplines was an expectation.
current practíce based on sharing, education and research
htas encouraged by the cEN. The informant indicated that
the organization varued a sound work ethic and prided
itself in the work done. The facilityrs provision of a
comprehensive cardiac education program was an exampre of
work they were proud of.
Site Nursingts

philosophical

D

statement for

Site
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emphasized excellence in nursing care in response to
patient needs. Nursing services included supportive
nursing interventions that promoted health, prevented

illness, provided for paIIíation, and emphasized the need
to restore and maintain individual well being. Managerial
functions included direct care, quality management,
education, sound fiscal management, information control,
human resource management and environmental control. The
CEN suggested the organization valued a participative,
open team that displayed trust, support, and a relaxed
atmosphere in which individual opinions were valued. The
hospitalrs strength was considered to be its staff.

of lÍritten Pbilosophical Statements anð
Infornantsr nerception of organizational values

Synchrony

A discrepancy became evident while reviewing each
nursing divisionts philosophical statement and informantsl
perceptions of their respective organizationts values.
hlritten philosophÍcat statements supported patient
directed care in conjunction with a multi-disciplinary
approach. Values reflected in the organizational
documents virere patient care, conmunication or sharing,
education, and an openness to research. $Iith the
exception of Informant One, the CENs did not mention
patient care when questioned about organizational values.
Informantsr perception of organizational values were staff

LO7

and managerial focused, that is, they valued teamv¡ork or

participative management based on sound communication and
a strong work ethic. Beíng a step removed from direct
care, CENs perceptions t{ere more reflective of their
administrative roles and responsíbilities in relation to
staff versus patient care.
Comparat,ively, then, a somewhat different, perspective
was expressed when the values identified in the written
phiJ-osophies were examined against, informants perception
of organizational val-ues. This may be related to
informants focusing on personal and administrative values
within their current working environment versus the
writt,en philosophical statements that attempt to address
broader care concept,s within the def inít,ions of person,
health, nursing, and the environment.
ChÍef Executive Nurse ilob Descriptions - An Overview

Vlritten job descriptions do not always reflect the
day-to-day operational functions of the involved managers.
The job description qualifiers described below hrere conmon
to all CENs and appear to have been based on the Manitoba
Association of Registered Nurses prototype job description
for nurse administrators (M.A.R.N., 1990).
All informants were considered by theír hospitals to
be execut,ive or senior management, second-in-command to
the Executive Director, with the exceptíon of Informant
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Two who was considered to be third-in-command. Job
descriptions indicated that the cENs were directly or
indirectly responsible for:
(1) delivery of nursing care services:
a) interpreting appropriate Acts and Regurations;
b) developing and maintaining philosophy,
objectives and standards of nursing care
including policies and procedures;
c) providing an organizational structure and
position descriptions for staff use;
d) develop committee structure for staff decision
naking;

e) utílize delivery of care structure assigned on
the basis of client needs and the skill of
nursing staff; and,
f) incorporating new advances into the practice
of nursing;
(2,

human resource management:

a) developing and utilizing criteria for
employment, retention, and separation of
nursing personnel;
b) providing an orientation and staff development
program for nursing enptoyees;
c) planning for over-al1 staffing requirements;
d) ensuring that resources are appropriately
allocated within the structure;
e) conducting annual performance review of staff;
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f) implementing an adequate recruitment pran; and,
g) interpreting and applying the provisions of
corlective Agreements and Hospitar policies;
(3) fiscal nanagenent:
a) participating in the development of the nursing
budget with appropriate arlocation throughout
the department based on the approved budget;
and,

b) implernenting a system for the purchase and
inventory of aIl nursing supplies;
({) infornation control:
a) providing for ribrary and nedia resources for

staff;
b)

providing a system for the collection of

statistics;
c) maíntaining an adequate personnel

file;
d) establishing a workload measurement tool;
e) developing and implementing inservices for
staff;
f) maintaíning clear lines of communication and
disseminating appropriate Ínformation to staff;
s) ensuring that client and staff confidentÍality
is naintained;
h) providing an opportunity for staff to discuss
personal concerns;
i) representing the Department of Nursing in
in-house meetÍngs including the Board of
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Directors, and participating in regional,
provincial and national associations; and
j) providing support and intervention for
fanilies of patients, in situations of
conflict or concern regarding care;
(5) environnental control:
a) participating in planníng physical changes in
the set-up of the hospital;
b) identifying the needs of staff and developing
a plan for the utilization of that space;
c) collaborating in the safety and accident
prevention program including staff health;
d) providing an incident reporting system; and
e) collaborating in an infection control program.

Job description differences vrere related to nonnursing departmentar responsibilities, management revels,
or structure. For exarnple, rnformants one and Three
supervised purchasing programs and the ordering and
dispensing of narcotics and controrled drugs. rnformant
Tt{o, who had an Assistant Director of Nursing,
decentralized some of the functions other cENs maintained
largely by defautt. That is, staff serection, performance
appraisals, probrem solving dairy operationar issues,
monitoring of the workload measurement system, and ínitial
staffing budget input were normarly the responsibirity of
the Assistant Director of Nursing. Hence, rnformant
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role !'ras one-step further removed from front-line
operations than the other informants, with a greater

executive perspectíve.

Results and Analysis of Chief Executive Nursesr tfork Non-Participant Structured Observations
The work of four CENs is analyzed in this section from

data

collected
during structured non-participant
observations with additional perspectives gained from the
exit interviews. Each of the four CENs was observed for a
durat,ion of three consecutive convenient working days,
wíth the exception of Informant Four. This informantrs
illness required the researcher to reschedule the final
observation day to the subsequent week. Hence, a one
working day break v¡as realized during this observation
period. The total number of minutes worked during each
three day .observational period was used as a basis for
calculat,ing averages. Time averaqes indicate the $rays in
which each of the four CENs spent theír work time.
AI1 four of the CENs worked during the day, Monday
through Fríday. Starting and ending times varied among
and with each informant (Table 2). Starting times ranged
from o7O0 hours to 081-5 hours with the CENs working until
t4L5 hours to 1735 hours. The CENs described the length
of the work days as fairly typical, with the one exception
of a CEN leaving work at 74J5 hours for personal reasons.

Table

2 -Informants' Work Time Descriptions

LL2

Informant

Time Variable

1

2

3

4

0800

0800

0800

MEAN

$arting and Ending

Times

for

Observaiion

Days:

Day

One

0800

-1617

Day Two
Day Three
Earliest Starting Time
(hours)

-

0750

1558

-

0745

1618

-

1655

0750

0800

-1629 - 1609 -

1630

-t{Ls

08i0
-1640

0750

0815

07s0

0700

-

1605

0700

-1631 -173s
07s0

N/A

N/A

NiA

0800

N/A

Latest Starting Time
(hours)

0810

0800

0800

0815

N/A

Earliest Ending Time
(hours)

t6t7

1558

1618

L415

N/A

Latest Ending Time
(hours)

1640

1609

f63

1

1735

N/A

Total Time Worked
Over Three Dav
Observation Peiiod*
(Minutes)
(Hours)**

1526

1527

1539

t465

1514

25.4

25.s

25.7

24.4

25.2

Average Working Day
(Minutes)
(Hours¡**

509

s09
8.5

513

488
8.1

504

Shortest V/orking Day
(Minutes)
(Hour5)**

497

478
8.0

498

Longest Working Day
(Minures)
(Hour5¡*x

519

545
9.1

521
8.7

*:

8.5

8.3

8.7

8.3

Total time worked includes the
interview.

**-

8.6

Hours are rounded off.

375
6.3

8.4

N/A

560

9.3

N/A

pre-observation
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The starting time on Day i- at each site visit hras at
0800 hours. observation began after the pre-observation

interview, hence the actuar observation beginníng time on
Day 1 varíed from ïBLT hours to o9o5 hours. As shown in
TahTe 2, the average working day, for the cENs ranged from
8.1 hours (488 minutes) to 8.6 hours (s13 minutes) per
working day, with an overall mean varue of g.4 hours (504
ninutes). This time represents the total tine spent at
work and includes the pre-observation interview and all
personar time. From the beginning, mearti¡ne and coffee
breaks were ídentified and categorized as rpersonal timet
to provide consistency throughout the study. However,
when the cENs informally worked during personal tine as
they sat and discussed work rerated items with their staff
or corleagues, their time was coded as an unscheduled
meeting.

Totar observat,ion tirne, excluding the pre-observation
interview, for the four cENs invorved 9g.5 hours (5906
minutes) (Tabre 3) . A mean of 8.2 hours (492 ninutes) hras
spent observÍng each informant per day, averaged over
twerve observation daysì or a mean of 24.6 hours (!476
minutes) per informantsr three day observational period.
rn addition to the observed working hours, informants
identified varying periods of time worked out,side their
scheduled workday. rnformant
one reported 15 to 20
hours per week; rnformant Two a minimum of 6 hours per
month rerated to Board meet.ings alone, prus additional

Table

3-

Informants' Observational Time Descriptions

lt4

Observation Time
(Minutes)
Observation Time
(Hours)

: a composite total time for the four informants over twelve observation
days.

**

:

a mean average tot¿l time for the four informants over twelve observation

days.

11s

project tine; Informant Three a minimum of eight hours
per week related largely to her ambulance educator role;
and Informant Four a minímum of five hours per week.
Succinctly stated, these four CENs did not carry out alt
of their v¡ork demands in the context of their scheduled
workday.

A. Informantst Work lfime by Actívity Category
This analysis focuses on the CENst work in relation to
type of activity.
Nine pre-established activity
categories (see .AppendÍx G for detinitions) s¡ere used:
1) scheduled neetings;
2) unscheduled meetings;
3) desk work;
4) telephone calls;
5) travel;
6) tours;
7) personal;
8) secretarial; and
9) other.
Each informantrs work per activity category over three
observations days is presented below.
i) Scheduled Meetings
Informant

One considered her number of scheduled
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meetings (19) to be more than usual whire rnformants - Tr¡ro
(23) and Four (7) thought their frequency was normal.
rnformant - Three (7) indicated that the given observation
period was a slow tirne for scheduled meetings (Tabre 4).
Although scheduled rneetings occurred from 7 to 23 times
per informant, or 3 to roz of the informantsr activities
(Figures 6-9), some schedured meetings were interrupted by
scheduled breaks, unscheduled meetings, and telephone
carrs. The duration of scheduled meetings varied from
28 - 8 minutes to 96. o with a mean rneeting time of 51. 3
minutes. scheduled neetings comprised the most tine of
any activity by consuming z2sz minutes (3gå) of the 5906
minutes during which CENs were observed (Table Sl.
Although the frequency actívity percentage for these
meetings hras relatively ro!,r, cENs spent from 356 minutes
(5.9 hours or 242) to 672 minutes (rL.2 hours or 4Bz) of
their three day observation period in schedured meetings
(Tabre 5; Figures i.o-i-3) . The cEN at site
A indicated
that her 548 minutes in schedured meetings, rargery policy
and budgetary review sessions, r,ìrere not regurarry
schedured meetings. rnformant Three indicated that her
regurar meetings (356 rninutes) were ress than usuar, since
this $¡as the slower time of the month for scheduled
meetings. cENs of the two smal-Ier acute care facílities
had less meeting tine scheduled. rnformant Fourrs tL.2
hours of schedured neetings was nainly directed to
internal and external health reform pranning sessions.

Table

4-

IT7

Informants' Activity Frequency (n) and
Percentage (Vo) per Category

Informant

Activity Type

t

1

TOTAL

4

3

MEAN

Scheduled
Meetings

(n)
(%)

L9
10

L3
9

7

7

4

56
7

L4

J

Unscheduled
Meetings

(n)
(%)

51

93

38

82
32

77
45

303
35

76

27

41

Desk Work

(n)

45

44

(%)

47

26

t62

24

18

18

15

L9

L9
7

T9

85

11

10

50
20

29

t7

t16
t3

29

25

6

Telephone
Calls

(n)

23

(%)

24

t2

10

Travel

(n)

L6
8

21,

5
3

10

9
4

1

4

18
9

2L

(%)

t4

9

62

9

5

5

7

(n)
(%)

13

4
2

22
9

I

40

1

5

(n)

0
0

2

2

10

L

6
2

1

1

190

242

256

17t

859

(%)
(n)

Tours

(%)
Personal

Secretarial

Other

(n)

(%)

Activity Total

Note: All

7

9

percentages are rounded off.
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Table
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Informants' !!me (Minutes/percentages) Spent
per Activity Category

Informant

Activþ

Type

Scheduled (mins)

I

2

3

4

TOTAL

MEA,N

548
37

676
45

356

672

48

2252
38

563

24

Unscheduled(mins)
Meetings (%)

r20

309

1,97

320

946

237

8

20

t3

23

t6

Desk Work (mins)
(%)

301

t6t

954

11

423
28

69

20

5

1,6

Telephone (mins)

85
6

52

42
J

56

235
4

59

4

(%\

84
6

30
2

79

84

277

69

5

6

5

(mins)
(%)

L7

31

57

4

2

4

0

109
2

27

1

(mins)
(%)

257

244

266

t97

t6

964

241,

L7

18

T4

L6

Secretarial (mins)

2
0

106

Meetings

Calls
Travel
Tours

Personal

Other
Total Time

Note: (mins)

:

(%)

(%)
(mins)

3

69

(%\

4

3L

5

1

2

(mins)
(%)

0
0

J
0

54

6
0

63

3

1481

1510

1505

1410

s906

minutes; percentages are rounded off.

239

27

2
1,6

1

1.477
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ii) Unscheduled lfeetings
The four informants had the greatest activity
frequency in brief unscheduled meet,ings (Tabre 4) which
accounted for 352 of cENsr totar activity events but only
L6z (946 minutes) of activity tine. The frequency of
unscheduled meetíngs ranged from sj- to 93 activit,íes per
three day observationar period, with a mean of 76
unscheduled events (Tab7e 4; Figures 6-9). The average
duration of unscheduled meetings was 3.1 minutes (Tabre
6) An example of an unscheduled rneeting ü/as a cEN
rneeting with a Nursing unit coordinator to discuss
staffing for a particular unit.
iii)

Desk work

Desk work includes

adninistrative work and. encompasses
the forlowing: reviewing reports, processing nail, budget
anarysis and writing poricies. Making up the second
greatest portion of actívity frequency, desk work ranged
from 26 (15å) [rnformant Four] to 47 (18å) [rnformant
Threel sessions per observational period, with an overarl
averaçte of L9z of cENsr activity frequency (Tab7e 4;
Figures 6-9). However, with an average desk work activity
duration of 5.5 minutes (Tabre 6), the overall tirne given
to desk work per cEN ranged from 69 (5å) [rnforrnant
Fourl to 423 (282) [rnformant Three] minutes, with a

Table

6 - Informants'

Mean Time (Minutes) Duration
Spent per Activity within each Category

Informant

I

2

3

4

MEAN

28.8

29.4

50.9

96.0

51.3

Unscheduled
Meetings

2.4

J.J

2.4

4.2

3.1

Desk Work

6.7

3.7

9.0

2.7

5.5

Telephone
Calls

3.7

2.2

2.2

2.9

2.8

Travel

5.3

r.4

r.6

2.9

2.8

Tours

3.4

3.1

6.3

4.0

4.2

14,3

Lt.6

19.0

21.9

1,6.7

Secretarial

5.3

1.0

t.4

2.0

2.4

Other

0.0

1

,5

9.0

3.0

3.4

Activity Type
Scheduled
Meetings

Personal

Note:

Mean minutes were calculated using frequencies (Table

4) and minutes per activity category (Table

5).
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of 239 (1,62) rninutes per observation period (Tab7e 5
Figures L0-1,3) .
Desk work constituted the CENs' third greatest
proportion of tine utilized.
rnformant Three who had
the most designated desk work tirne (423 rninutes) among the
cENs, spent the least amount of time (356 mínutes) in
scheduled meetings. Meanwhile, rnformant Four who was
in scheduled meetings for a larger proportion of her time
(672 minutes), only spent 69 minutes at desk work.
rnformants Two and Four, who had 309 and 3zo minutes
of unschedured meetings respectively, expended only l-6 jand 69 minutes respectivety at desk work (Table S).
cENs invorved in a Iot of schedured meetíngs spent
proportionately less tine at theír desks. However,
unschedured meetings were as frequent in and around
schedured meetings as during desk sessions. cENs had a
tendency to have informal, unscheduled discussions with
members attending the scheduled meetings, and with
reporting managers and secret,ariar personnel just prior to
or after the scheduled meetings.
mean

r-

Mail processing
Cumulatively, desk work vras the third 1argest
proportion of cENst work time. A significant component of
desk work t^ras the processing of mair incruding sorting,
reviewing and responding to both internal and external-
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nail items. Frequency of processing nail ranged from 7 to
30 sessions over 37 to l-58 minutes during each informantrs
three day observationar period. The percentage of desk
work involving mail processing was between L2.32 to 72.s2
(Tabre 7). rnformant
one spent considerable time
working on policy development during her desk work time
but rimited time addressing rnail. rnformants Two and
Four, who spent the least time in desk work and the rnost
time in scheduled meeti-ngs, used up 65 . Oå and 72 .SZ of
their desk work time processing mail (Tables S & 7).
rnformant Three, who dedicated the most time to desk
work, spent only 37.42 of her tine handling mail. The
average time spent, processíng mail per each informantrs
observation period was 87 minutes (Tabre 7), or an average
of 29 minutes per day.
iv) Telephone Calls
Terephone calls initiated

or received by cENs during
each observation period ranged from rg (72) to 24 (Lze")
events (Table 4; Figures 6-9), a mean of 7 ca1ls per day,
comprising of 3 - 62 of informants working t,ime (Figures
L0-1-3')- The cENs telephone calls averaged z.g minutes in
duration. rnformant one was on the telephone the most
at 85 minutes with an average of 3.7 minutes per carr
(Tabres 5 & 6). The frequency was related to her posítion
as cEN for three geographicalry separate facirities.

Table

7-

r3r

CENs' Frequency (n) and Time (Minutes)
Spent Processing Mail

Informant
Variable
Frequency of (n)
Processing Mail

Time (Minutes)
Processing Mail
Percentage of

I

MEAN

3

7

30

2t

T2

70

18

37

t04

158

50

349

87

12.3

65.0

37.4

72.5

N/A

36.6

Tot¿l Desk Work
Time Spent
Processing Mail

Note: Mail

TOTAL

2

refers to paper. mail only.

4
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rnformant Three spent onty 42 minutes on the terephone
but spent considerabre more tine traveling and touring the
facirity versus the other three informants (Tabres 4 & s).
v) Travel
cENs travered to various parts of the hospital,
hospital complex or other events. rnformants travered
from L6 to 50 times (Tabre 4) within and external to the
organization which required from 30 to 84 minutes of cEN
time (Tabre 5) ¡ an average of z.B minutes per event.
rnformant one had the fewest episodes (16) but required
84 minutes of time (Tables 4 & 5). This cEN required
additionar time to traver to one of the geographicarly
separate facilities under her jurisdictíon.
The cEN at
site
D tüas requíred to arso attend meetings externar to
the facility, thus her 84 minutes of travering time (Tabre
5). rnformants Two and Three both remained within
their facilit,ies
throughout the observation períod,
art'hough the latter had twice as much traveting; a
consequence of individual preference and the operational
or I hands-on I dut,ies required of her.

vi) Tours
Tours involved informants informar strolls through the
facirity to observe activit,ies without prearrangement.
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Informants utilized 1- [Informant Four] to i-O [Informant
- Twol tours (TabLe ) during their respect,ive observation
períods, with Informant
Three using the most at 57
minutes (TabLe 5), averaging 6.3 minutes per event (TabLe
6). This informant spent most of her touring tine talking
with patients and family on the Unit. A mean of 27
minutes per observation period (TabLe S), or 9 minutes per
day, was used by informants to tour their facilities.

vii) Personal
The personal tine category consisted of al1 forms of
personal time including meals and breaks. Consequently,
personal time was the second most time consuming portion
of the day utilizing 964 minutes or !6.3eo of informantsl
workdays (TabLe 5). This occurred since formal breaks
remained relatively consistent for all four CENs as they
usually took morníng and afternoon coffee breaks, and. a
lunch period. As previously noted, infornants inforrnally
worked through their breaks as they discussed work related
items and exchanged information with peers, subordinates,

or other employees. These hrere accounted for under
unscheduled meetings. For example, Informant
Two
discussed patient discharge concerns with a Nursing Unit
Coordinator during her lunch break. Therefore, the event
was noted as an unscheduled neeting and not personal tine.
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viii)

Secretarial/Other

Activity in the Secretarial and tOthert categories
varied among the CENs dependent on the availabílity of
human resources, job responsiþilities and informantsl
preferences. Secretarial frequencies displayed by the
informants ranged from 1 to 22 (TabLe 4), varying from 2
to 69 minutes (Table 5) over the observation period.
Informant One spent 69 minutes or 4.7eo of her time in
secretarial activities such as photocopying policies in
preparation for a meeting. Meanwhile, Informant Three
carried out numerous secretarial duties throughout the
course of her workday; totaling 3i- minutes or 2.tZ of her
observation period.

Onty l-0 activíties (Tab7.e 4) involving 63 minutes
(TabLe 5), rÂ/ere labeled in the tOtherr category. The most
significant rOthert activity involved Informant
Three
spending most of her 54 minutes on an ambulance trip.
Other CEN activities consisted of functions that would
normally involve other departments such as materiels
management, ambulance, pharmacy, maint,enance, housekeeping

and dietary.

For example, CENs received and distríbuted
supplies such as neck collars, arterial blood gas
supplies, CPR dolIs, and pharmaceutical supplies. An
overhead bulb replacement was considered as a maintenance
funct,ion while removing garbage was seen as a housekeeping
activity. Settíng up and cleaning up coffee amenities was
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viewed as a dietary activity.

Informantsr Activity

Summary

The cENsr work can be examined both in terms of
activity frequency with an overarr time arlotment and
average duratíon per event (Table g).
The average
durat,ion of events ranged from 5.9 minutes (rnforrnant
Three) to 8.2 minutes (rnformant Four). Meanwhire, the
average t.otal number of events in which the informants
hrere invorved during the course of each day ranged from 57
(rnformant Four) to 85 (rnforrnant Three). with an
average of 72 activities per day over a mean of 4g2
minutes (8.2 hours), informants changed work activities
about, every 6.8 mínutes. seventy-seven percent (a range
of 67 to 81å) of cENst activities were events of less than
five minutes in duratíon. over the twelve observation
days less than 52, or only 4L of 959 cEN events, rasted
longer than 31 minutes in duration (TabLe 9).
The above data demonstrates that cENs work day is
extremery fragment,ed with a diverse set of activities.
To
further understand the work of cENs, the informantst
activities involving others requires croser exarnination.
B. chief Executive Nursesr Activities with otbers
fn this

section the

CENsI

work activities

$¡ere

Table

I -

r36

CENs' Composite Activity profite

Informant
Variable

I

Total Activity (n)

190

242

256

t7t

859

2t5

t48t

1510

1505

T4TO

5906

1477

7.8

6.2

5.9

8.2

6.8

6.8

Total Time
(Minutes)

Mean Time per
Activity
(Minutes)

2

3

4

TOTAL

MEAN

Table

r37

9 -Informants'

Average f,'requency (n) and
Percentage (Vo) per Time Designations

Informant

Time Designation

0-5
6-10

128
67

190
79

202
79

Minutes: (n)
(%)

26

24

t4

10

26

18

1,4

7

8

4

61+

(n)
(%)

Minutes: (n)
(%)
Minutes: (n)
(%)

Total Activities (n)

TOTAL

4

3

Minutes: (n)
(%)

11-30 Minutes:

31-60

2

1

t39

6s9

81

77

24

11

9

6.5

85
10

T9

lt

74

7

6.5

9

5

9

5

27

2

4

3

3

2

5

2

5

T4

1

2

1

J

1

190

242

256

L7T

8s9
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examined in terms of theÍr participation with others.

The

work of the inforrnants was divided into two groupings: 1)
solitary actívities, in which the CEN worked alone such as
desk work; and, 2l joint activities involving superiors,
subordinates (managers and general staff), peers, other
professionals, patients and fanilies,
and rothers.
r

Participation

of

others could involve scheduled or
unscheduled meetings during in-person or telephone events.
i) Frequency and Tine Allocation of Informantsr
with Participants
The actívity of each CEN, whether in solitary or
jointly
with others, is illustrated in TabLe j-Ta.
rnformantsr percentage of soritary activities ranged from
33.32 to 52.3e" of overall activity frequency, with an
overarr mean activity frequency of 42.3eo. cENs activities
with others ranged from 47.72 to 66.72, with an overall
mean actívity freguency of 57.72.
As per TabLe L0b and Figure 14, percentages of
activities may be irrustrated ín more than one rt¡ay, since
the informants frequently interacted with more than one
participant designation. Informants only spent on average
6.02 of their overall activíties with superiors such as
cEos and board members. Most interactions with superiors
occurred duríng scheduled meetÍngs. outside of schedured
meetings, the cENs interaction with superiors consisted of

Table 10a

-

Summary of CENs' Activity with Others
Informant

Activity Participants
Solitary Activities(n)
(%)

Joint Activities (n)
(%)

Table 10b

2

L

89
46.8

TOTAL

4

3

83

134

34.3

52.3

57
JJ.J

363
42.3
496
57.7

101

t59

122

11,4

53.2

65.7

47.7

66.7

- Breakdovm of CENs' Activity with Others
Informant

Activþ

Participants**

Solitary Activities(n)

t

2

TOTAL

3

4

134
48.2

31.0

(%)

89
45.6

(n)
(%)

t6

15

9

L6

8.2

5.1

3.2

8.7

(n)
(%)

51

81

181

27.4

24
8.6

25

26.2

13.6

19.0

-general staff (n)

23
11.8

62
20.9

60

45

190

21,.6

24.5

20.0

(n)

(%)

J
1.5

2
0.7

t4

35

5.4

7.6

4.0

(n)
-w/other
professionals (%)

2
1.0

3T

29

10.s

10.4

24
13.0

9.0

2
1.0

2

9

0

13

0.7

3.2

0.0

1.0

83

28.0

57

363
38.0

Joint Activities
-w/superiors
-w/subordinates
-reporting
managers

(%)

-w/peers

-w/patients

(n)

-Others

(n)

(%)
(%)

Total Activities (n)

**

t6

56
6.0

86

9

6

11

3

4.6

2.0

4.0

1.6

29
3.0

195

296

278

184

953

Informants frequentþ interacted simultaneously with more
than one participant designation, tttus, overall changes in
percentages for solitary and joint activities.
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Figure 1Í, Inforrnarrts' Tirne Fercentage
in Farticipant tategories
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brief, informational exchanges. CENs most frequently
interacted with subordinates such as reporting managers
(L9.O?) and general staff within their divisions (2O.OZ).
CENs spent only 1.0å of their workday interacting with
patients and their fanilies (Table J_Ob &. Fígure i.4) .
Of the 6757 minutes spent with other participants,
informants spent the most time with subordinates. This
invorved 1875 minutes with reporting managers and 1403
minutes with general staff, consisting of 3B.Bå of their
overall working tine" soritary activities consumed l-7o8
minutes or 20.22 of cEN time during the twerve observation
days. Less than LZ of CENst time involved patients or
their farnily members (Tab7e J-t) .
CEN time allocation with specific participants
requires further exploration. Informant Four spent a
considerable amount of tirne in hearth reform and
construction/merger rneetings, thereby accumurating
significant amount,s of tirne with her superiors and with
peers (external, senior executives). Informants - One and
Two had extended internar poricy meetings with their
report,ing managers. The tirne spent by fnformant
Two
with other professionals v¡as largely rerated to a meeting
with the outreach regional chemotherapy team. An
amburance attendant event for rnformant Three required
44 minutes of her time.
The proportion of tine that ís related to CEN
secretarial support ranged from L6 [fnformant, One] to

Table 11

-

t42

Summary of CENs' Total Time Duration
(Minutes) with Activity participants

Informant

Activity Participants

I

Solitary Activities

663

2

TOTAL

3

4

324

582

t39

1708

20

256

246

149

s88

1239

15

524
46

339
s35

189
288

r875
t403

22

t6

823
534
275

47

55

393

-w/peers

t9

264

4

746

1033

T2

-w/other

4

378

270

1,87

839

10

-w/patients

7

)

56

0

65

I

15

75

206

7

303

3

Vo

Joint ActivitÍes
-w/superiors
-w/subordinates

-reporting managers
-general staff *
(secretarial)

professionals

-w/others

17

Note:

*:

percentages are rounded off.
secretarial time is a break-out of general st¿ff time and
not included in the joint activity total-time.

is, therefore,
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275 minutes [rnforrnant - Two), or 8.gå to sL.sz of general

staf f time all-ocation (Table J-1) . overarr, secretariar
support made up 393 minutes or zgz of generar st,aff time

allocation.
secretarial presence of 27s minutes for
rnformant
Two was rargely accrued during scheduled
meet,ings at which the secretary recorded minutes. This
lever of secretarial support for cENs was not seen at the
other facitities, arthough it is recognized that a full
comprement of regular meetings at each site Ì¡¡as also not
observed.

cENrs solitary activities

lasted only 4.s minutes per
event'. Joint act,ivities involving superiors, usually at
scheduled rneetings, ranged from 16.0 to 36.9 minutes in
durat,ion, with an overalr group mean of 2L.s minutes.
Average duration of events with reporting managers was
longer than with other subordinates because of scheduled
meetings. Many cENst meetings with subordinates were one
or two minutes in duration (TahLe 12,) .
rn their executive rore, cENst joint events consist of
neeting with general staff and reporting managers; and
meeting least frequently with patient,s and rothersr.
ii) chief Executíve Nursesr Activity rnitiation
with narticipants
Nearly all of the informants solitary activities were
self-initiated, arthough the researcher recognizes that

Table L2

-

Summary of CENs' Average Time Duration
(Minutes) with Activity participants

Informant

Activity Participants

I

2

3

4

Solitary Activities

7.4

3.9

4.3

2.4

4.5

16.0

16.4

16.6

36 .8

2t.5

10.3

11.5

1,4.1

8.6

8.9

7.8
6.4

10.9

2.0

-w/peers

6.3

16.5

2.0

53 .3

19.s

- w/other professionals

2.0

12.2

9.3

7.8

7.8

-w/patients

3.5

1.0

6.2

-w/others

1.7

12.5

18.7

MEAN

Joint Activities
-w/superiors
-w/subordinates

-reporting managers
-general staff

6.5

2.7
2.3

8.8

r44
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non-participant observation may not furly capture this

activity. For exampre, who initiated the activity before
the cEN addressed a memo? rn a few instances during the
twelve observation days, another participant would
directry request action on an actÍvity or issues to which
the cEN would respond. rt was in these instances that the
cENrs subsequent solitary activity, such as desk work, !ì/as
noted as being initiated by another.
At arl four sites joint activities with superiors hrere
initiated more frequently by superiors than by the cEN
themselves- At sites A, B, and D the respective
ínformants most frequentry initiated activities with
reporting managers. Thís nay be due to the pattern of
schedured meetings with reporting managers at these sites,
as well as having a larger number of manageriar positions.
At the generar staff rever, rnformants Two and Four,
cENs of the two larger facirities, initiated activities
with subordínates more frequently, although a rarge
proportion of this activity hras realized ín conjunction
with their secretaríal support (Tabre 13). Distinct
nursing administrative secretaríal support, was not evident
in the other facilities.
Summary

of chief Executive Nursesr Activities
with other particípants

The above data present the cEN as rneeting frequentry

Table 13

-
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Summary of CENs' Activity Initiation
with Other participants

Informant

Activity Participants

2

1

MEAN

3

4

129
5
N/A

54
3
N/A

87.8
3.0
N/A

2

3
8
5

3.3
8.0
2.8

16
5
4

19.8

25
12

22.8

2.3
3.8
2.8

9

Solitary Activities
seU
Others
Mutual

87

8t

2
N/A

2
N/A

3

5
8
2

Joint Activities
-w/superiors
Selï
Others

12

Mutual

T

4
3

-Wsubordinates

-reporting

managers

seA

3t

Others

18
2

26
37

I8

6
12

Mutunl
-general staff
Sell

I2

29

Others

IT

22

Mutual

0

1I

25
26
9

-w/peers
seA

6

I

r8.0
7.5

r7.8
7.0

4

3

Mutual

I

T

Others

0

4

0

4
3
7

I

9
16
6

I3
t0

1I

6

5

8.0
9.s
4.3

I

0

I
0
I

0

0
0
0

2.5
0.5
0.3

2

2

3

2

7
0

4
0

6

I

2

0

2.3
4.5
0.5

- w/other professionals
SeIl

Others

Mutual

-w/patients
Self
Others

Mutual

0

I
0

I

I

I

I

-w/others

seU
Others
Mutual
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and for rong periods of tirne with superiors and/or
reporting manaçters. General staff are usuarly involved in
either scheduled union/management meetings or unscheduled
one-to-one meetings with the cEN. outsíde of scheduled
meetings, cEN activities are filred with frequent brief
interactions, primariry with reporting managers and
general staff. Much of the general staff tine arlocation
involves secretaríal support.
C. Activity Behaviors of Chief Executive Nursesr
rn this component of data anarysis an attempt was made
to interpret the purpose of each observed act,ivity engaged
in by the ínformants. The cENsr behaviors hrere anaryzed
according to the activities observed in conjunction with
the ongoing ínformation shared by the informant. The
researcherrs own interpretation is used in cases where the
cEN could not, or chose not to share explicitry the
purpose of the activities being observed.
The behavioral categories used to identify the cENst
various behaviors are based on Mínt,zberçf I s (1,gT3) ten
manageriar work rores as described earrier (chapter L, pp.
5-1-3). Additional behavioral categories emerged as there
hrere cEN activÍties enacted that did not relate to any of
Mintzbergts given categories. This group of behaviors was
referred to as supportive behaviors and j_ncruded the roles
of: 1) clínieal support; and 2) counselíng.

1{8

The crinÍcal support rore referred to any activity

in
which the informant assisted in the direct, detivery of
patient care. Al-l cENs h¡ere a bed-side nurse and/or a
clinical instructor prior to securing their administrative
position.
crinicar
support incruded assisting
subordinates in patient related decisions, techníca1
skil-lsr or serving as an ambulance attendant.
The counsering rore included behaviors whereby staff,
pat,ients and famíIies sought advice from the cEN on an
array of professional and personar decisions. For
example, onry one facility had an established employee
assistance program. For the most part cENs identified the
counseling role as largely ra listening ear. t
i) Behaviorat Activity Tine Designations
The data supported four behavioral categories, narnely:

1) interpersonar, 2) informational, 3) decisionar, and, 4)
supportive. Each categorical cluster is specificarly
delineated below.
rn terms of the proportion of tirne spent in each of
the roles, rnformants one and Three, in contrast to
rnformants
Two and
Four, spenL more tirne in
interpersonal versus decisional behaviors. rnformant
one spent 22.72 of her time in leader activities,
directing the review of polícies and procedures with a
core of reporting nurse managers. Arthough rnformant
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Three engaged in similar activities, more time hras given
to the riaison rore. rnformant Three arso appeared to
be operationarly oriented in her manageriar practice. Few

schedured meetings were held

during

the

latterrs

observation period.

The informational ro1es, comprised of monitor,
disseminator and spokesperson behavíors, occupíed 39.rz
(ranged from 32.22 5i-.5å) of the informantsr activities
(Tab7e 14',). rnformant Three, the cEN of the smallest
facility with a broad scope of responsibility, spent 51.5å
of her time in informationar activities.
within the
informationar category the rores of monitor (Ls.gz) and
disseminator (17.32) predorninated for the cENs with the
exception of rnfornant
Four. rnformant Four spent
additíonat time outside the facility in health reform
meetings requiring more time designated to spokesperson
activities.
curnutativery, the informational category
predominated and suggests that cENsr work is rargely
focused on attaining, appraising and sharing information
with others. This !/as often observed when reporting
managers or other subordinates provided the cEN with an
updat,e of
departmental activities.
sígnificant
organizationar changes had or hrere to occur within each
facility.
The cEN, therefore, shared information on
practice standards, health reform, facility
policy or
changes thereof.
Informants Two and Four, CENs of the larger acute

Table 1,4

-

Percentag_e

of Time Occupied by CENs'

in Each Behavioral

Category

Informant
Behavior Category

3

4

MEAN

28.6% 2t.8%

2s.9%

22.2%

24.6%

2.8%

r.4%

s.r%

2.6%

22.7% Is.2%

15.9%

r0.6%

16.r%

3.8%

8.6%

6.s%

6.0%

34.3% 38.3%

51,.s%

32.2%

39.1%

Monitor

105% t9.t%

20.2%

13.9%

ts.9%

Disseminator

23.0% 16.7%

22.4%

6.9%

173%

2.5%

8.9%

Lt.4%

s.9%

2I.5Vo 3r.5%

9.2%

30.4%

23.2%

10.0%

16.6%

0.0%

2t.9%

72.t%

Disturbance Handler

4.6%

3.6%

2.0%

2.4%

3.2%

Resource Allocator

6.9%

tt.3%

7.2%

6.I7o

7.9%

1,4.47

8.4%

to3%

15.2%

t2.t%

t2%

0.0%

3.0%

0.0%

L.t%

Clinical Support

0.7%

0.0%

2.8%

0.0%

0s%

Counseling

0.s%

0.0%

0.2%

0.0%

0.2%

Interpersonal
Figurehead
Iæader

Liaison

Informational

Spokesperson

Decisional
Entrepreneur

Negotiator

Supportive

L

1.0%

4.9%

0.8%

2
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care facilities, respectívery spent 3L.sz and 30.42 of
their time in the decisional actívities (Tabre 14).
Entrepreneurial activíties made up L6.62 of rnformant
Tt¡o I s tirne, which invorved meetings
to estabrish a
reqional chemotherapy unit and an in-house products
standardization process. rnformant - Four was extensively
involved in regional health reform issues, and a building
and merger process with a neighboring facility.
Therefore, a rs.2z arlocation to negotiating activities
beyond the 2L.92 rerated to entrepreneurship. rn spite
of
extensive health reform íssues and change process,
including staff and work restructuring within the
facilities, an overarr mean for alr informants of onry
3 '22 of tÍme was realized in disturbance
handling.
Although only t-Lz of tine given to supportive
behaviors hras observed, clinicar support and counseling
hrere core components of each cENs role-set; as became
evident during the exit interviews. Each informant
suggested that the supportive functions where significant
components of their rore-set, arthough not necessariry
significant in the amount of tine dedicated to these
rores. The supportive functions may exíst largely as a
subst'itute or rfirlerr function due to skeleton human
resources availabÌe within the organizational structures.
Additionarry, the rcaríngr elernent courd be rerated t,o the
ethos of the profession or discipline-specific learned
behavior carried out within the cENs' administrative ror_e.
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Adninistrative, education and research functions appeared
to be captured under Mintzberg's (L973) existing
categories and, therefore, $rere not identified under
separate entities.
In sunmary, the work of CENs in rural health care
facilities has been identified in this section. The data
suggest that almost 4OZ of CENsr work is focused on the
receiving and dissemination of information. The culture
within each organization determines to a large degree what
behavior the CEN will- display. Facilities initiating nevr
programs, for example, will find the CEN in more
decisional roles including entrepreneurship, resource
allocation and negotiating, involving both interpersonal
and leadershíp behaviors.

D. The Cyclical Nature of Chief Executive Nursesr lfork
During the twelve days of observation, CENs appeared
to display cyclical patterns in the work they performed.
In the exit interview the informants suggested cyclical
patt,erns as well. The ARIMA time series model, however,
demonstrated that for the most part, little
support
existed for CEN cyclical work.
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í) Cyclica!- Itork - eualitative

Data

The informants suggested during the exit interviews
that various cyclical aspects to their job existed. For
example, each facility had a cyclical nature t,o their
standing committees, although it is recognized that
numerous ad hoc committees hrere established throughout the
year as wel-I. Some of these ad hoc committees interfered
with the dates for the standing committees. For example,
regional health reform planning committees displaced
regular schedured meetings to alternate dates. comrnittee
meetings hrere held on a rnonthly (for example Board
Meetings), quarterly, or less frequent basis.
Informant Two, for example, indicated that during
certain weeks of the month there was rran inf lux of
meet.ings.rr Not aI1 cyclical patterns hrere internal to the
organization. At Site
B the CEN hras also involved in
local health distríct health care provider meetings,
regional CEN meetings, and the professional nursing
organization. À cyclical element s¡as noted with respect
to the annual budget preparation. Seasonal variation al.so
exist,ed. For example, Informant
Two had more
involvement in operational issues durÍng high vacation
periods.

Although Informant Three had the least amount of
scheduled meetings during the observation period, she did
suggest that there were periods during the month when
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more meetings occurred. Cyclicat work existed beyond
committee work. fnformant
Three , for example, \^ras
involved with annual vacation scheduling.
Informant
Four indicated that she normally was
involved with at least three scheduled meetings per day,
suggesting a cyclical nature to her work. Daily work
activities generally invorved patient rounds and informal
discussions with the secretary. weekry functions included
verifying tirne-cards, employee status changes, and
scheduling items. Monthry rneetings included discussions
with reporting managers in various forums, some
one-to-one, whíle with others at a broader committee
Ievel. Reports on chernotherapy and dialysis programs hrere
annual activit,ies.
The facility accreditation process
appears to be even a longer period of time; usually a
three year process.
During the sunmer many standing committees do not
meet. During this t,ine the CENs indicat,ed they performed
rrcatch uptt or project r¡¡ork. During this tine they also
dealt with operational issues in the absence of other
managers. Project work included a wide range of
activities
such as standards work, policies and
procedures, and educational progranming. Construction
work hras rearized during the year and often replaced
regular work. Thus, CENst were frequently required to
work beyond their normal working hours.
From the above data there appears to be a cyclical
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nature to the informants work, although unique to each
setting. Daity, weekly, monthly, annual, and even less
frequent cycles were voiced by the informants. Figure 1-5
illustrates cyclical work that considers fluidity
of
contextual elements.
ii) Cyclical lfork - The ARIUA Tine Series

Model

The ARIMA tine series model (see Chapter 3, pp. 79-82)

hras utílized to determine if cyclical work signals
described above could be supported statistically
for the
four CENs collectively over twelve observatíon days. The
dependent variable $¡as the tine the informantst spent in
an activity whereas the independent variable was time.
To strengthen activity forecasting, only the three
most, frequently observed activities
(scheduled and
unscheduled meetings, and desk work) with the most
dedicated CEN tirne were utilized.
These activities made
up 58? of CENst activity frequency consuming 7OZ of work
tirne (TabLes 4 & 5) . Atthough CENs personal time made up
an additional 72 of activity frequency and consumed L6eo of
the CENs work day, the researcher felt that the time
series analysis of personal time per se did not
specifically address CENsr work content on which the study
v/as based. The raw data for the remaining activity
categories showed sparse frequencies with considerably
less time designated to each and linited variability;

Figure 15
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automatically resultj-ng in poor forecasting of patterns
within the activity categories (J. Sloan, personal
communication, January 18, Lgg4). Therefore, an attempt
to only model scheduled and unscheduled meetings, and desk
work, !ìras undertaken.
Autocorrelations are used to determine whether there
are any patterns to CENst activity data set. The
autocorrelation coefficients for one-half hour tine lags
from one period to twenty periods (i.e., one-half hour to
ten hours) $rere utilized to determine if any of them hrere
significant,ly different from zero, that is, a correlation
of greater than 0.20 (Makridakis et âf., 1983) .
The dat,a were correlated by time lags. Time lags were
designated at one-half hour time frames (TabTes j-S 17)
and do not demonstrate a beginning or a end of a day per
se. Predetermined tine lags allow demonstration of the
correlations that exist between given time periods on1y.
For example, in this study a lag of 1 is one-half hour; a
lag of 2 equals one hour; and so on. So the correlation
between lagged tines of two periods wourd demonstrate the
relationship between an activity occurring noh/ and one
hour later. A correlation between time lagged times of L6
periods would demonstrate the relationship of an activity
occurring now and eight hours later, irrespective of time
of day.
The ARIMA time series model r{ras applied to scheduled
meetings, unscheduled meetings and desk work. Each is

Table 15
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ARIMA Analysis for Scheduled Meetings

t58

Autocorrelations

Lag

Covariance Correlation

0

1.847.672

1

1099.389
440.581
130.138

2
3

5.170
-41,.944

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

T2
13
L4
15
1,6

t7

0.238
0.070
0.003

-82.863
-24.059

-38.t32
-t97.969

-0.021
-0.107

-166.122

-

190.531

12.764
31.423

-253.738
-83.691
lL4.0L6

18
L9

1.67.582

20

53.374

t26.323

:************X**{<
t<**{<********
***{<*

1.000
0.595

-0.023
-0.013
-0.090
-0.103
-0.045
-0.013

-23.931

-9876s432101234s6789
d<

**
{<*

*

0.007
0.017

-0.t37

-0.04s

**
*tt
¡k

0.062

*

0.091
0.068
0.029

*
*

*t<

Partial Autocorrelations

Lag

Correlation

L

0.595

2

-0.t79

3

4
5

6

7

I

9
10
11

t2
T3

T4
15

t6

-9876s43210123456789
***{<{<*******

****

0.015

-0.017

-0.0t2
0.018

-0.143
0.031
0.038

-0.022
0.020

-0.006
-0.045
-0.119
-0.028

0.115
0.060

L7
18
L9

-0.006

20

-0.009

0.000

t

**
>k

*c<

*

srd
0.000
0.070
0.091
0.094
0.094
0.094
0.094
0.094
0.09s
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.096
0.097
0.097
0.097
0.098
0.098
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ARIMA Analysis for Unscheduled Meetings

Is9

Autocorrelations

Lag

Covariance Correlation

0

s90.s42

1

1.81.279

2

54.662
120.195

3

4
5

6
7
8

27.t25
-22.241
-22.606

-\2.087
-4t.894
4.304

-0.038
-0.038
-0.020
-0.071

L4
15

-t2.299

-0.021

-t3.715

-0.023

t6
T7
18

t9
20

32.463
2.963
81.553
39.442

*c *c tc

*

** * * X X * * **rk

*{<tt**

**.

*t**
*

0.204
0.046

3.396
5.400
66.742
10.94s

11

T2
L3

46.t1,1

**

1.000
0.307
0.093

0.007
0.078
0.006
0.009
0.113
0.019

9
10

-9876s432101234s6789

{<
{<

0.055
0.005
0.138
0.067

Partial Autocorrelations

Lag

Correlation

1

0.307

2

-0.002

J

0.193

4

-0.081
-0.040
-0.057

5

6
7
8

9
10
11

t2
L3

t4
15

t6
t7
18
L9

20

-9876543210123456789
{<**:l€*x

**

****

*
t€

0.015

-0.057
0.073
0.063

-0.019
-0.005

0.090

*
*

**

-0.050
-0.005
0.033

-0.013

0.001
0.157

-o.032

{.

{c{c'

srd
0
0.070
0.076
0.077
0.079
0.079
0.079
0.079
0.079
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.081
0.081
0.081
0.081
0.081
0.081
0.082
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ARIMA Analysis for Desk Work

r60
Sessions

Autocorrelations

Lag
0
1

2
J

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

IT

t2
13

t4
15
1,6

t7
18

19

20

Covariance Correlation
716.029
345.936
181.034
104.968
158.690
160.949
163.322
70.463

-20.63t
-Lt.3L6
-30.977

38.586
44.250
34.307
22.553
33.046
66.613
81,.4r2
59.091
60.027
20.129

-9876s432101234s6789

1.000
0.483
0.253

{<*

{<

* * :F***{<* * ** *t*

****xx***{<
*r<:k**

***.

0.1,47

**t<*
**t*

0.222
0.225
0.228
0.098

*<{<**x
d<*

-0.029
-0.016
-0.043

*

0.054
0.062
0.048
0.032
0.046
0.093
O.TL4
0.083
0.084
0.028

t<

*
{<
{<
{<

ll

{<*

**
**
*
Partial Autocorrelations

Lag

Correlation

3

0.483
0.025
0.020

4

0.182

5

0.065
0.084

T

2

6

7
8

9
10
11

L2

t3
t4
15
1.6

-0.083
-0.125
0.018

-0.099

0.109
0.035
0.023
0.067
0.009
0.069
0.014

L7
18
L9

-o.047

20

-0.090

0.058

-9876s432L0 r23456789
{<*<****x**{<
{<

****
*
{< {<
¡F {<
4c *c

{<

**

**
*
*
*

srd
0

0.070
0.084
0.088
0.089
0.092
0.094
0.097
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.099
0.099
0.100
0.100
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detailed below.
Scheduled Meetings

the activities involving scheduled meetings hrere
tested using the ARIMA model for the four informants over
the duration of t2 observation days, some data consistency
lras evident indicating the presence of both AR and MA
components in the data.
The autocorrelations for scheduled rneetings from the
studyrs data r^rere only greater than 0.20 for time lags 1
and 2 (Tab7e 15). These correlations suggest that a CEN
who hras in a scheduled rneeting during a given one-half
hour period r.rlas likely also involved in a scheduled
meeting over the ensuing two time lags or an hour time
period, with the prior one-half hour having a higher
probability as evidenced by a more significant correlation
When

(0.60)

.

There hras no other significant autoregressive effect
present as evidenced by the correlations of time lags 3

through 20. Investigation for a half-day effect can be
accomplished by looking at the correlations at lag 8. The
same principle holds true for events occurringr the next
day which would mean tine lags 16 to 20, or eight to ten
hours later.
The correlations for scheduled meetings
beginning at tirne Iag 3 and through 20 remained below
O.2O. However, at some time lags, for example I and 15,
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there is very weak evidence of an autoregressive effect,
although statistically, non-significant.
The ARIMÀ model does not consider the content or
purpose of the meetings which could influence upcoming
meetings. This study limitation could be addressed in
future research by identifying and then anallrzing rneetings
by content category.
In review of the autocorrelatíons and partial
correlations, scheduled meetings was found to have a true
ARL-MA1 effect as supported by T-ratios greater than L.96.
The ARL T-Ratio was 4.L3 while the MAl T-ratio was -2.65.
An AR1 hras also evident in the autocorrelations (Tab7e
15). A further AR effect was noted by a significant
independent graphical spike a time lag 2 in the partial
correlations (J. Sloan, personal communication, January
18, L994).
The presence of the MA effect, hras also evidenced by
the autocorrelations and the partial autocorrelations. A
MA process !'ras present as noted in the graphical spikes at
tine lag 2 and 3 in the autocorrelations (Table tS). The
number of spikes indicates the likely number of MA
parameters one should have in the model. Some degree of
exponential decay hlas seen on the partial autocorrelations
which supports the lfA effect (TabLe 15) .
Since there r^rere perhaps AR and MA effects beyond a
single time lag, the investigator examined cyclical effect
by utilizing AR2MAI- and AR1MA2 approaches. T-ratios did
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not support these effects, suggesting the most concrete
modeling via ARlMÀ,l parameters.
fn the ARIMA model, integration is only required when
a need for differencing is indicated by significant
autocorrelations at tirne lags beyond the initial
exponential decay (J. Sloan, personal communication,
January 18, 1994). Since there hras no significant CEN
work related to schedured meetings identified beyond the
first one and one-half hours, the integration approach was
deemed unnecessary.

OveralL, a degree of modeling was evident for
schedured meetings, although it remains a poor forecasting
tool; noted by the random fluctuation beyond the initial
core activity of the first one and one-half hours. Beyond
the initial actívity, rrnoiserr overwhelmed the scheduled
meeting signals. No seasonality of CEN work was found (J.
Sloan, personal communication, January 19, L994).
Unscheduled lteetings

the activities involving unscheduled meetings
hlere tested using the ARIMA rnodel for the four CENs
collectively over the study period, it was found not to be
amenable to being rnodeled (Tab7e J-6) . An AR exponential
decay was absent whíIe minimal evidence of a MA effect was
Vf,hen

not,ed.

The exponential decay for unscheduled meetings,

as
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not,ed hrith the autocorrerations, was only evident for one

time lag or for one-half hour tirne period. This
correration suggests that a cEN who participated in an
unschedured neeting during a given one-harf hour period
had some tendency to be involved in an unschedured meeting
over the ensuing time lag. The unschedured meeting
autoregressive effect $¡as supported by an autocorrelation
of 0.30 for time rag 1 (Table L6) . This differs
significantry from scheduled meetings at tirne rag L which
had a autocorrelation of 0.60 (TabLe 15).
No other significant autoregressive effects hrere
present as evidenced by the correlations of time rags 2
through 20. Non-significant autocorrerations suggest that
there $ras no relation of unscheduled meetings after the
inítial one-half hour. There hras very weak evidence of
autoregression at different time rags (for example, ât
tine lags 4 and zo) although with a statisticalry,
non-signifícant effect.
The data ínvolving unscheduled meet,ings had no AR
component as evident by a non-significant T-ratio.
The
lack of an AR effect was evident by a lack of exponentiar
decay in the autocorrerations with no significant
graphical spikes in the partiar correlations (Tabre 16).
The presence of a MA effect was supported by a T-ratio
of -4.81-; the MÀl- effect lasting a maximum of one-half
hour in duration. A MA process $ras present as noted Ín
the graphical spikes at t,ime 1ag 1 (Table j-6) . Only the
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equation was used as the number of spikes indicates
the number of parameters to be considered (J. Sloan,
personal communication, January 18, 1,994). Furthermore,
no consistent exponential decay t{as noted in the partiat
correlations (Tab7e 16). The integration component of the
model was not used as there T¡ras no significant unscheduled
meeting activity beyond the first one-half hours.
The investigator attempted to rnodel the pattern of
unscheduled meetings but found that the tirning of these
meetings hrere extremely unpredictable.
Overa1l,
forecasting of unscheduled meetings in CENsr work would be
extremely poor as the rrnoiserr factor was even greater than
that noted with scheduled meetings (J. Sloan, personal
communication, January 18, 1,994). No seasonality of
unscheduled neeting existed. At best, the activity
surrounding unscheduled meetings could only be
MAI-

approximated.
Desk ÏÍork

lrlhen the activities

involving desk work v/ere tested
using the ARIMA model for the four CENs collectively over
the duration of L2 observation days, it was found somewhat
amenable to modelíng (TabLe 17). Although a MA conponent
was absent, the data supported an AR effect.
The autocorrelations for desk work hrere greater than
0.20 for tine lags 0 through 6, with a slight aberration
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at tine lag 3 with an autocorrelation of 0.15. The
autocorrelations suggest that a cEN r¡rho ï¡as conductíng
desk work during a given one-half hour period would
generalry be involved with desk work over a three-hour
period. Time lag 1 for desk work had an autocorreration
of 0.48 with weaker correlations found after the first
hour of desk work. There was arso a fairly consistent,
statistically
non-significant autoregressive effect
present through time lags 7 through 20, suggesting a very
v¡eak evidence of desk r¡¡ork throughout the inf ormants I work
days.
The data involving desk work sessions had an AR effect

supported by a T-ratio of 7.o3. An exponentiar decay

was

readily noted by the autocorrelations. Additionally, âD
AR effect \^¡as noted by a significant graphicar spike at
time lag one in the partial correlations (Tab7e 17).
The absence of the MA effect was also indicated by the
inspection of the autocorrerations and the partial
correrations. No significant independent graphicar spikes
hrere noted in the autocorrelatíons after time lag 6. No
consistent exponentiar decay was noted on the partiar
autocorrerations as well. The integration component of
the model hras not used as there hras no significant work
content beyond the first three hours of desk work.
In light of the inforrnation ín TabLe 17, desk work
appears to come in blocks of three hours suggesting that
the informants block off specific periods of time for desk
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T¡rork. According Eo Tabre J-8, cENs desk work sessions also

involved

considerable erements of terephone calrs
(spearman correlation coefficient of 0.39) and unschedured
meetings (spearman correration coefficient of 0.31).
overall, the forecasting poT¡rer remains extremely rinited
based on this studyts data set. Again, a considerabre
amount, of rrnoisetr beyond three hours of desk work crouds
the signals of other desk work sessions.
Time Series lfodel - A Sumnary

rn sumrnary, the ARrMA tine series moder suggested that
modering for schedured meetings and desk work was evident
over short periods of cEN work time. statistícally there
appeared to be no reration between cENs work over the
invorved data colrection days, that is, each working day
I¡Ias unique. Furthermore, there hrere arso no ilmini-daysrr
within days themserves. predicting the work of cENs over
short periods of work time via the above modeling process,
as based on the described observation days, remains
extremely limited.
E. Correlations

Among

Activity Categoríes

spearman correl-ation coefficients

between activity
categories hrere conducted to gain an additional
perspective on the rerationship of activities with each

Table 18

Activity
t)

Scheduled

-

1.00

Unscheduled
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Correlation Coefficients Among

Activity Categories

I

Meetings

2)

Çne-a1man

2

3

4

5

-0.50 -0.54 -0.36 -0.28
.00

6

7

8

9

-0 .18 -0.30 -0.2s -0.07

0.31

0 .27

0 .36

0.23

-0.14

0.13

0 .05

.00

0.39

0.21

-0.01

-0 .07

0.24

0.04

0.26

0 .39

1.00

0.19

-0.02 -0.03

0.22

-0.07

-0.28

0.36

0 .21

0.19

r.00

0.18

0.24

0.00

6) Tours

-0.18

0.23

-0 ,01 -0.02

0.18

1.00

-0.05 -0.05

o.24

7) Personal

-0.30

-0.r4 -0.07 -0.03

0.09

-0.05

1.00

-0.05

-0.1 I

8) Secretarial

-0.07

0.13

0.24

0.22

0.24

-0.05 -0.05

1.00

-0.10

9) Other

-0.07

0.05

0.04

-0.07

0.00

-0 .10

1.00

-0.50

1

3) Desk Work

-0.54

0.31

1

4)

-0.36

5) Travel

Meetings

Telephone

Calls

0.24

0 ,09

-0.11
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other.
As reported in TabLe tB, unscheduled meetings hrere
moderately correlated with travel (0.36), desk work
(0.31-), telephone calls (O.26), and tours (0.23). These
correrations suggest that unschedured meetings most
frequentry occur when the cEN meets people during her
travels within the facility.
During data corlection it
appeared to the researcher that just prior to, or upon
f inishing scheduled meetings, unscheduled meet,ings al-so
occurred. The unscheduled meetíngs that, occurred when the
cENs were atternpting to conduct desk work Ì/ìrere also
evident. The researcher perceived that other staff viewed
the cEN as being accessible when the informant was
performing desk work which resulted in unscheduled
meetings. A correration of 0.39 between tetephone carls
and desk work appears quite logical as cENs make calrs
whire at their desk. cENsr secretarial activities such as
photocopying, distributing supplies, and answering calls
h¡ere positively correlated with desk work (o.24), travel
(O.24) and telephone calls (O.22).
The most significant negative correlat,ions exísted
between scheduled meetings and desk work (-0.54),
unscheduled meetings (-0.50), and telephone calls (-0.36).
The ratter activities hrere generally not observed during a
scheduled meeting.
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F. The Exit Interview
Exit interviews v¡ith the four cENs were conducted at
the end of each informantrs observation períod. The
exiting interviews provided an opportunity for the
researcher to discuss the rrrepresentativenessr of the
observation period, and to determine the effect of the
observer upon the informantrs behavior and work
activities.
Additionally, a series of open ended
questions were used during the exit interview in an
atternpt to capture the concruding thoughts of the cEN.
Appendix fl provides a copy of the interview guide.
i) Representativeness of Data Collection
rnformants

and Three reported that the three
day observation period provided a representative sampre of
their "typicalrr work activity. rnformant one indicated
that the first of the three observation days, a day filled
with desk. work activity, hras more typical than the ratter
two days. The subsequent two days, which involved
extensive scheduled meetings, hrere considered out of the
ordinary. rnformant Four fert that her schedure hras
somewhat rrabnormarrt due to her being ahray ilr just, prior
to the observation period. This informant suggested that
she norrnarly was invorved with three internal schedured
meetings per dayi an activity she did not realize during
Two
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the observation period.
Each of the four informants identified unusual
activities that occurred during the observation period
that may have influenced the study results.
Unusualactivities were related to health care reforn, meetings to
establish nehr itínerant surgical programs, final meetings
before the CEN was leavíng her position fInformant - One],
an informantrs superior return from collective agreement
negotiations, âr ambulance call, and an informant's
illness.
AII four informants indicated that scheduled
meetings appeared to occur on a cyclical basis; only one
CEN indicated she was in the ttquiettt part of her scheduled
rrQuietrr days were stitl
meeting rotation.
f illed with
desk work and unscheduled rneetings.
Vühen the CENs were asked about the length of time that
would be requíred to obt,ain a rrgood picture'r of what their

work entailed, tt'iro of the four informants indicated that
three days of observation rras adequate. One informant
thought a fuII week would be more reflective while the
other thought a month of observation was required.
Cyc1ical dimensions to their work and the scope of their
duties hrere reasons given for extended observation
periods. For example, not one informant was observed on a
Monday. According to at least one informant, this would
have result,ed in the observation of different functions
due to payroll and review of the weekendrs patient care
issues.
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The effect of seasonal variation, including project
work, upon the CEN workload was also mentioned as a
variable inf luencing the study results. Factors that lrrere
identified as inftuencing the type of work at different
times of the year involved staffing during peak vacation
times, facility construction projects, the fiscal calendar
upon budget reports, capital equipment acquisitions,
educational programs, and the accreditation process. The
CENs hrere observed during a four month winter period;
namely December to March. Conducting the observation
periods at different times of the year would possibly have
provided a more representative data base.
Duríng the exít interviews informants identifíed work
activities they perform which did not occur during the
observation period. TabLe 19 contains those activities
the CEN was not observed doing but which the informant
indicated was part of her roles and responsibitities.
Many of the CENs activities rel-ate to personnel (staffing
and scheduling, performance appraisals, counseling. hiring
and labor relations), education (staff development,
volunt,eer education, and presentations to external
groups), and project work (proposals, construction
projects, and accreditation) and to a lesser degree
patient care (ambulance attendant, and during union work
stoppages and other crises).
Review of the study findings reveals similarities in
the work activities of all CENs in the study, suggesting a

Table 19

-

cENs' Perceptions of Additional work activities
not Observed During the Study

1

2

3

4

Staffing/Scheduling

M

I

M

M

Staff Development

M

I

M

I

Performance Appraisals

M

I

M

I

Counseling

M

M

M

M

Hiring

M

I

M

M

I

I

I

I

M

M

M

M

Presentations to
External Groups

I

I

I

I

Direct Patient Care

I

I

I

I

M

I

Activity

llnformant
I

Labor Relations
Including Disciplining
Project Work Including
Strategic Planning,
Proposals, and so on

Volunteer Education

Note:

trMrr
ilIil
[_n

(a moderately frequent activity);
(an infrequent activity);
(information unknown) .
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fairly adequate period of time and a reasonable sample of
informants. Utilizing different data collection methods
allowed the j-nvestigator to get a representative view of
the tttypíca1rr r¡rork activities f or the study inf ormants
under investigation for a three day period at a particular
time of year.
ii) Overtime llours
in work related activities
outside the regular work week, alt CENs reported an
overt,ime component. A,ttendíng to paperwork h¡as the most
significant component of the overtime hours. For example,
Informant
One st,ated that most of her overtime work
involved tt. . .paperwork, policy,
procedure ,
l-andl
proposals. Projects that you need tirne...quiet time to
sit and think without interruptions. Projects that require
!'ihen asked about tirne spent

deep concentration.

rl

Many of the extended hours were related to project
work that took precedent over the day-to-day desk work, or

where the day-to-day operations did not allow the CEN to
get to the project work. For example, Informant Two
found herself completing Board reports and Accreditation

material at home.
Volunteer education and meetings of the Board of
Directors r,trere two additional items that CENs v/ere
involved with outside of normal working hours. For
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exampre, ïnformant

Three instructed vorunteer amburance
attendants in the evenings. cENs were required to attend
Board meetings outside of their normal working hours to
report on their departmental responsibilities.
Regurar overtime was a rearity for arl- the informants.
The informants reported that they worked from a minimum of

5 hours up to 20 hours per v¡eek beyond their regurarly
schedured hours. The latter was largery related to
rnformant one who had been involved in two separate
construction projects, that is, the construction of two
hearth centers, over the l-ast two years. The construction
processes left her day-to-day work for evenings.
The cENs did not cornplete their work within regurarly
schedured hours. A considerabte amount of desk work
(whether project or day-to-day work), board rneeting
attendance or volunteer education occurred outside of
normal- working hours.

iiÍ)

Effect of the Observer

The effect of the observer upon the informantsl
workday was perceived as minimal by all the cENs. The
informants indicated that they hrere initiatry more ahrare
of the researcherrs presence, but began to forget about it
as they proceeded with their normal work activities.
one
inforrnant suggested an occasionar awareness of someone
perhaps making judgments rt. . .hrhen r^/e were brainstorning on
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rr she wondered what suggestions the researcher
may have had, since he too is a nurse executive.
In terms of the investigator having an effect upon
staff, the cENs thought that initiarly individuars wourd
hesitate prior t,o engaging in an joint actívity such as an
unscheduled meeting. There may have been ress inforrnal
meetings initially,
especiarly in the first couple of
hours. Hohrever, the cENs did not view the researcherrs
presence as a significant factor in altering the work
activities of others or themselves.
Analysis of the structured observation data reveared
the number and pace of rrork activities experienced by the
cENsi an average of 72 activities per day with a mean of
6.8 minutes in duration, reft littre time for cENs to be
distracted by the researcher. Given also that 342 of
these activities were unscheduled and 42eo of joint
activities r¡rere initiated by others, âDy ef fort, on the
part of the informant,s to control their workday would have
been difficult to attain.
The researcher did withdraw from situations when so
requested so that the informants and their staff were not
further threatened by the observerrs presence. The
researcher ¡vithdrew from three labor relations issues
during the twerve days of observation. No job interviews
or performance appraisals hrere conducted during the
observation period.
Respect for the prívacy and
confidentiarity of the study informants and other staff
someLhing.
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members vras

an important issue for the investigator in

this study.

Exit Interview -

Summary

fn sunmary, the exit interview provided valuable
qualitative data about the study design and captured the
concludíng thoughts of the informantsr roles and
responsibirities. The informants gave the impression that
the data collection period provided a representative
data-set.
G. Conclusions

In this chapter the work of CENs in rural, community
hospitals in Manitoba was presented and discussed as
derived from organizationar static data, pre-observation
interviews, non-participant structured observations and
exit interviews. The first, section provided an overview
of the organizations and the four cENs invorved in the
study. The resurts of the observations of the cENs hrere
then discussed in relation to types of administrative
activit,ies, participants, and behaviors. Finalì_y, data
rerated to cyclical work and the exit interviews were
presented.

resurts a composite picture of the work of
cENs begins to emerge. The data revear that cENs in
From these
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rural, cornmuníty hospitals have similar
characteristics as that describe by other
research studies such as Mintzberg (1e73) .
work elements, such as a supportive behavioral
ernerged f rom the data.

core work
managerial

Additional
dimension,
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Chapter s
Discussion and tnplications

Four chief Executive Nurses (cENs) participat,ed in
this study and contributed to the current, knowredge
concerning their roles and responsibilities in community
hospitals ín rural Manitoba, canada. To facilitate an
understanding of the cENsr roles and responsibilities,
informantsr nrork was observed and described in terms of
activities and behaviors. Analysis of the data reveal_ed
significant findíngs about rurar cENs work content.
The finar chapter includes: a summary of the study; a
discussion of the findings as they rerate to the research
questions, the conceptuar framework and the literature;
reconmendations for nursing practice, education and
research; strengths and linitations of the study, and
conclusions from the study.
gunmary

of the gtudy

The purpose of this study v/as to describe the work
activities and behaviors of community hospitar cENs in
rural Manitoba. Four questions guided the study:
1) üthat are the roles and responsibilities of a serect,
sample

of

hospital cENs in rurar Manit,oba?
2') üIhat proportion of the working day do rurar

spend

community

in various activities and roles?

cENs
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3) How are the work characteristics of rural CENs
similar or dífferent from the characteristics of
managerial work described by Mintzberg (L973)? ¡ and,
4) To what extent do Mintzbergrs working roles
describe the work of community hospital CENs in rural
Manitoba?

A review of the nursing literature revealed a paucity
of information concerning the work of rural and/or small
community hospital CENs and none in a Canadian setting
(Chapman, J-968; Henry & Moody, L9B6i Jensen, L96O; Keith,

l-958r' McMillan, 1983). The conceptual framework for the
study $/as based on Mintzbergts (1967ì L973) study, which

identified six distinguishing work characteristics and ten
roles of managerial work (see Chapter j-, pp. S-J_3) .
Mintzberg's theoretical position was derived from his own
study of five senior male executives in various
industries, in conjunction with an extensive review and
incorporation
previous managerial research.
of
Mintzbergrs work has received extensive revÍew and has
been supported in its basic tenets by nursing research
(Baxt,er I L993; Dunn I A99O; Jones & Jones , L97g; Morrison,
l-983; Raber, 1988) .
Non-experimental research methods and designs are used
when: 1) an investigation needs t,o be conducted under

natural condit,ions; 2) the investigation deals wÍth a
study question about which very little is knownr. 3) field
data concepts need further clarification; and, 4) where
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the intent of the study is to gain insight about a
particular group of peopte (Abdellah & Levine, t9B6; polit
& Hungler, L991,; Tr7ilson, 1985). Since the purpose of this
study was to describe the activities and behaviors of CENs
in comrnunity hospitals in rural Manitoba, a quatitative
design was used.

For this study a convenience sample of four
informants, plus two alternates, were selected from
community hospitats in rural Manitoba. Manitoba Health
was contacted for a master list of all CENs that were
currently employed in 25-100 bed, rural cornmunity
hospit,als. The sample recruited to the study included:
informants from both smaller and intermediate sized
hospitals; single and rnulti-physícaI and geographically
separate facilities;
single and shared administration
concepts; accredited and non-accredited organizations; and
facilities distal- and proximal to urban centers.
This exploratory and descriptÍve study employed
triangulated data collection methods. prelirninary data
collected at the beginning of the first day of the on-site
observation period provided an occasion for the
investigator to secure static organizational documents and
conduct a pre-observation interview with each informant.
This was followed by continuous non-participant structured
observations on specific CEN activities and behaviors over
a convenient three day period. .A,t the end of the third
day of observation, the researcher rnet with each informant
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to conduct a semi-structured exit interview. The purpose
of the study, the researcherrs experience in nursing
administration and the riterature review directed both the
pre-observation and exít interview questions.
Content analysis provided a systematic process for
analyzing the qualitative data obtained during the
collection period. The rnethodology corresponded most
crosely to the methodorogy used by Mintzberg (1,g73), Raber
(LgBB) and Dunn (1990). This study did not set out to
accept or reject specific hypotheses. rn the following
sections the findings of this study are summarized and
discussed.

Discussion

of the Findings

The purpose of this study hras to describe the work
activities and behaviors of cornrnunity hospital cENs in

rurar Manit.oba. rn this section, findings are discussed
as they relate to each of the ident,ified research
questions, the conceptual framework and the riterature.
A.

The Research euestions Addressed: Study Findings
Compared and Contrasted with the Conceptual
Frâmework and

the Literature
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i) Roles and Responsibilities
one aspect of the study was to determine the roles and
responsibilities of a select sample of community hospital

in rural Manitoba. As second or third-in-command and
a member of executj_ve management, aII CENs hrere
responsible for a sÍgnificant proportion, s6-ggz, of the
facility's
funded staffing complement excrusive of
contracted services.
cENs also had a broad and diversifíed span of
departmental contror as their portfolio extended well
beyond the nursing division (see TabLe i_, p. t1i-). The
informantst adnínistrative responsibilíty invorved up to
15 departments; a breadth of rnanageriar scope that is
commonly found in rurar and smalrer community hospitals
(Chapman I L968; Erickson, 19BO; Jensen, 1960; McMiIÌan,
1-983), in acute care hospitals of varying size (Henry et
â1., 1991; poulin, 1984b; Scalzi, 19g8), and for
executives in smal-ler organizations in generar (choran,
L969; Mintzberg, J-973; Simon, Lg7 6) .
Non-nursing
departmental responsibility incruded support services and
regionalry focused programs. rn a few instances cENs arso
performed work as front-rine managers for a sore support
worker within a departrnent, for example, purchasing.
consequently, informants dealt with additional front-1ine
operational issues.
The Manitoba Associat,ion of Registered Nursesr (i_990)
cENs
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prototype job descriptíon for executives responsible for
the nursing division conceptually described the
adninistrative work of arl ínformants in the study,
including: 1) delivery of nursing care services; 2) human
resource management; 3) fiscaL managementr- 4) information
contror; and, 5) environmental control. These manageríal
job dirnensions, arthough not identified beyond the nursing
division, r/ìrere arso found appricable for the numerous
ancillary departments for which cENs were responsible.
The prototype job description, however, did not address
non-administrative roles such as clinical care that cENs
are at times expected to perform.
ii) Chief Executive Nursesr tÍork Tine by Àctivity
The intent of this study v¡as to also determine the
proportion of the working day that rurar cENs spent in
various activities and roÌes. The research data provided
varuabre information as to the cENrs work day. cENsr work
events based on the 98.5 hours of non-participant
structured observation hrere categorized according to
pre-set activity types (Appendix c).
Scheduled Meetings
The amount of tine dedicated to scheduled rneetings was
an expected finding since the CEN participates as a member
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of the executive management team which determines the
priorities for the organization (CNA, l_988). Findings
showed that scheduled rneetings varied from 3 - LOZ of
informants activities consisting of 24
4BZ of their
time; the most of any activity category in the study. The
informantsr executive planning responsibility
was
reflected in the scheduled meetings which deart, wíth
health reform initiatives and other long-term projects
(programs, merger and buildíng considerations) (A1lan,
1981; Poulin, 3.984b; Sinms et â1., 1985; Snyder & Glueck,
r.e80).

Unscheduled Meetings

Unscheduled meetings had the greatest activity
frequency, that is, 35å of CENst work, but only L6Z of the
total activity time. These meetings averaged 3.1- minutes

in duration. This action-oriented activity kept the cEN
informed of many operationar components from multiple
departments and personnel. However, unschedured meetings
irnpeded cENs ability to attend to desk work for any
extended períod of time. The operationarly focused
practice of cENs in smarler organizations v/as an expected
finding (Choran I Lg6g; Mintzbêrg, Lg73).
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Desk flork

Desk work made up the third greatest proportion of

(L6Z). Informants with fewer scheduled
meetings Íncreased their desk work sessions while CENs
involved extensj-ve1y in scheduled meetings rÂ/ere required
to attend to their desk work later. Informants indicated
that desk work was frequently completed before or after
their normal working day, at home, oy during slower
seasonal periods when other managers or staff $¡ere away.
Attending to desk work beyond the normal work day s¡as
expected because much of the informantsr work, such as
meetings, r/üas initiated by others . For example, a
considerable amount of CEN tine vras dedicated to planning
sessions. Those CENs who spent considerable tirne in
scheduled meetings during their normal work day made
attempts to peruse their mail each day to determine the
urgency of iterns demanding attention.
CENsr work tine

Other Àctivities
CENs, ês other executives (Choran I L969; Mintzberg,
1-973; Raber, 1988) use travel and touring activitíes to

further the admínistrative elements of receiving and
sharing of information throughout the organization. This
activÍty
supports the informantsr preference for
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action-oriented, operationally focused work (Mintzberg,
Le73)

.

secretariar and rotherr supportive funct,ions that cENs
performed likery resurted from rninimal human resources.
Adnínistrative intensity, the number of supportive and
administrative personnel within the facirities
(Ford &
slocum, 1977), was rninirnal; a phenomenon conmon in small
organizations (Henry & Moody, l-986; Martinko & Gardner,
l-990). The investigator found it noteworthy that although
these nurse executives had an extremery broad range of
rores and responsibilities, not alr informants had
designated secretarial support for their position. Thus,
the cENs hrere required to perform secretarial and on
occasion other supportive functions for housekeeping,
dietary,
plant operations and amburance service.
Furthermore, the cENs did not have access to current
technologícar supports such as computers. This practice
begs the following questions: 1) vthen is dedicated
secretariar support required?; 2) How well are nurse
executivesr skills used in rural, co¡nmunity hospitals?;
and, 3) How effective and efficient
are todayrs
organizational structures within
rural
community
hospitals, when one considers that cENs work up to go
hours per month beyond their normal work hours?
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Àdditional Dimensions of Chief Executive Nursesr
lÍork Activities
The rural CENst hybrid nursing and management
activíties
involve conglomerate rniddle and senior
management roles, that occasionally include front-1ine
activities (CNA, l-988; Griffin, L9B4i Henry & Moody, L9B6¡
Stewart, L967 î Stoner I L98Z). Nurse executive work is
extremely fragrmented, although less so than that of
first-line managers (Guest , tgi6; Raber, 19gg). Simi1arly
to Guestfs (1956) findings, CENs are sometimes required to
abdicate their supervisory role when operational issues
develop. For example, one CEN v¡as required to attend to
ambuLance duties during her workday. Rural CENs must
retain professionar and technical skilrs so that they can
provide clinical support when required (Katz , Lg74).
Clinicat support !üas not identified in any of the
informantrs job description. The varied and fragrmented
work of the informants may also be reflective of the
significant amount of change currently occurring in the
health care environment (Kurke & Aldrich, l_983; Mintzberg,
L973 r' Stewart, L9671 .
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iii)

chief Executive Nursesr lÍork characteristics
Conpared with Mintzbergrs Study

Mintzbergrs theoreticar framework, chosen for this
study, h¡as demonstrated to be useful in understanding the
work of managers in other studies (Baxter I Lg93; choran,
L969; Duignan, 1979; Dunn I LggO; Hannah, i-981; Jones &
Jones , L979; Kurke & Ardrich, l-983; Martinko & Gardner,
1990; Morrison, 1983r. Raber, 19gB; Snyder & Glueck, 1980).
Mintzbergrs theory posturates that the work of alr
managers is characteristically simirar.
These conmon
characteristics deal with the pace and quantity of work,
the types and patterns of activity, the managerrs work
rerationship with others and the interpray between duties
and choices.

An intent of this study was to determine if the work
characteristics of rural cENs were similar or different
from the characteristics of managerial work described by
Mintzberg (L973) and that of other managers. Throughout
this study many work characteristics surfaced that were
found to be conmon among the cENs and sinÍIar to other
research findings. cEN work characteristics vrere found to
be largery determined by the nature of the work rather
than the nurse executive themserves. This hras supported
by the fact that many activities hrere initiated by other
individuars on an inprornptu basÍs. rn this section the
study resurts are compared to the resurts of three
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manageriar research studies (choran I lg69; Mintzberg,
L973; Raber, L98B) whích ut,irized structured observation.
The work among the four types of managers is compared
to with respect to work activities, activity part,icipants,
and purpose of the activíties.
comparisons can only be
entertained in those categories which are detailed in all
four studies.

lÍork Activities
work activity comparisons for the four managerial
groups are illustrated in Table 20 and Fígure i-6. rn
terms of the number of daily activities, the cENs in this
study carried out greater than threefold the numbers of
activities as the chief Executive officers (cEos) in
Mintzbergts (1973) study, but were sinílar to managers in
small companies. First-line nursing managers who interact
with many care providers, patients and visitors, have a
threefol-d great,er change in activities than cENs do
(Raber, l-988).
The cENst frequent change in activit,ies is related to
informants working within smarl, operatíonarry oriented

organizations.
The nurse executivesr breadth of
responsibility for a diversified group of managers
contributed to the fragmentation of the informantsl
workday. Hov¡ever, the amount of time dedicated by cENs to
scheduled meetings decreases the accessibility of the

Table

20 -selected

comparisons of Activities Among Different

Managers

CATEGORY

ryp", ä'i

Chief

COMPARISONS

Chief

Executives
Officers
(Mintzberg)

Executives
Nurses
(Driedger)

Small
Company
Managers
(Choran)

Nursing
Managers
(Raber)

Activities/Day
Average Duration/Act.
% of Activities Lasting

22

72

79

2r8

OF'

% of Activities Lasting

22 mins.

7

mins.

49%

87%

t0%

2%

5

First-Line

5

mins.

90%

mins.

93%

0.02%

o%

J
22%
27 mins.

17%

SCIIEDULED MEETINGS

Average Number
Proportion of Time
Average Duration
IINSCIMDULED MEETINGS
Average Number
Proportion of Time

Average Duration
DESK WORK SESSIONS
Average Number
Proportion of Time

Average Duration

4
59%
68 mins.
4

t0%
12 mins.
7

22%
15 mins.

5

38%

51 mins.
25
16%

3 mins.

21,

t6%

34%

6 mins.

5

7

6%

Average Duration

6

4%
3 mins.

29%
1 min.
48

6 mins.
29
17%

2

20 mins.
101

ß%
3 mins.

t4

TELEPIIONE CALLS
Average Number
Proportion of Time

mins.

t9

4

mins.

t4%

2

mins.

28
7%
1 min.

TOTJRS

Average Number
Proportion of Time
Average Duration

1

3%

11 mins.

2

at/
L/O

4

mins.

5

t2%

8 mins.

Solrrces: Çhoran,_1969 (pp. 64, 138); Mintzberg (L973, pp. 242-243);

Raber, 1988 (p. 97).

8

4%
2 mins.
and

Figure 1-6: Selected Cornparisons of
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nurse executive, decreasi-ng the number of

activíty

changes.

All CENs spent much shorter periods ín each activity
than the CEOs, with the greatest proportion of time spent
in activities less than 10 minutes in duration compared to
the first-Iine nursing and smalt company managers (TabLe
20). The informants involved in this study perceived that,
their work responsibilities and operational orÍentation
required them to be informed and responding to many
requests at any given tine. Choran (L969) and Raberrs
(1988) studies also found that managers perceive a need to
attend to the imrnediate needs of others. Hasenfeldrs
(1983) argues that differing goals and rnultiple çtroups,
inherent in a rural CENrs job portfolio, causes some
difficulty in prioritizing the managerrs attention to the
needs of others. Executive activities
are changed
frequently based on the perceived need by the CEN or those
demanding to receive attention. Managerial emphases on
activity types also varies among different adrnínistrators.
Selected Comparisons of Activity Types

Among ltanagers

Scheduled meetings events among the four managerial

groups are similar yet there exists considerable
difference in t,ime allocation to this activity (TabLe 20).
Although CENs dedicated 38å of their work day to scheduled
meetings, the demands of the small organization require
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them to pay greater attention to day-to-day operations
than perhaps would be required of a CEO. The informants
perceived scheduled meetings as a necessity for sound
planning for a broad range of it,ems including health
reform ínitiatives.
However, they also viewed these
rneetings as inpeding desk work sessions where they did
rrrealrr work.

In terms of desk work sessions, the CENs r{ere involved
in twice as many events (14) as the CEOs (7) but
significantly less than realized for the first-line
nursing managers (48). First-line nursing managers attend
to a lot of physician and other professional care
providers work via desk sessions and unscheduled meetings
on the patient units.
TabTe 20 demonstrates the centrality of unscheduled
meetings to the work of the CENs studied, that is, an
average of 25 events per day. V^Ihi1e unscheduled meetings
averaged 3 minutes in durat,ion they comprised L6eo of the
CENst daily activity.
The frequency and proport,ion of
time for unscheduled meetings was most comparable between
CENs and small company managers. Each managerial group
works with rnininal human resource supports in a broad
scope of practice. The informantsr involvement with
unscheduled meetings appears to be prirnarily related to
the need for quick exchanges of information in order for
the CEN to remain tron toprr of simultaneous agendas.
Telephone calls did not make up a significant
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proportion of cENs and cEos time. For the smal-I company
and fírst line managers the increased focus on operations,
such as a restaurant setting or patient units, resulted in
a greater proportion of time to being dedicated to
terephone caIIs. Managers in arl four studies dedicated
minímar tíme to tours as their roles and responsíbilities
did not give them much opportunity for direct provider and
client interactions (Tab7e 20).
$Ihen comparing activities overarr, the cENs in this
study most crosery resembled the managerts in choranrs
(L969) study of srnall companies. whire differences exist,
especially in scheduled meetings and desk work time
proportions, both groups had a moderate amount of
activities
overall which hrere reratively short in
duration. snarl company managers spend more .tine at desk
work and ress tine at schedured meet,ings due to the
smalrness of their organizations. rncreased desk work
time and less schedured neeting t,irne, was also realized
for cENs in the smalLer facilities of this study (Tabre
5).
Activity Participants
The cENs t joint activit,íes have greater sirnilarity
with front tine nursing managers (Boå) (Raber, 1988) and
cEos (782) (Mint,zberg I J,973) . comparisons of activity
participants among four managerial groups are ilrustrated
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in Tabre 2L and Figure i-7. The data demonstrates that the
proportion of time spent in joint activities is rower for
small company managers (SgZ) (Choran, Lg6g).
The four identified
managerial groups spent
proportionalry more time with reporting managers and
generar staff, than with any other participant,. The
managers of the comparison studies had much more
invorvement with peers, other professíonars, crients or
patients, than did the cENs in this study. Limited
availabilíty of human resources within the rurar facility
rends itself to this pattern. According to this study's
cENs, the three day observatj-on period did not capture arr
the interactions with generar duty staff and clients,
including the cENst supportive behavioral rore described
below.

overalI, there seems to be a significant proportion of
tÍrne left for cENs to engage in solitary activities.
The
cENs of the two smarler organizations spent more time in
soritary activities which may be related to the intensity
of human resources availabre--for exampre, the cEo,
secretarial support, and other professionars (Ford &
slocum, L977) . of interest was the Leo of time cENs
alrocated to clients or patients; the reast of any
managerial group. cENs' activities within the twerve
observations days did not rend themserves to frequent or
extended periods of tirne for clíent, or patient
interactions; events which the informantsr suggested

Table
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of Activity Participants Among Different
of Managers by Proportions of T-ime

Selected^Co_mparisons

Types

CATEGORY OF
COMPARISONS

Joint Activities*
Superiors

Chief

Chief

Executives
Officers
(Mintzberg)

Executives
Nurses
(Driedger)

Small
Company
Managers
(Choran)

Nursing
Managers
(Raber)

78%

g0%**

s9%

80%

First-Line

7%

Ls%

0%

3%

Subordinates (Managers
and General Staff)

48%

39%

s6%

38%

Peers

L6%

t2%

4%

t8%

Other Professionals

28%

rc%

3r%

30%

Clients or Patients

3%

t%

9%

n%

Others

8%

3%

0%

0%

*
**

Perce¡tages of. individual categories is the percentage that each category
up of joint activities only.

makes

Informants frequentþ interacted simultaneously with more than one participant
designation.

Sources: Choran, 1969 O. I49); Mntzbery (973, pp. 250-Z5I); and Raber,
(1988

p. 101).
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required supportive behavioral activities.
Activity Behaviors
Mintzberg (L973) theorízes that all managerrs work can
be analyzed from the perspective of ten manageriar rores.
The study questioned the extent to which Mintzbergrs
working rores woul-d describe the work of community
hospitar cENs in rural Manitoba. The findings suggest
that Mintzberg's ten identifÍable roles do not fuIly
capture cEN rore components. The work of cENs is unique
in that it requires the application of both professional
nursing knowledge and adninistrative expertise (cNA, 3-988;
Leatt, 198i_).
The work activities
of the informants were
systematically recorded during the twerve observation
days.
Data analysis supported the interpersonal,
ínformational and decisionar behaviorar categories
identified by Mintzberg (Lg73) . Ho!,¡ever, the data
supported an additional behavioral category with two
sub-categories unaccounted for by Mintzberg r s (pp. 7- j-j-)
role definitions. Although only t.Lz of observation tine
$ras dedicated to the cluster supportive behaviors, the
exit interviews strongry suggested that these behaviors
receive due attention.
Twerve behaviorar categories arranged in four crusters
evorved from the data in this study. Mintzbergrs terms
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and definitions

(L973, pp. 5g-94) were used for the three
clusters of ten categories. As the structured observation

data demonstrated (Tabre 22) the interpersonal,
informationar and decisional- categories had strong
support. cENs interpersonal role was well supported by
their live-action job orientation, a conmon findíng in
other manageriar studies (chapman, L968; Henry & Moody,
1986; Henry et êf., 199i_; Mintzbêrg, Lg73). The CEN's
informationar behaviors scored high as supported by access
to a broad range of information from diversified
departments and neetings internally, and, via externar
contacts through regional planníng and interest groups.
Decisionar aspect,s were supported by choices, such as
resource arlocation, made by the cEN throughout the
observation period.
The informational and decisional components of cENst
work most closely resernbred managers in Mintzbergrs (Lg73)
and choranrs (L969) studies. The strength for decisional
behaviors is likely rerated to cENs senior administration
rore. conversery, first-ríne managers focused more on

information behavíors as they relate to health care
delivery from murt,iple care providers (Raber, 19BB).
Each manaçJer incorporates and adapts those behaviorar
processes that best fulfilr
their work roles and
responsibilities (Kazanjian & pagliccia, 1993) . Although
rural hospital CENs approximate Mintzbergrs (Lg73) working
rores, the study data supported a fourth behaviorar

2ot
:s

of Behaviors

among Different Types of Managers-by proportioni

CATEGORY OF
COMPARISONS

Chief

Chief

Executives
Offïcers

Executives
Nurses
(Driedger)

(Mintzberg)
Interpersonal

Small
Company
Managers
(Choran)

2s%

ôf ri*e

FÍrst-Line
Nursing
Managers
(Raber)
1,4%

Informational

40%

39%

36%

ss%

Decisional

2t%

23%

27%

8%

Secondary

2t%

2t%

Requests

1,8%

9%

Supportive

1,%

Expert

23%

sources: cho_ran, (1969, p. 150); Mintzbery (1973, p. 25r); and Raber, (19gg p.
105).

ft{gte: tfq repo-rted time for Choran and Mintzberg is reflective of behaviors for
joint
.?ctivities only. The reported time for this stud/ and Raber's include behaviors
for all activities.
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cluster'

The supportíve cluster contained two
sub-categorÍes which hrere rabered as: i_) crinicar
support,
and 2) counseling.
The ctinical support role is similar to
the
combination of choranrs (Lg69) substitute
operator and
specialist roler âs the professional nurse executive
can
address both the expertj-se and rninimal
human resource
dÍmensions in a combined role. Raberrs (19gg)
crinical
cluster of expert, substitute nurse, coordinator
and
education recipient dimensions wourd comparatively
support
the CENst clinical behaviors as well.
The counselÍng dimensi-on has not been specificarly
supported by other research studies, except
that cENs of
smaller hospitals have been noted for serving
as mediators
in interpersonar relationships between staffr âs
werr as
clients (simrns et â1. , r-9g5) . The counsering
dimension

requires additional_ research.
The supportive behaviors refrect the comprexities

found in coupling the professions of nursing
and
administration in the context of comprex hearth
care
organizations. The addition of contextual
0r
discipline-specific rores is not unconmon
in the
literature (choran, 1969; Hannah, 19g1r. Morrison,

Raber, 1988).

r-983;
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summary

of the lÍork characteristics of Rurar
Chief Executive Nursesl

The work of rural cENs is diversified and highly
complex. Arthough considerable tíne is given to scheduled
meetings, cEN work is prinariry filled with a variety of
activities
of short duration. These activities are
fragmented and are characterized by frequent interruptions
over which the cEN appears to have rittre control. The
cENrs work is frequentry interrupted, especially during
desk work sessions, whereby the nurse executive is often
required to engage in new act,ivities prior to completing
the previous activity.
Arthough the data demonstrated
that the cEN I s work day is extremery fragrmented with a
diverse set of activities, it is not as fragmented as that
of front-line manaçters such as nursing unit coordinators
(Raber, 1988).

A significant amount of the rurar cENrs time is spent
in joint activities, where interactions are primarily
rearized with reporting managers and general duty staff
within their divisíons. These interactions generarly
occur in the form of brief, unscheduled rneetings. Live
action verbal communicat,ion appears to be the preferred
method of communícation for all cENs. This serves the
purpose of sharing and gathering information, supporting
the roles of monitoring and leadership. Much of the rural
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cENts tirne was spent on informational behaviors necessary
for the receipt and dissemination of information.
Beyond day-to-day,

front-rine operations, cENs' attend
to executíve, rong-term functi-ons such as strategic
planning. sinilar to other executives, rurar cENs are
extensivery involved with planning, policy, progranming,
and coordination activities with fiscar, hiring, firing
and spokesperson functions (Alran, t98r¡ carey et â1.,
l-988; Chapman, 1_968; Henry & Moody , LgB6; Jensen, 1-960;
Keith, 1958; McMillan, l_983) .
Nurse executives function as the go-between their own
divisions and other departments within the facirity, the
cEo' and the Board of Directors. The rgo-betweenl
dimension, or the effective execution of upward, downward
and lateral rerationships, suggests a rore descriptor
commonly used for niddle managers (Horne & Lupton, L96s¡
uyterhoeven, ]-972). The canadian rural cENrs rore,
sírnilar to those described by Hagen and worff (1961) and
Henry and Moody (1986), are required to relate: 1) upward
to corporate management, and the boards ì 2) outward to
colleagues, other professionals, to the community and
consumers; and, 3) downward to nursing and ancirlary
personnel within the hospital setting.
The investigator found similarity among the work
patterns of the four study ínformants. some differences,
however, $rere observed in the amount of time spent in
various work activities
and behaviors. Experience,
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individual management styre, educational background, type
of pat,ients served, number of staff, and areas of
responsibirity did contribute to varying emphasis on
specific cEN activities and behaviors (Ford & slocum,
L977'). with the small sample síze it cannot be concruded
from these findings that the number, duration, pace and
type of cEN activities would remain the same over tine.
Arthough routine work was an aspect of alr cENs work,
projects of various sorts tended to draw them away from
routine activities.
Hence, many of their duties $¡ere
being compreted by engaging in longer working days or
during slower seasonal times.
The nature of cycrical work was explored in this study
as the quaritative data strongry suggested daily, weekly,
monthly and less frequent time cycles in the cENsr work.
The ARIMA time series fanily of moders (see chapter 3, pp.
79-82 ) was utilized
to determine whether the data
supported cycrical work. The time series moder rnarginally
supported cyclical work for scheduled and unscheduled
meet,ings, and desk work, over tirne periods of one-half
hour (unschedured meetings) to three hours (desk work).
The studyrs data base did not support other predictive,
forecasting erements of cENsr work. Although the time
series model hras weak as a forecasting tool, the
qualitative data elements regarding cyclical work suggest
that, further research would be appropriate.
The work of the cEN in this study was consistent, with
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many of the work characteristics as described in
Mintzbergrs (Lgl3) theory. Most símilar is Mintzberg,s
description of the work quantity, pace, fragrmentation,
brevity, variety, and preference for verbal live action.
Mintzberg describes the executive manager as maintaining a
complex network of contacts with those outside the
organization and notes that for rower- and middre-level
managers the netr¡¡ork of contacts tends to be with other
services and departments within the same organization.
Fíndings in this study indicate that, rural CENs
interface extensively with others both internal and
externar to the organization. Agaín, this is related to
ínformants having an executive rore invorving regional
planning, standards (professionar associations and
interest groups), being the only nurse-out-scope, and,
responsible for up to fifteen distinct departments. The
organizational structure may rimit the freedoms allowed
for the cEN, but, overalr the investigator observed that
the cEN had a faír degree of latitude of managerial
trrights and dutiesrr (Mintzberg, I973, pp. 4B-Sl_) .
B. Reconnendations for practice, Education and Research
from this study are based upon the
research findíngs and the review of the literature.
Findings from this exploratory and descriptive research
study further the limited understanding of the work
Recommendations
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activit.ies

and behaviors of CENs. RecommendatÍons are
presented in the areas of nursing practice, education and
research.

i) Nursing Practice
The adninistrative inplications of this study are
numerous. This study of CENs in rural, conmunity
hospitals suggests that, our current understanding of the
CEN roles and responsibilities is limited.
At the time of
the study, no previous research had been formally
conducted in Canada for CENs in rural, conmunity
hospitals. Perhaps the most obvious irnplication of this
study might be for practÍcing CENs themselves. Several
key issues Ídentified by the research process included
orientation, job descrj-ptions, and the need for support
and recognition of CENs as executive rnanagement.
CENs throughout the research study indicated that they
generally did not take the time to objectively examine
what they were doing and how they vüere spending their
tine.
In addition, they indicated that even if they
decided to undertake such a task, there would be no data
with which to compare it; an option that is now avaj-Iable
to then.
This studyrs description of CENrs may provide
practicing nurse executives with insight into their roles
and responsibílities.
The individual and composite
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profiles of the cENrs work presented could assist
executives with fresh insights into the way rurar cENs
spend their time. some cENs may feer that they are
misarrocating their tírne and efforts.
comparing their
activíties with findings from this study may revear that
their arlocation of time to activities is similar to that
of other rural CENs.
Findings in this study indicate that the cENrs work is
generally discontinuous and subject to frequent
interruptions. That rural cENs may feel they spend most
of their time in críses management is perhaps more a
reflection of the nature of the work than attributes of
the individuar occupying the position (Duignan , j,g7g) . of
interest is the finding that the number of years of
experience and organizationar setting do not alter the
demands placed upon the cENs, nor the visibre degree of
control over events in their workday (Dunn & schirder,
1e93).

The findings of this study arso have implicat,ions for
those persons contemprating a nurse executive position in

a rural, community hospital. The invest,igat,or suggests
that individuars who prefer well organj-zed and routine
types of jobs might be irl advised to consider seeking a
cEN position.
Additionally, a strong nursing ctinical
background still
favors the individual for assuming a
management positíon within a rurar, cornmunity hospital.
clinical
support from nurse executives, although
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infrequent, hras stil1 evident in this study.
The whole issue of orientation for an incomíng CEN
must be addressed. Not only must the individuar have a
comprehensive review of the posítion roles and
responsibÍrities, but the orientation program must arso
address the nature of the job and identify the priorit.ies
of the job. This could involve reviewing the findings of
this study plus spending dedicated time with the outgoing
director, if possible. Beyond job expectations and the
nature of the work being explicitly defined, cENs shourd
receive frequent performance feedback from the cEo, and
early opportunitíes for peer support internar and external
to the organization.
onry cENs can truly define their professional and
corporate role for rural, conmuníty hospitals. Results
from this study indicate that, the categories in the
riterature to describe the broad and diversified rore of
cENs are not all incrusive, given that an additionar
behaviorar category lras supported. The investigator
strongly recommends that the cENts job description cannot
automaticarly be developed frorn any prototype, but must be
deveroped within the context, of the organizational
philosophy and structure, programs derivered, resources
available, and so on. For example, cENsr role derineation
becomes even more critical during health reform as more
facilities
farr under the jurisdiction of a singre
Executive DÍrect,or.
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By streamrining the number of executive personner
throughout rurar hearth care facirities, the cENsr rore is
extended. rf the cEN remains as the sore executive
dÍrector on-site, what additionar human, fiscal,
technorogical and educationar supports are required so
that these indíviduars can furfilr the duties of their
position? cEN involvement in this review process is
strongly recommended since awareness of current work
patterns and behaviors wirl assist executives in
accomplishing organizational goals.
Results from the study indicate that the categories
used in the literature to describe the role of the cEN are
not all inclusive. For exampre, the supportive behaviors
of the CEN were not recognized in Mintzbergrs (tg73)
conceptual framework. A review of the nurse executivers
current job description shourd address the supportive
providíng an accurate and
functions of the role.
rearistic picture of what the cEN posítion entails v¡ourd
be helpfur to incorning cENs who struggre with the íssues
of rore crarity and conflicting job expectations. Job
descriptions shourd al-so provide the basis for selection
criteria and evaluating performance standards. rf these
documents do not accuratery reflect the rore of the cEN,
then current serection and evaruation practices can be
quest,ioned. For these reasonsr ân ongoing review of the
CEN job description is strongly recommended.
This study identified that cENrs spend time in rotherrf
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types of activities.
For example, cENs were prone to
perform secretarial duties, especiarry in those faciritÍes
where they did not have dedicated secretarial support. rt
is essential for nurse executives to ident,ify and review
what non-executive functions they perform. Evaluation of
whether certain functions could be conpleted by other
personner shourd be reviewed so that cENs may attend to
priority executíve functions. cl-ericar activities such as
photocopying, filing and sorting rnail are examples of
activities
that courd be performed by secretarial
personnel.

The need for allocation of resources to assist cENs
with the demands of their position r¡ras identified during
the course of this study. clericar support, current

technology, and continuj-ng education concerning this
technorogy, would assist cENs to better fulfirl their role
as nurse executive. professional support from superiors
and other nurse executive needs to be fostered and
encouraged on an ongoing basis.
The amount of overtime reported by the cENs deserves

due attention. Attending to paperwork, be it project or
daily desk work, budget reports, staff scheduling and so
forth, accounted for the majority of overtime hours.
Linited
administrative support for the evorving
rexecutivet component of the job was a factor identified
by the cENs which is adding to their current job
dímensions and resulting in additionar overtime. Results
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from this

study suggest that organizations need to
reassess resources availabre to the nurse executive, and
províde those supports that would focus the workroad of
cENs and allow them to concentrate on the administrative
aspects of their position.
The need for feedback on day-to-day operations and
strategic ptanning was identÍfied by the informants.
support from the cEo and nurse executive peers !üas
recognized as an írnportant component by arr the
informants. They perceived this support, as particurarly
valuabre during periods of signifícant change, such as
hearth care reform. Regurarry schedured meetings with the
cEo, regional nurse executive interest groups, and the
professional association were recommended as a method of
ensuríng feedback about multiple issues such as practice
standards. opportunities to share ideas, experiences and
frustratíons with peers through the regionar cEN interest
groups was held in high regard. The regional groups arrow
each member to attend to their ohrn agenda items such as
giving opportunity for sharing ideas and recognition of
each others achievements. The support groups vrere
particularry
rerevant to this
group as nurse
adninistrators were often the only nurses out-of-scope
within their own hospital.
rnvorvement of cENs in the planning and direction of
the facility,
and especiarly the divisions they r,ìrere
responsible for, hras ídentified as an important issue.
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There hras a sense that a great deal of information v¡as
passed down from others such as government about the
numerous changes occurring for hospitar services. The
cENs in this study wanted to be more invorved in the
pranning of change, whether internal or external_ to the
organization.
The cEN rore must not be underestinat,ed. A greater
understanding of the role wirr faciritate
skirred
performance at this key lever of nursing adninistration.
The cENs work within canadars hearth care system has
undergone significant change over the last fifty years and
is currentry facing formidable change (Tayror I Lg87).
Health care organízations are faced with rnurtiple health
care reform issues. How witr the rurar cENs role change
within regionar hearth care concepts? How wirl the
merger of hospitars and regional health care provider
concepts effect the role of CENs?

ií) Nursing Education
The findings from this study demonstrate that rural
cENs have roles and responsibirities comparable to other
managers by sharing the broad basic functions of
adninistration, education, business and industry (cNA,
1988; chapman, 1968). The educational needs and
management preparation of cENs in general is a conmon
theme in the literature (Fralic I LTBT; Grant I Lgg3r. Gray
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et âI., 1-988; Mark et â1., i_990; pouJ-in, J,gBAb; Reynolds,
L987; Siruns, L99L; Thornlinson, l-991-) . yet, the lack of
nurse managerial educational preparation, both formaL and
inforrnal, has been considered to be one of the weakest
links in the health system (Danierson, rgTB; Fine, t9B3;
Leatt, 1985). Preparing nurses for rural, nursing
administration in an era of significant hearth care reform
has tremendous imprications for health care derivery. The
findings from this study reinforce the importance of
establishing educationar programs which address the
executive complexities of CEN work.
Managerial education would assist the nurse executive
to integrat,e the professionar and management, discíplines.
This study's findings, arong with other research findings
(Poulin, L984b¡ simms et â1., 1985), support Leattrs
(1981) premise that the professional cEN functions at a
corporate lever. The professional-corporate roles and
responsibirities are supported by the deveropment and
utilization of numerous managerial skirls.
Emphasis of
skilrs is dependent on contextual and personal erements
such as organizationar structure or resources and
indivídual preferences or education. Rurar cENs
frequentry extend their interactions beyond the nursing
disciprine, so that effective change process and decision
making can ensue.

rnformants ín this study suggested that the knowredge
they had about the cEN role was rargely rearned and/or
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acquired on the job (Pfoutz et â1., j-g97). rt is evident
that certain skirrs and work behaviors are deveroped over

tirne with experience, but there must be certain
interventions that educationar institutions
and
organizatíons could implement to faciritate a smoother
transition from other nursing practice roles such as
front-line nursíng management.
rncrusíon of introductory management courses in
generic baccalaureate programs wourd provide an
opportunity for nurses to acquire a basic theoretical
knowledge of management principles. rf already in
practice, the cENs participation in certificate management
courses assists them for or in their administrative rore
as they dear with current issues. The opportunity to
reflect upon past experiences and apply management
theories and principres to speci-fic situations is
considered the most varuable aspect of these type of
programs.

Leatt (1985) found that two-thirds of cENs in smarl
facilities did not hold a baccaraureate degree. A goar of
the nursing profession should be prepare nurse executives
at a graduate revel. Graduate rever educational
preparation is essential as the rurar cENs rore expands to
include more corporate responsibilities over diversified
departments and nulti-facirity arrangements (simns et aI.,
1985). rncumbent cENs, too, nust be supported through
distance educationar approaches. Reynotds (tg}z) argues
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that more extensive education and experience will assist
CENs to cope more successfully with administrative issues.
Nurse educators must recognize that significant
changes in the health system require a greater number of
skilled nurse managers in a variety of roles and
functions. To meet the transitíon relevant course content
is essential-. Rural CENs indicate that they desire
education programs that are practical,
rural and
nurse-oriented, versus theoretical, urban and other
disciplined focused (Anderson & Kimber I A99L).
What then are the educat,ional needs of rural CENs?
The findings of this study and the literature suggest that
their
needs are extremely diverse.
Educational
requirernents that have been identified include: the
history and culture of rural communities; networking and
negotiation as it relates to professionals and consumersi
financial and resource management of smalt hospitals;
Iabor relations; crit,ical thinking and change process;
professional and community
nursing informatics;
linguistics r' hospital-community initiatives
(primary
health care and regionalization) ; organizational potitics;
public policyr' publíc relations; market,ing, researchi and
care evaluation (Baurngart & Larsen, L9g2; Fruend, 1985;
Henry & Moody, L986; Lemieux-Charles & Wiley, L992¡
Reynolds, 7,987; Smith, 1992).
To truly meet the educational needs of the rural
CENs, a concerted effort for rural nursing administrative
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research needs to be supported by rural hospitars
incruding cENs themserves, professionar associations,
nursing academia, and. governmental hearth port,fotios.
cENs must be educationally and preferably experientially
prepared to
fulfill
the
evolving roles
and
responsibilities
of their pivotal professionar and
corporate position (cNA, t-9BB). The findings of this
study concur wÍth many others that preparation is critical
prior to an individuar accepting a cEN position (Bushy,
L992 ¡ cray et â1. , i-988; Fruend, l-985; Henry & Moody,
1986; Kirk, LTBT; Simms et â1., 1,gg7; Stevens, LgTBì
Thomlinson, L99L; Waters,

iii)
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Nursing Research

A review of the literature revealed a paucity of
research studies that describe the role of the cEN. No
studies could be found that specificarly addressed the
work activities of cENs in rurar, community hospitals in
canada. The findings and concrusions derived from this
study in many ínstances comprement the findings documented
in the riterature. Resurts from this study have several
irnplications for future research in the area.
Many of the propositions relating to the nature of the
cENrs admínistrative behavior proposed in this study may
be regarded as a seríes of working hypotheses which courd
be used as a focus for further research. The aspect of
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cEN supportive behaviors and cEN cycricar work are two
such examples.

The smarl sample used in this study precludes
transferability of the study findings to the population of
cENs in rural, conmunity hospitals in Manitoba. rt is
suggested, therefore, that there is utirity in repricating
the study within other samples t ot within other
populations of cENs, to determine whether the results of
this study are transferable.
The resurts of this study are two-fold: 1) they
largery support previous studies about executive
personner; and, 2) they al-so identify managerial
dÍmensíons not previously documented. Because research in
this area is linited, more in-depth studies are required
to increase our understanding of this complex and evolving
executive role (cNA, r-9BB; Henry et âr. , 199r-) . Fehr
studies have examined the specific observabre activities
and behaviors of rural cENs (Hagen & wolff , tg6Lr. Henry &
Moody, l-996). The rural studies that were conducted have
onry rinited transferabílity because of the diversity of
cEN roles and responsibilities
found in various
geographical settings, health care derivery systems, and
distinct organizationar cultures (Rotkovitch, 1983) .
Previous research has reveared that there are
dífferences in the work activities of novice versus expert
nurses (Benner, rgg4; Dunn, lggo). Novice managers tend
to be task oriented, rely on rules to guide their behavior
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and have difficulty seeing beyond the present demands.
Experts, meanwhile, are more skilred at viewing situations
as a whole and are invorved with strategic planning (Dunn
& schilder, L993'). rt would be of interest to determine if
novice cENs in rural, conmunity hospitals were more
operationally and tasked oriented compared to expert cENs.
Findings from such studies would help organizations to
develop orientation programs and implenent other
supportive approaches that would assist incoming cENs to
more adequatery assume their roles and responsibilities.
For the most part the results from this study concur
with Mintzbergrs (L973) work concepts. More in-depth,
rongitudinal research is encouraged, as previous rurar,
community hospitar cENs studies in this area could not be
found. Additionalry, the supportíve behavior concepts
need to be operationally defined. Research over longer
periods of time would determine whether these are distinct
roles and whether saturation of role categories has
occurred. Longitudinal studies night also revear an
evolving cEN role and faciritate the revj-ew of cyclical
work that, was evident in the qualitative data.
consistent with Mintzberg's (L973) findings, this
study demonstrated that managerial work is characterized
by brevity, variety and fragmentation at an unrerent,ing
pace. These factors appear to be intensified in smalrer
organizations such as rural hospitals as found for cENs in
this study. How is it that cENs survive in this
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environment over tíme, and what factors are put, into prace
that result in some degree of predictability and control
over daily work activities? The turnover rate for rurar

is unknown.
Replication of this study is recommended in another
contexù with different informants to determine whether
sirnirar patterns of behavior and work activities are
evident among other CENs.
The preparation of cENs and ongoing educational needs
require further study through the research process.
Resurts of this study indicate that educationar needs vary
with experience and organizationar functÍons. The timing
of management programs for cENs may be important as werI.
Management preparation courses that have a theoretical
focus with linited opportunities for experÍential rearning
may not be the best hray to prepare nurse executives.
Research in this area would be valuabre to determine the
mosf effectíve rray of educating nurses for managerial
positions in ruraL hospitars. preparing staff nurses for
future cEN positions wourd be an interesting research
area. For example, what interventions could organizations
put in prace to develop staff nurses with skitls essentiaL
for the CEN rol-e?
A review of the strength and rimitations of this study
have methodological irnplications for future research.
rnformant responses to certain questions and comments nade
during the pre-observation and exit interviews reveared
CENs
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the need for further revisions to improve the instrument.
Replication of the questionnaire is recommended in
different study settings to improve the research quality
of the tooI.
Reliance upon survey methods alone to collect data
about the work activities and behaviors about CENs may not
produce accurate findings.
The results that the
investigator questioned was the amount of overtime
estimated by each of the informants. Discrepancies
between the estimated tirne and the actual observed time
spent in various work activities has been documented for
nurse managers (Dunn, 1990).

The richness of the data collected during this
qualitative study demonstrates the value of these methods
for nursing research. Given the linited number of nursing
administration studies, this type of data collection is
seen as an important vehicle for generat,ing knowledge
about the practice of a nurse executive. Triangulating
data collection methods in this study proved to be a
definite strength in the research design. Future studies
with this type of methodology are encouraged.
The content, of the work of Canadian CENsr is changing
as the health care system evolves, requiring nurse
execut,ives to function in diversified and corporate roles
(CNA, 1993). Ongoing and extensive research is required
as a greater understanding of CENst roles and
responsibilities will contribute to the development and
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refinement of concepts and theory in administration in
generar, and nursing administration ín particurar. The
extent and diversity of issues in rurar hearth care
delivery bid a focused plan for deveroping an ernpirical
body of knowledge on the work content of rurar cENs
(Bushy, L992; I{einert & Long, l-99 j_) .
C. Study Strengths and Linitations
There is no research design that fulry captures
rearity in its entirety. Recognition of methodorogical
limitations must be given due consideration. The study
s/as linited by resources and the time consuming nature of
observational data collection, thereby restricting the
sampre size to four cENs. The use of a convenience sample
of informants had certain strengths and linit,ations.
Access to four informants within different organizational
structures in various rural regions of the province
provided a diversif ied dat,a base. The four study
informants provided a broad range of experience and
practice, and organizational variability.
í) Interviews, Static Data, and observations
The interviews, the static data, and. the observations
generated a broad spectrum of data which enriched the
study. cENsf activities could be reasonably observed and
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recorded since the informants were observed under natural
conditionsThe twelve observation days with the
informants provided the opportunity to capture natural
occurrences.

The pre-observation and exit interviews arrowed
experiences occurring under natural conditions to be
more
fulIy voiced by the infornants and observed by the
investigator. The pre- and post-observation interviews
proved to be welr suited to the descriptive nature
of the
investigation. The building of one data set upon another
arlowed the researcher to further pursue variabres from
the first interview and the observation period, that may
not yet have been fully addressed.
rn-person interviews with each informant provided the
investigator the opportunity to crarify, probe and obtain
accurate and more cornplete information. The intervi-ews
fostered an opportunity to establish the credibirity
of
the information provided, through assessment of congruency
between the informantsr verbal responses and actual
observed events. rnclusion of a semi-structured interview
guide ín this study provided an opportunity for
the
informants to disclose additional information as they
desiredr' further enhanci-ng the data. The exit interview
contributed to the data noted in the pre-observation
interview and the observation period.
An additional strength of this study was the 98.5
hours of structured observation over twelve working days;
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observation that allowed natural_ occurrences to be
captured in the data set. Additionarry, many similarities
of CENsr observed work $¡ere verified by comments during
the observation period and the exit interviews. Having
the informants share during the observat,ion períods the
rwhat and whyr of theír activities and behaviors decreased
the element of subjectivity which assísted the analysis of
structured observations (Snyder & Glueck, l_9BO).
Additionarry, interpretations of events v/ere periodicarly
checked with the informants.
Observer bias needs to be consídered an element of the
design that potentially affected the study results. The
researcherrs faniliarity
with the CEN positíon, and
previous professional association with the study
informants, may have influenced the collection and
analysis of data. Conversely, rather than limit the
resurts of the study, these factors may have faciritated
each informantts rcomfortt during the study.
The
researcherrs nursing administration experience placed the
investigator into a rshared curturet with the informants,
enhancing data collection and analysis. For example, the
researcher understood the adrninistrative lingo
The data demonstrated thatr on average, the CENs
participat,ed in 7L.7 events per work day which lasted 6.8
minutes in duration. The tirne duration per event did not
reave much time for the informants to contror their work
activities,
nor the investigator to subjectively
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manipulate the recorded events. Mintzberg (Lg73) argues
that manageriar work content likely does not change
as
most work is dictated by other. social settings are
arso
known to have a tendency to be stable over time,
therefore
observer presence is less of a threat to data credibirity
than qenerally recognized (choran, 7969; Lincoln & Guba,
1985). The structured nature of the observation toor_ arso
help control for observer bias.
The smarr sampre size and qualitative nature of the
data linit the generalizations of the study. However,
the
in-depth nature of the data from observations, interviews
and composite descriptions provide thorough insight
into
the work of community hospitar cENs in rurar- settings.

D. study Conclusions
cENs will

continue to have pivotal roles in the
maintenance of cost-effective and quality nursing practice
throughout the canadian hearth care system. Rural
nurse
executive rores and responsibilities,
however, will
continue to be redefined in the context of discipline
specific trends, glenerar management evolution, and health
care reform occurring both at the organizational and
system levers (Lernieux-charres c wirey 1,gg2) .
Hearth
,
care reform wirl continue with altered funding bases,
rapidly changing technology, growing consumer involvement,
and the shift of care from institutions to the cornmunity
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(cNA' 1993). ongoing nursing administration research
in
rural canada wirr be required to best assist this process.
A review of the r-iterature reveared a rinited number
of research studies that examined the rore of the rurar_
cEN. Despite research design tinÍtations, conclusions and
reconmendations from this study enhance our limited
knowredge in this area. An awareness of the growing
complexity and significance of the rural cEN rore reads
to
a greater understanding of the position. ongoing nursi-ng
adninistrative
research wilr
faciritate
effecti_ve
management practices and delivery of quality patient
care.
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APPENDIX A

Letter of Initial

Contact

Dear

r am a Masterrs of Nursing student at the uníversity
of Manitoba interested in
rurál, nursing aaminis[rãtioni
am compreting the required course and- thesis wort for
I_
the Masterrs. program. Þrofessor David Gregory (telephonã
number) is the chairperson of ny thesis cõmmÍttLJ.-- r am
wlr-tr-ng to_ request your pqfliqieation in a research study
of the roles. and__ rêsponsibilities of cornmunity trõspitãi
chief Executive Nurses (cENs) in rural
uáñité¡;:---This
proj_ect, has been approved by úne Erhi¿tt ièti-ew A;mmitdãã
of the Faculty .of Nursing a€ the university of I,tanidou..
To obtain the data ñecessary for thii study, -tõur to
six cENs in rurar Manitoba who liave been in th¿i'r ãurrent
position for at reast one ye_ar,
are being aÀreã-aõ pió+ide
organizatíonar- datã, b9 observed at work, and
U==,rilinafv
participaçe. in both. a pre-observation and exit, interiiew.
Your parti_cipation in ftris study wilr mean that r wirr be
your rshadowr and record
your ãctivities, as they õ"",rr,
over a consecutive three däy period. The'observáLloñ
be as unobtrusive as possible-, and idearry not Àeieðtwiri
tne
normal course of your work. õollection of data wirr take
pragg sometime during the months of November, Lggà tñrougrr
April, L993.
rn re.questing ygur participation, r realize that, there
may Jce situations -in wñich you or your co-workers prefer
my

absençg- (e:9.. _during a peiformancè appraisar), in'which
case J_ T/ìIrrr hrLthdrar/ìr
from observation upon your reguest.
The written and tape-recorded inforinatiän wirr'ðnty r"
used for the purpose oi my thesis. r would rike t,o-â"=rrre
anla the hospitai's name or lðcaIe,
_I?y,t!"!
wl-rI noE your-.idèntit_y
þe atiscussed or revealed to anyone
t Qt reporteà
in py thesis or future pubrications. -rne aâta
cói'iectea
my
observations
witt
be
descriptive
in
nãruiã-(".g.
9llllg
meetingis, desk work, etc. ) . The ínfornation witl' Nor
incrude detailed descriptións of _your mánãõãiiar- styre,
nor an evaluation of. youi work perfõrnance.
rf you.are.willin_g to_participate, please return your
respolse via the encrosed-enveroþed,'tb David
óiiêagei,
Wink1er, ManÍtoba, R6W +-eq,'by November 6, Lggz.
9o{
\7.2,
A Letter of confirmation will foII'ow your indicad,ion of
participation.
have. any concerns or questions,
do not
L__!ff-yop
flesr-tate
to contact ne .(_[H] 3.2s-846o or ¡w1 please
rzs-43s4).
r
'
thank you for your consideration of this inalter.
Sincerely,
David Driedger R.N., B.Sc.N.
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Letter of Confirnation
Dear

Thank you for agreeing to participate in ny research
study on Éne roles-and fespon?ibilities of rüraI chief

Executive Nurses.
As was discussed in an earlier letter,

I arn writing to
observation are
the dates for
confirm that
(Date/Month/Year). I will plan to meet you at the
Ìiospital at OSOO hours on the -first day. I would like to
remind you that a copy of the hospitaltÈ mission statement
and organízational structure, nursing philosophy anq ygur
job description would be most, appreciãted at the beginning
of the observation period.
I want to thank you again for your willingness to
participate. in .this st-udy.. -If you have _any questions or
concerns prior to our meeting, please feel free to contact
me at (H) 325-8460. _or -(!Y) 325-4354. I look forward to
seeing you on (Date/Month/Year).
Sincerely,
David Driedger R.N., B.Sc.N.
Masters of Nursing Student

University of Manitoba
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The University of Manitoba
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Disclaimer
Rores and

Responsi¡irl;i:3":l f;il:i'chier Execurive

Nurses

You are being asked to voruntariry participate in the

and responsibir-igies of community
Ft'udy. of chief
lns rores
hospitar
Executive Nürses in rurar Manitoba]
_
condgcted by David Driedger, a graduate student in
Faculty of Nursing at lhe university of Manitoba. you thá
are
invited to participate because you are currently a
!Si"g
chief Executive Nurse in- a 25-r-oo bed community hospital
in rurar Manitoba and have been in this posi€ion for a

of one year.
As an informant in the study, you wiII be asked to
provide preriminary hospital and'ae-nographic
informaÈion
dyring a. pre-observatioñ interview (afprðxinrately thirty
minutes in duration) on the first day-ðf the objervatíoñ
period. Your work activities wil-1 thén be observed by the
researcher for a projected time period of Lhree
consecutive days. Àt- the completion oi the observation
experience, _you . wi1] be asked to participate
- thirty in a
tape-recorded
exit intervíew (approxiinatery
to
-- the
sixty
mÍnutes
in
duration)
to
dettrrnine
rrrepresentativenessrr of the observation experience to your
normal work situation, plus additional managerial work
minimum

considerations.
You understand that you or your co-workers have the
right to request that - the rãsearcher withdraw from
observing certain situations,. and that you can withdraw
from the study at aly time without penaity of any kind.
There are no known riéks.
If you have any questions or concerns about the
research studyr yoü are free to contact the researcher or
his advisors ät tne following numbers:
Researcher: David Driedger (H) 325-8460ì (Vf) 325-4354
Thesis Chair: prof. pavld crelory - telápÈone number
Thesis Advisor: prof. Sue Coké --telephoñe
number
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Roger HalI - teleþhone number

APPENDTX E

The investioator

wilr first review the disclaimer with the
informant. ñne-purpo-se.
and methods õï-tùr" s_t_udy, incruding
the researcher'è aïa inràinanu
s rorãsl-ïirr -Éå Ëïñirir,"a
ro rhe cEN prior ro
quescr_ons.

""i"g-iiË'rJrr"î1Tä
or concerns
regarding the
purpose of this research study?
2' Do you have.any
questíons
concerns regarding the
methods used to -coriect data or
i; thi;-"iüayï'
3'
you teIl me about the hospital you work
B?!^""n
-'----rrãr.r"=,
in
( srze ¡
organizational
stiucturé, l-'

Do you have.-ary questions

acute/Iong-term, old/new) ?
4. Is there anything_about
your hospital that
distinsuishês -riãrn-"tñãi-rü;;i-häËpirals?

ir

5' rs there anything about ygyr hospital that makes your
position as a chÍef nxècutive Nu-rse roi"ää.riiâi:"ð'
titte)__dirferent
rural Manitoba? riorn- õ.hð;'ðniäi"ñxåcuLive Nurses in
6' could you describe to me your nursing education?
7 ' courd you descríbe to me your
nursing experience?

APPENDIX F

Observation Record
Manager Code
Date
Time

Duration
(míns)

Activity Activity
Type

Scheduled Partic

Initiself/

ipants ator

Others

Dunn (l-990)

Commen ts

/Code
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Actívity Type - Definition of

Terms

1-) . schedured. Meetings
prearranged meetings between the
chief
Executive ulrrse (cEN) and others that- are schedured
at least thirty minutes prior to the occurrence.
tteetÍngs any verbal interactíon between
?) unscheduleô
the
cEN and others thãt take. þIace uy chance, on the spur
of the momentr or occur with less- than tÉirty minuLes
notice.
3 ) Desk lÍork
tirne spent in the cENs' of f ice or desk
processing. mair, writiñg letters or reports,
schedules,
and reflecting on events.
4) _ _Terephone calls
incoming and outgoing terephone
calls
5) Travel
this includes travel by the cEN to various
parts of the hospital, hospital
cõmplex, or community
events.

6).Tours -.ínforrnal stroll through the facility to observe
activity without prearrangement. 7^) Personal. - this consists of miscelraneous personally
focused activities, including rneal and break-tirnäs.
s) se-cretarial this refers to any activities that coutd
have been carried out be a CENrs sdcretary.
9) Otþer any activity tþat does not readily rfitr into
one of the other eight defined categories.
Adapted from
( r_e88

)

.

Dunn

(1_990),

Mintzberg (t973) and

Raber
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Exit Intervíew Guide
l-. To what extent_do you think this three day
period has
been typical of _yoùr usuar
ná=-ã"ytrrii-rg
unusual occurred?
""tivitïããi
2. Vüere there any activities lhat I did not observe, that
---you

are normally involved in in your role as chiåf
Executive Nurse- (CEN) ?
3. 4= ygg know, I will be observing CENs in other
facirities. can you lhi¡k or ãñy-üniqüä iãätür""
specific to vour ñospiral
tnãt-rnisñt-Ëfieã[-toü;- work
aS a CEN?
4. Do you find that there is seasonar variation to your
workload t ot the type of lvork you do as a CEN?
5. Oo. y9y spend tirne doing work related
outside of normal workíng nourÀ?- -irr activities
yã=i -wñã[ a=e
these acÈivities?
múch time aò you sþend on work
related activities How
outside of .,ornál'orð"[i;;-nãürsa
6. How disruptíve did you find my presence as an observer
in rerms óf_vour anirity to áêcãrnpli;ñ-y;"r-r.õõi".
work? How long was it Ëef_ore'you'-ielt
comfortable or settled with rny-preience?;;;";;ËIy
7 - Hor¡¡ do you thinl. my. presence has af fected
the work of
others in your hosþital? (e:9. treãã-nurses,
státi
nurses, department headsr-otñer health carå wóiLãr=,
patients)

8- How many days.do you think r would have to observe to
have a good-pictule of the woir õf ä cEN?
9- rs there anything you wourd r-ike to add about vour
rore as a cEN, tñat.yol¡ do no feel tnð stüãv-rråãasked, or captured iñ trre ouseivãÈiòn-pãiiðáe---L0. rf r think gf other questions r would rike to ask you
about, the observatioñ experielrce, lJ it-ói.y-tã-'telephone you at a later-date?
L1- rf you. have any further questions, concerns or
gg1mgllg ptease conract, rñe ar tHl'32s_84¿o oi- ¡w1
325-4354.
Adapted from Dunn (1990) and Raber (l_9g8).

